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WEB-BASED OBLIQUE AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF WASHINGTON
STATE'S MARINE SHORELINE

Hugh Shipman, Washington Department of Ecology
Brian Lynn, Washington Department of Ecology

Between 1992 and 1997, Washington's Department of Ecology acquired oblique
aerial photography of the state's approximately 2500 miles of marine shoreline.
This collection of over 9000 photographs provides a valuable educational,
monitoring, and research tool for both coastal managers and the general public,
but access to the photographs is limited.  In 1999, Ecology's Shorelands and
Environmental Assistance Program (Washington's coastal program) developed a
web-based application that allows efficient access to these photos over the
internet using relatively inexpensive and readily available technology.

Oblique aerial photographs are valuable for a variety of purposes.  They do not
lend themselves readily to photogrammetric analysis since scale varies across
the image and rectifying oblique views with maps and ortho-photographs,
particularly on uneven terrain, is difficult at best.  On the other hand, they can be
very useful for other types of analysis.  The photos can be of relatively large
scale at the shore, yet still contain considerable information about the upland.
On steep, bluff-lined shores, oblique photos are valuable in identifying
landslides, bluff geology, shoreline armoring (bulkheads and revetments), and
riparian vegetation that would be hidden or obscured in conventional vertical
photographs.  Oblique photographs are far more comprehensible and intuitive to
most audiences than traditional vertical air photos and as a result these photos
are important educational tools (see examples in Figure 2).

Table 1.  Washington's 15 coastal counties, showing number of oblique photos
and the date of flights.

County # Photos Year of Flight
Clallam 657 1994, 1997

Grays Harbor 425 1994, 1997
Island 724 1993

Jefferson 841 1994, 1997
King 415 1993

Kitsap 707 1992
Mason 659 1992, 1993
Pacific 649 1994, 1997
Pierce 691 1992

San Juan 1373 1995
Skagit 714 1994

Snohomish 275 1993
Thurston 314 1992

Wahkiakum 197 1994, 1997
Whatcom 482 1994
TOTAL 9123 1992-1997
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Digitizing the Photos

The photographs represent a continuous series, flown at low altitude along the
entire coast, over a period of several years (Table 1).  There is approximately
10-30% overlap between adjacent photographs.  The scale of the photos (when
viewed as 8x10 inch prints) is approximately  1" = 200-300 feet, at the
shoreline, with roughly 3 photos per mile.  Color negatives were obtained with a
medium format camera while a series of 35mm color transparencies was
acquired simultaneously.  The photos were flown during favorable weather and
lighting conditions and where possible, during periods of relatively low tide.
Photos were indexed by county linearly along the shoreline from left to right as
viewed from the water.  For each photo, we had basic attribute information
including the date and time of the flight, prominent landmarks, county, and a
unique index number.

We chose the 35mm slides as the medium for scanning because of the low cost.
Scanning was accomplished using KODAK's Photo CD process, which allowed
high resolution scans at a very low cost per image.  The Photo CD saves
compressed images at multiple resolutions with 100 images per compact disc.
These images were converted to a JPEG format at two different resolutions
(192x128 pixel thumbnails and 768x512 images).  The resulting images were
approximately 5-10KB for thumbnails and 60-80KB for larger images, for a
total data set size of about one gigabyte.

In order to geographically reference the images, an ArcView utility was
developed that allowed efficient identification of approximate photo center
points along the shoreline and the entry of geographic coordinates into  the
database.  In addition to the georeferencing information and the original photo
attributes, we also added information on the adjacency and sequencing of the
photos so that the application could maintain the left-right orientation of photos.
This became quite complex in areas with many small islands, complex channel
configurations, and at county boundaries.

Site Design

The site was designed with the specific goal of enabling a user to rapidly locate
and view a photo of any section of the shoreline.  We felt that it was important
that an individual could locate a photo either geographically, using maps, or
through a simple text search, and that the site be as intuitive as possible.  The
application is built around a small number of standard pages (Figure 1).  The
home page provides a basic introduction to the site, displays an interactive map
of Washington's coast, and contains the text search dialog.  Several simple pages
explain the site, describe the photos, and guide users to related web sites.
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Figure 1.  Schematic drawing showing basic organization and flow of air photo
web site.

The site contains three levels of maps to assist users in locating photographs.
The home page includes a map of western Washington that includes both the
ocean coast and the inland waters of Puget Sound and Georgia Strait.  By
selecting a location on this map, one of five second-tier maps appears that
covers a smaller portion of the coast.  These are also interactive image maps,
and by selecting an area within this map, the viewer is taken to a third tier of
maps on which individual photos are identified.  There are over 100 of these
largest scale maps, each of which displays on the screen at approximately
1:50,000 (depending on display resolution).

By selecting a photo from the map, one is directed to a standard page that
displays a series of three thumbnail photos, along with their attribute data.
Arrows on the left and right sides of the page allow panning along the shoreline.
This allows rapid scanning because images are small and load rapidly, yet
provide sufficient visual clues to locate familiar features.  Selecting one of the
thumbnails takes one to another standard page, on which the large image is
displayed.  Again, left and right arrows allow movement to adjacent sections of
shoreline.  The site is built around an ACCESS  database that contains the
attribute information, the geographic coordinates, the file locations of the JPEG
images themselves, and the adjacency/sequencing information.

Although high resolution photographic images cannot be downloaded from the
site, any user can save the displayed JPEGs to their own computer.  The
768x512 pixel images can be incorporated into other documents, such as reports
or email, although the print quality is fairly limited.  (Note: The examples
printed in Figure 2 were taken directly from the web site).
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Point Brown,
Ocean Shores
Grays Harbor #151
5/10/1997

Point No Point,
Hansville Area
Kitsap County #367
5/21/1992

Seattle Waterfront
King County #70
5/19/1993

  Figure 2. Examples of Oblique Aerial Photographs.
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A simple query capability on the home page allows a user to enter a text string,
such as the location name, a photo index number, or a geographic feature and
immediately retrieve a list of all photos containing that information. The list
contains links to specific photos, so user can scan list for the photo or location of
interest.

Summary

The site was initially deployed on the Department of Ecology's intranet in July,
1999, and we anticipate publishing the site on the World Wide Web in spring,
2000.  The current site will eventually be incorporated into the Department of
Ecology's Coastal Map Server.  In this way, the functionality of the photo site
can be merged with the power of an internet-based Geographic Information
System (GIS).

Ecology will begin re-flying oblique photographs of the coast this year.  Based
on this project, we will look carefully at emerging technologies for acquiring
digital photos directly.  We expect to be able to provide higher resolution images
in the future and hope to expand the capabilities of the system to allow rapid
comparison of photos between different flight years.

We believe this site will serve individuals interested in a broad range of
shoreline issues, including citizen beach monitors, scientists, resource managers,
and private firms.  We feel the site is sufficiently compelling to attract many
members of the public who would not otherwise visit the Department of
Ecology's web site and we are considering ways to draw people farther into the
more educational parts of our site.   We anticipate that others will probably find
value in linking to our site, either at the top level or to a specific photograph.  A
waterfront restaurant, a shoreline real estate agent, or a high school class
studying a salt marsh will all be able to link directly to the appropriate photo
from their web site.  Ultimately, we hope that the site will increase awareness of
Washington's shoreline and of coastal management issues in general.  Although
the objective of the site was to help users locate photos of specific shorelines,
we find the site's greatest power is in allowing exploration.

Hugh Shipman
Washington Department of Ecology
3190-160th Ave SE
Bellevue WA  98008-5452
Phone:  425.649.7095
Fax: 425.649.7098
Email:  hshi461@ecy.wa.gov
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TOWN MEETING ON AMERICA’S COASTAL FUTURE:
USING THE INTERNET TO PROMOTE COASTAL STEWARDSHIP

Charles A. Bookman, National Ocean Service/NOAA

National Dialogues on Coastal Stewardship

During 1998, the Year of the Ocean, leaders from every region and economic
sector discussed the future of the coasts, and steps that can be taken to
strengthen coastal stewardship. These discussions occurred at: congressional
hearings organized to discuss the need for national ocean policy; forums
organized by The Heinz Center, an independent center for the study of science,
economics and the environment; a meeting on ocean policy organized by the
University of Delaware and the National Ocean Service; and at the National
Oceans Conference, the highest-level and most successful national gathering of
ocean and coastal leaders ever convened.

The National Ocean Service/NOAA and other national organizations that had
begun to work together continued to explore coastal issues beyond the Year of
the Ocean framework. These discussions became known as the National
Dialogues on Coastal Stewardship. The National Dialogues brought together
diverse partners to focus on the most important coastal and ocean issues.1 The
National Ocean Service facilitated the National Dialogues in the spirit of
partnership. All of the products from the National Dialogues are in an on-line
archive, http://state-of-coast.noaa.gov/natdialog/index.html.

The most far-reaching endeavor was an effort to develop a comprehensive
vision for America’s coastal future, and to disseminate the vision and promote
discussion about it.2  The National Dialogue Partners proposed a vision of the
future because they believed:

• Working together and having common goals leads to better understanding;
• A vision helps the partners to become more informed and effective coastal

stewards;
• A vision enriches understanding of values, and provides a reference to be

consulted when economic and environmental interests need to be balanced.

The vision was developed through a sequence of activities that included a
national conference on coastal trends, and a national forum on coastal
stewardship. Information from these activities was relied on as the partner

                                                                
1 American Association of Port Authorities, Boat Owners Association of the United States, Center
for Marine Conservation, The Coastal Society, Coastal States Organization, Consortium for
Oceanographic Research and Education, Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermen’s’ Associations,
National Fisheries Institute, National Ocean Industries Association, National Ocean Service/NOAA.
2 The complete vision statement is at http://state-of-coast.noaa.gov/natdialog/coast2025  .
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organizations discussed and drafted comprehensive vision statements, including
goals and objectives, addressing each of eleven major coastal themes: coastal
hazards, community heritage, energy and minerals, environmental quality, food
supply, population and settlement, public awareness, recreation and tourism,
responding to change, technology, and waterborne commerce.

The partners defined a vision as a clear, specific description of a desired
outcome. The time horizon was set at 2025—as far into the future as has elapsed
since the onset of comprehensive coastal management. The partners expressed
their vision in terms of goals and objectives. A goal is an aim, an end, or
outcome toward which effort is directed. Goals need not be quantifiable, nor
achievable in a time frame. An objective is a quantifiable, definable target or
outcome. Achieving objectives contributes to reaching goals. While
consensus—the absence of disagreement—was not a specific goal, they found
overwhelming agreement concerning their vision.

The National Dialogues partners viewed their vision as remarkable because of
its content, comprehensiveness and breadth, and the extent of agreement that cut
across geographic regions and economic interests. A proposal intended for
dialogue, the partners were interested in disseminating their vision and
promoting discussion. NOS stepped up to this opportunity to inform the public
about coastal conditions and to energize companies, organizations and even
individuals to be better informed coastal stewards. The major means for this was
the Internet Town Meeting on America’s Coastal Future.

The Internet Town Meeting was an interactive Web site constructed around the
vision statement. On-line participants found the vision and goals developed by
the National Dialogues partners and viewed other background, including coastal
trend information and detailed objectives correlated with the goals. They
participated by responding to critical issues in an on-line ballot, and by
providing written comments. The results were instantly available. Participants
could check back from time to time and review progress. They also could
download key documents, including a definitive paper on coastal trends and also
a text version of the vision statement. About one in six visitors to the Web site
downloaded one or more documents.

Engaging People in the Town Meeting

A three-tiered communications strategy was devised: the National Dialogue
partners and their members, other national and regional stakeholder
organizations representing a variety of coastal interests, and the general public—
anyone who lives in, uses or is interested in the coastal and ocean environment.
The essence of the communications strategy was to get the word out through
established communications channels, and then to depend heavily on personal
interest and voluntary cooperation.
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Communications efforts included exhibits at professional and regional meetings,
articles in national and regional publications and Web links, and targeted
mailings. Later, the outreach efforts were focused more directly on educators
and students. A CD-ROM was prepared and distributed, mostly to educators.
The CD-ROM made it much easier to download information—an important
consideration in the classroom.

The following table documents participation in the Internet town meeting.3

Table 1: Cumulative participation in the Internet Town Meeting
8-23-99 9-27-99 10-4-99 11-29-99 12-31-99

Total visitors 611 3,951 4,079 5,167 5,528
Repeat visitors 153 574 606 911 996
Average daily
visitors

29 101 96 79 72

During the period July-December, 1999, when the Internet town meeting was
actively promoted, information was delivered to more than 3,000 individuals.
Over 200 of the CD-ROMs were provided directly to teachers in response to
their requests. “Hot links” were established from many Web sites. In all, more
than 500,000 interested individuals were made aware of the Internet town
meeting through publications or other contacts.

Results from the Internet Town Meeting

The results of the Internet town meeting provide insight into the concerns and
desires of all for America’s coastal future.

Table 2 summarizes the results of the Internet town meeting by theme area.
While the results are not statistically valid for the country, they are internally
consistent for the population that participated. The statistical analyses conducted
were appropriate for the kinds of data collected—primarily nominal and ordinal
data. Frequency distributions were prepared with the quantitative data, and
displayed in bar graphs. A statistical test, such as a chi-square analysis that

                                                                
3 These data are from a statistical package that both understates and overstates Web usage. The
number of actual users is higher. Since these data are internally consistent, they are most useful for
trend analysis. would establish the relationship between the results from the sampled population as
compared to the results from the general population was not conducted, because of limitations in the
data acquisition design.



Table 2: Synthesis of vision and results.
MEETING TOPIC SYNOPSIS OF VISION SYNTHESIS OF RESULTS
Population and settlement
patterns

Accommodate population growth/additional
settlement without compromising environmental
values

• Most popular topic (highest number of votes)
• Strong agreement with vision
• Difficult to achieve the vision
• More information and tools for managing growth would help, but

bolstering political will to make tough decisions would help more
Community heritage Every community will have its own unique feel

and flavor. Cultural heritage and diversity will be
protected and perpetuated through master
planning. Historic structures will be preserved.
Tradition occupations will flourish where they
have community support. New cultural resources
will be accepted and incorporated over time.

• Strong support for conserving community history and culture
• Vision that every community is unique is somewhat more controversial

Coastal hazards Improvements in knowledge of environmental
phenomena and better delivery of predictions and
services will enhance the capacity to predict,
mitigate and respond. This knowledge will help
steer development away from hazard prone
regions and to develop disaster-resistant
communities. Also, sand will be managed as a
resource.

• Most text comments
• Strong agreement with vision
• Strong sense of importance of prevention
• Strong support for directing development away from hazard-prone regions
• Vocal minority believes the vision tramples on private property rights
• Those who benefit from dune/beach protection should pay for upkeep
• Strong support for eliminating subsidized insurance on barrier beaches

Environ-mental quality Communities in 2025 will protect the
environment even as they progress economically.
Coastal waters will exceed statutory standards
(fishable, swimmable) by also being inviting and
healthful. Flora and fauna will be protected and
recovered.

• Strong support for vision
• Sense that progress is being made, expect progress to continue
• More progress is being made in cleaning up contamination; relatively less

progress is being made in protecting wildlife and habitats



Table 2: Synthesis of vision and results (cont.)
MEETING TOPIC SYNOPSIS OF VISION SYNTHESIS OF RESULTS
Recreation/ tourism These will continue to be the most significant

water-dependent economic activities. People will
continue to be attracted because the environment
will be clean and inviting and there will be open
space, public access. The public will be much
more aware of ways to protect the environment
for the future by following safe environmental
practices in their recreational activities.

• Strong agreement with vision especially guaranteed public access and
protection from other uses

• Some willingness to accept personal restrictions to avoid use conflicts and
to protect environment

• Users willing to pay more/take more responsibility for access and upkeep

Water-dependent
commerce

Demands on ports to continue to operate safely
and efficiently will continue to increase, in step
with the growth in world trade. Trends towards
efficiency and consolidation will continue,
leading to increased demand for superports,
dedicated cargo facilities, and excellent
intermodal connections. A trend towards
specialized assets and services such as high-speed
cargo shipping and more use of ferries will
continue. Channels and berths will be routinely
dredged to appropriate depths, and real-time
navigation information will be routinely
available.

• Good agreement with vision
• Sense that water-dependent uses merit protection in community

development, also legacy pollution problems on the waterfront need to be
cleaned up

• Vision compatible with new interagency and national vision for marine
transportation system

Energy and minerals Petroleum will continue to be the dominant fuel,
and the percentage that comes from or over the
oceans will be even greater. New energy sources
from the ocean will begin to enter the mainstream
by 2025. Clean energy sources will begin to have
an economic advantage. Large-scale energy
projects will continue to receive extensive
environmental, safety and economic scrutiny.

• Good agreement with vision
• Strong interest in reducing reliance on petroleum and developing

alternative energy sources



Table 2: Synthesis of vision and results (cont.)
MEETING TOPIC SYNOPSIS OF VISION SYNTHESIS OF RESULTS
Energy and minerals
(cont.)

High demand for sand to maintain beaches will
cause offshore sand deposits to be managed as
public resources. The doctrine of sand rights will
have developed.

• Particularly strong agreement that sand should be managed as a resource

Food supply Fish stocks will be restored and managed
sustainably. Local stocks will contribute in
important ways to the national food supply and
local communities will benefit directly as a result.
Community-based aquaculture will play an
increasingly important role.

• Good agreement with vision
• Some sense that land use priorities in coastal regions should favor

commercial fishing
• Less support for aquaculture

Public awareness Widespread public awareness of coastal
issues…will be an important factor in
stewardship. Public education will provide the
basis for this. The media will reinforce
stewardship messages and disseminate them
throughout society.

• Strong agreement with vision
• Educated public is important prerequisite to political action

Technology Remote sensing, imaging and “smart”
instruments will bring new data and ways to
analyze and present information. Modeling and
simulation will become important aids to
consensus building and decision-making.
Communications and information technology will
help managers reach new constituencies and
bring in new ideas.

• Strong agreement with vision
• Enabling technologies can improve quality and quantity of information for

coastal management
• Technology can also improve the use made of information

Responding to change Communities will respond to pressures with more
reasonable, less adversarial management
approaches. These will typically involve
public/private partnerships that (a) have a
regional or ecosystem focus, (b) are based on
sound science and engineering, and (c) involve
extensive collaboration across interests and at all
levels.

• Vision not completely shared
• Skepticism that ambitious goals of controlling sprawl, conserving open

space and protecting and restoring habitats can be achieved by simply
using “less adversarial approaches”
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From July-December, 1999, more than 7,000 visited the Web site. Of these,
more than 600 (about 8 %) participated directly through the automated ballot (5
%), or by providing written comments (2.5 %). No single issue attracted more
than 200 responses. In contrast to the relatively low rates of interaction, over
1500 (20 %) downloaded information (the vision statement, information about
coastal trends, or both). The relatively large number of downloads implies that
people valued the information.

National Implications for Coastal Stewardship

Lessons were learned from the Internet town meeting that may help coastal
stewards and others who seek to use the Internet to expand public participation.

Power of the Internet

The town meeting successfully demonstrated the use of the Internet to promote
widespread discussion of ideas. One innovation was a software module for on-
line balloting, with instantaneous results. This is available for use by others. A
striking development was the number of times that Web users downloaded
documents.  One in six downloaded the vision statement or trend information for
future reference. This type of presentation has an indisputable power for making
technical information more readily available and accessible.

Unanimity of Vision

Diverse parties with very different interests developed the proposed vision.
Despite their diversity they found much in common concerning their visions for
the coast. This probably reflects certain shared underlying experiences and
perceptions, namely,

• We are all coastal stewards;
• Coastal resources and areas are fragile and increasingly threatened;
• New ways are needed to manage oceans and coasts. Progress increasingly

lies beyond direct federal control, and will be achieved through partnership
approaches;

• A rich experience base for partnership is emerging that builds on the
markets and innovations of the private sector, the knowledge of scientific
researchers and engineers, and the conservation and economic development
tools of governments.

The unanimity of purpose and vision cuts across interests, economic sectors and
regions.
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Strong Grass Roots Support for Coastal Stewardship

Responses to the issues often go far beyond current policies and programs. For
example,

• There is strong interest in conserving cultural heritage.
• The public will accept occasional limited restrictions on where, when or

how it engages in coastal recreation provided that the restrictions enhance
the quality of the recreational experience, or protect the environment.

• There is strong support in the admittedly somewhat biased sample for more
actively managing growth and settlement patterns. In general, participants
support master planning to guide specific developments, coupled with more
aggressive implementation, enforcement and updating of the master plans.

• Participants are interested in eliminating inappropriate stimuli to
development. One example cited repeatedly is federally subsidized flood
insurance on barrier beaches.

The need for political courage and bold leadership is a recurrent theme in the
text comments. The support for the visions in these and other areas implies that
the necessary political support might reasonably be expected, should bold
leadership be forthcoming.
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COASTAL MANAGEMENT AND THE INTERNET: RESULTS OF AN
INITIAL ANALYSIS

Robert Kay, coastalmanagement.com
Patrick Christie, School of Marine Affairs, University of Washington

This brief abstract presents the initial findings of work in progress on the role of
the Internet in coastal management as of April 2000.  Given the active nature of
this research, due to be completed for submission to the journal Coastal
Management by June 2000, only a brief outline of the research methodology is
presented here.  The presentation of this paper at the Coastal Society Conference
will be the first public delivery of the results of the research.

The Internet is an integral part of the professional lives of many of today’s
coastal managers.  The ability to communicate almost instantly with colleagues
around the world through email, and find information via the World Wide Web
has provided a new dimension to the current practice of coastal management.

It is remarkable to consider that this rapid adoption of the Internet by coastal
managers has occurred in only a very short time.  Outside the university and
military sectors, the Internet has only been accessible since the mid 1990s.  Its
impact is described by some as ‘the most revolutionary invention of the past 40
years’ (Hollands 1999)

Our research has aimed to analyze this phenomenon by addressing the following
questions: What, then, have been the factors which have caused such a rapid and
widespread adoption of the Internet by coastal managers?  What is the Internet
currently used for in coastal management, and by whom?  What are the
constraints and opportunities presented by the Internet for both professional
coastal managers, and more broadly those who use the coast for recreation and
to earn a living?

Coastal management is largely about monitoring, evaluating, information
sharing, and communication (Kay and Alder 1999).  Therefore, it is logical to
expect a significant impact from the rapid introduction of a information
management and communication tool like the internet.

The Internet is changing extremely quickly.  As such, research deliberately
undertaken intensively over an intensive four month period of January to June
2000.  Consequently, the findings of the research be considered as a ‘snapshot’
of the state of the Internet, its technology, and its impacts on coastal
management over this period.  The expectation of the authors is that future work
analyzing the interaction between coastal management practice and the Internet
will be able to benchmark against this paper which, in turn updates an initial
analysis of the issue by Green 1995).
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Our approach to the writing of this article is eloquently summarized by Graham
(1999):

‘The scale and speed at which ... the Internet... has entered
ordinary life in almost all its aspects is very striking.  But,
despite its popularity and the rate at which it has spread, it is
still very new, too new in fact to allow much in the way of
retrospective reflection on its nature and impacts.  Even so, its
importance can hardly be denied and consequently the
impulse to try to think about what it is and what it may mean
for culture, law and politics is very great.  Anyone who
undertakes to write in a reflective vein, however, must accept
that both the technology and its use are sure to alter
considerably even while such reflection is taking place.’ (p.1)

To follow Graham’s lead, we have followed our impulse to analyze and reflect
on the current role of the Internet in coastal management and scrutinize how the
Internet may affect coastal management in the immediate future.  The
Tambayayong project jointly developed by the Universities of Washington
(USA) and Silliman University (Philippines) provides a case study .

The research includes a summary of the overall historical development and use
of the Internet, including analysis of language groups using the Internet and
socio-economic disparities in Internet use both between developed and
developing countries and within developed nations.  This analysis uses a
growing body of literature on the so called "digital divide" between the digital
"have and have nots" National Telecommunications & Information
Administration 1999).

Then the current status of how the Internet is used in coastal management is
described and analyzed.  This includes descriptions of the use of the Internet for
communication, information collection and interaction.  The findings of the first
survey of integrated coastal management Websites is also presented.

The impacts of the Internet on coastal management are analyzed from two
perspectives.  The first perspective is to examine the rapidly growing literature
which analyses the influence of the Internet on society at large, which is itself an
extension of studies examining the societal impact of computer technologies in
general.  Second, the personal experience of the authors as coastal management
practitioners involved both in the overall field of coastal management, and
specifically in the use of the Internet in CZM.  Where possible literature which
links the Internet with natural resource management, and specifically coastal or
ocean management is used.  However, given the dearth of specific Internet-
coastal management literature it is important to stress the essentially
personalized nature of this second frame of analysis.
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The results of the analysis are divided into two groups:  the primary impacts of
the internet on the practice of coastal management and coastal management
professionals; and the potential secondary impacts of the management of coastal
resources as a result of the economic and societal changes brought about the
‘new economy’ stimulated by the Internet.

Of course, it can be argued that the development of the Internet in coastal
management may turn attention away from the hard tasks at hand that mostly
require face to face contact, in the field work.  The authors have often heard that
the draw to all things new and the Internet, is a considerably dangerous
distraction from broader societal problems, and by extension those problems
which relate to coastal management.  And while email allows for ever growing
communication opportunities, does it come at some cost?  How, for example has
the ability to communicate as easily with a colleague across the world impacted
on working relationships closer to home, especially in taking the time to
communicate with the people around us?  The research findings attempt to
balance the assessment with consideration of unintended negative impacts.

A key outcome of the research is the potential for the Internet as a transforming
technology for coastal management.  In this sense, the Internet is distinguished
from other technologies used in coastal zone management, for example the wave
buoy or the use of computer-mediated conflict resolution - useful as each of
these are.  ‘Transforming’ is a recurrent theme of our research, which describes
significant changes to the social, economic and cultural practices of coastal
managers and users of coastal resources.  This contrasts to the notion of the
Internet being ‘tacked on’ to existing CZM practice, effectively being merely an
appendage, rather than facilitating the transformation of the field as it evolves
early in the new millennium.
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DEMONSTRATING THE UTILITY OF A REGIONAL, WEB-BASED
OCEAN PLANNING INFORMATION SYSTEM: MEETING COASTAL

STATE POLICY OBJECTIVES WITH INTERNET TECHNOLOGY

Hamilton Smillie, Kimberly Cohen & Eric Treml,
Technology Planning and Management Corporation
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Coastal Services Center

Abstract

The Ocean Planning Information System (OPIS), developed by the NOAA
Coastal Services Center in partnership with the states of North and South
Carolina, Georgia, and Florida, provides the coastal management community
with access to regional georeferenced regulatory and environmental spatial data
critical to timely, integrated decision making and analysis.  Major features of the
site include an interactive mapping application; marine and coastal spatial data;
data and metadata download tools; Federal Geographic Data Committee
(FGDC)-compliant metadata; and legislative summary pages, all designed to
support regional ocean management.  OPIS is in its first year of release and
second year of development and has undergone significant improvements such
as increased mapping functionality, new data layers (including remotely sensed
data and near real-time links), a more robust legal policy section, and scenarios
describing potential uses of the data and information.  These scenarios range
from simple data visualization and map display, to more sophisticated spatial
analysis using data and information from the OPIS site.  This paper illustrates
how OPIS can be put to use by the coastal management community to achieve
regional and state-level ocean management objectives.

Introduction

In the U.S., ocean resources are governed and managed under a system of
federal, state, and local agencies that share jurisdiction and responsibility.  Many
laws and regulations have evolved over time to protect and manage ocean
resources.  These policies and programs, however, have historically been
developed and implemented as single-purpose regimes, with little thought to
how they would interact with other resource management considerations (NRC
1997).  This has led to a fragmented and poorly understood system resulting in a
nation ill equipped to address the inevitable conflicts that arise offshore.  In
order to improve management of ocean resources, a more integrated, holistic
approach must be adopted.

Under technical leadership of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), staff at its Coastal Services Center (the Center) are
building upon ongoing state-level management efforts to develop a model for
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regional ocean governance and management.  The Ocean Planning Information
System (OPIS) will help facilitate the shift from fragmented management of
individual ocean resources to integrated management of ocean ecosystems.  The
primary objective of the OPIS project is to enhance regional and integrated
approaches to ocean management in North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
and Florida.  In order to meet this objective OPIS provides easy access to
comprehensive ocean-related data and information.  This paper serves as an
introduction to the OPIS project and how the data and information can be
applied to help meet state coastal management objectives.

The Need for an Ocean Planning Information System

Governance in ocean areas involves the management of publicly owned
resources over vast expanses of national territory.  The inherent open and fluid
nature of the ocean environment causes difficulty in the physical delineation of
jurisdictions, rights, and responsibilities therein.  Locating and identifying the
limits of sovereignty and jurisdictional boundaries in the ocean is clearly much
more difficult than on land where a stake can be placed or a landmark
referenced.  The ability to visualize the spatial relationships between widely
distributed marine resources and the laws and regulations that govern them is an
essential component of a successful ocean management approach.  Many ocean
governance and management issues have a spatial component that can be
analyzed using advanced mapping technologies, such as a geographic
information system (GIS).  For example, the conflicts arising from a proposed
dredge disposal site that is in close proximity to an area of hard bottom known
to be important fish habitat can be addressed, in part, by looking at the spatial
relationships between the two areas.  The ability to visualize regulations, laws,
and management structures can assist policy makers in understanding ocean use
conflicts, help to point out inconsistencies in national or state policy, and
educate the public on ocean issues.  Many of the natural resource data are
available in map form, but U.S. laws and regulations have not generally
contained the necessary components to adequately map their spatial extents.
The need to adequately map and compare applicable policies, legislative
information, and ocean resources led to the conception and development of
OPIS.

The concept of a regional ocean planning information system for the Southeast
was envisioned by NOAA’s Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management
(OCRM) and the State of North Carolina.  A partnership was forged between
OCRM and the Center, and development of a regional ocean governance tool
began.  During 1996 and 1997, OCRM and the Center held a series of meetings
with partners from the States of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and
Florida, as well as other relevant federal and regional agencies, to identify
priority issues within the region.  Concurrently, the Florida Marine Research
Institute (FMRI) developed a prototype ocean GIS for Florida’s extensive
marine areas.  The product of this effort, the Statewide Ocean Resources
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Inventory (SORI) is an Internet mapping and data retrieval application housing
150 georeferenced marine and coastal data sets (Florida Department of
Environmental Protection 1998).  In early 1998, the Center began an ongoing
effort to expand upon SORI by building a prototype to include the region
bounded by the coastal zones of the Carolinas, Georgia, Florida, and the U.S.
Exclusive Economic Zone.  The OPIS study region covers approximately
400,000 square miles where resources are managed by more than ten federal
agencies and a larger number of state organizations (Figure1).

Figure 1. OPIS study area
This effort to outline the policy framework is part of the ongoing effort to
facilitate the shift in the U.S. from fragmented management of individual ocean
resources to a more integrated, region-wide management approach.  Major
features of the OPIS site include an interactive mapping application, marine and
coastal spatial data, associated metadata, and legal summary pages, all designed
to support regional ocean management.

The project is targeted at the southeastern U.S. coastal community (e.g., state
coastal management programs, National Marine Fisheries Service, U.S. Coast
Guard, Fisheries Management Councils).  OPIS allows the ocean resource
manager to investigate significant issues and environmental resource maps and
associated legislative information on the Internet. The unique element in this
product is the linkage between ocean policy and geography.  Each applicable
data layer contains a link to appropriate legislation; for example, when viewing
the artificial reef data, links to a summary and full text of the National Fishery
Enhancement Act are provided.  When the user clicks on an area of interest
within the map, a list of links to the legislative information and managing
agencies is returned.  The flexibility of Internet mapping technologies allows the
users to obtain the level of detail needed to satisfy the analysis.  For example,
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the user can examine the attributes of a feature or list the names of the federal
regulations pertaining to that point.  One can select a particular act and look at a
summary of that legislation or link to the actual U.S. Code of Federal
Regulations for more information.

Issues Associated with Georeferencing Legislative Information

GIS provides an excellent organizing framework for sorting out the complexities
of the jurisdictional framework within the coastal ocean.  Linking the policy
with the geography for the OPIS project required a technical and geographic
analysis of the marine boundaries, the regulatory structure, and areas where this
structure is applied to the surface of the earth.  The reality of the situation is that
very few of the U.S. regulations were written with modern mapping technology
in mind.  It is not uncommon to find incorrect, imprecise, or inaccurate
boundary coordinates published in the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations.  Such
instances may be the result of simple human error, a misinterpretation of
ambiguous legal language, or a lack of understanding of mapping principles and
technologies.  In a paper cartographic world, many of the inaccuracies
associated with mapping a feature are masked by the scale and width of that
feature.  And because digital mapping technologies enable the development and
visualization of extremely precise maps, it is essential that those who develop
policy understand these important concepts so that the geographic representation
of the legal information is accurate.

To define the geographic extent of pertinent laws, the Center compiled an
inventory of key federal statutes with direct relevance to ocean and coastal
resource management.  To accomplish this task, the Center's project staff relied
upon the expertise of numerous federal and state agency workers, the developers
of SORI, the U.S. Code, and numerous other legal sources.  After compilation,
the spatial extent of each law, if relevant, was determined either through reliance
upon the sources listed above, or through data developed by the Center, other
agencies, and OPIS partners.  Once an accurate geographic representation of the
spatial applicability of a piece of legislation was completed, the data layer and
associated information were added to OPIS.  As stated in the goal of the project,
easy access to the data and information is provided within the OPIS Web site.
All of the data are available for download in either Environmental Systems
Research Institute (ESRI®) ARC/INFO® coverage or ArcView® shapefile format
along with metadata compliant with federal standards.

Putting OPIS to Work

In addition to the spatially referenced political and jurisdictional boundary layers
and environmental data, OPIS provides coastal managers with information that
can assist in a wide range of project planning efforts and management situations.
The ability to visualize regulations, laws, and management structures can serve
the dual purpose of directing policy makers toward potential legislative gaps or
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conflicts and educating the public about important ocean issues.  A series of
management “scenarios” were created to demonstrate product utility both for the
simplification of jurisdictional complexity and the generation of a more
integrated management approach.  Each of these scenarios attempts to illustrate
how the unique combination of a particular policy with its spatial representation
can help simplify complex coastal management issues.

The scenarios currently available within the OPIS product demonstrate its utility
for fisheries law enforcement issues, the location of coastal sands for beach
renourishment, and essential fish habitat determinations.  These scenarios are
strictly demonstrational and meant only to suggest potential applications for the
coastal management community.  As OPIS develops a wider audience within the
coastal and ocean resource management community and begins to generate
feedback, the scenario section will be enhanced to include in-depth case studies
of instances where OPIS data and information were used to achieve regional and
state-level ocean management objectives.  The OPIS development team will
solicit input from the coastal management communities of partner states
regarding detailed project planning processes and data sets necessary to meet
these objectives.  The case studies that result from this collaboration will spawn
dialogue among the state agencies and programs and create a more integrated
management approach.

The OPIS mapping tool allows the user to create site-specific views for
visualization and comparison of overlapping political and institutional
boundaries.  In addition to the “Pan,” “Zoom,” and “Identify” capabilities, the
mapping tool allows the user to select a specific point and generate a list of
agencies and laws associated with that point (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The OPIS Internet mapping interface and public law query return
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From this list of site-specific legislation, the user may select a particular piece of
legislation to link to a summary of the law and, if necessary, the full legal text
within the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations.  If users require further agency
information, they may use the links provided to access a summary of that
agency's activities, as well as additional links associated with specific divisions
and offices.  Access to this information can be essential for fisheries law
enforcement, for example, in which regulations regarding size restrictions and
catch limits vary from region to region and are constantly updated to account for
changes in species abundance and distribution.  OPIS can help minimize
confusion by providing a direct link to the fishery management council that
maintains jurisdiction, as well as its frequently updated, on-line regulations.

As described within the “Mining Coastal Sands for Beach Renourishment”
scenario, project managers must be aware of the environmental resources or
sensitive habitats located either within or in close proximity to a potential
dredging site in order to mitigate any ecological disturbance.  The on-line
mapping tool allows users not only to identify locations of sensitive areas, but to
access legislation and policy information that mandate protection of these areas.
Additional site-specific information that may be necessary to resolve a
permitting or regulatory issue (i.e., contacts, agency and programmatic
information) is also easily accessible through links provided.

Although the mapping application does provide users with basic spatial analysis
capabilities, especially complex management issues may require additional
higher-resolution data sets and more robust spatial analysis functionality in order
to be sufficiently addressed.  The beach renourishment scenario demonstrates
that, while the on-line mapping application may not be able to conduct such
complex analyses, each of the data sets and georeferenced regulations contained
within the mapping application is available for download along with the
associated legal summary and metadata compliant with federal standards.  Once
the files are downloaded, those who have GIS software on their desktop are able
to maintain the functionality of a geospatially referenced jurisdictional
framework, while conducting detailed spatial analyses on more localized data
sets.

Summary

Spatial analyses of ocean policy can provide an important component in
balancing the conflicting uses of resources that are occurring in our planet’s
oceans.  Tools such as GIS can help policy makers identify gaps and overlaps in
regulations.  These types of decision support tools can lead to better
management decisions and more integrated ocean management strategies.  In
order to conduct the necessary analyses, spatial deficiencies of policy and
management regimes must be identified and addressed.  New regulations must
consider the state of the technology and adequately describe the geography
under consideration.  Where possible, federal agencies must clear up ambiguities
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in legal descriptions.  OPIS is an example of what can be accomplished when
these components are in place.  The OPIS project is under continued
development and improvements are being made that will further aid the coastal
management community in achieving regional and state-level ocean
management objectives.  The OPIS Web site can be accessed at
http://www.csc.noaa.gov/opis/.
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HI-TECH DOWNEAST: USING SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY AND
OCEANOGRAPHY TO IMPROVE COASTAL MANAGEMENT: THE

PENOBSCOT BAY MARINE COLLABORATION

Josie Quintrell, Maine Coastal Program, Maine State Planning Office
 Anne Hayden, Resource Services, Island Institute

Jill Meyer, NOAA Coastal Management Fellow, NESDIS

Penobscot Bay is one of Maine's most diverse and productive ecosystems,
supporting a thriving lobster fishery, a booming tourist economy and serves as
one of Maine's 3 major port areas. For the last four years, NOAA's National
Environmental Satellite and Data Information Services (NESDIS) has funded a
pilot project in the Penobscot Bay to demonstrate the utility of oceanographic
study, remote sensing technology and GIS for coastal management. Using
satellites, airborne sensors, underwater remotely-controlled devices, moored
buoys, lobster boats and research vessels, a multidisciplinary team of scientists
have collected data on the geology, circulation, intertidal and subtidal habitats,
nutrients and lobster populations. This study has yielded new and, in some
cases, surprising information about the structure and function of the bay's
ecosystem. This new information, made accessible to coastal managers,
fishermen, residents and others will inform the sustained management of the
bay. This paper will examine the benefits of using technology in coastal
management, including recommendations for transferring the techniques used in
the pilot project to other areas.

Josie Quintrell
Senior Planner
Maine Coastal Program
State House Station #38
Augusta, ME 04333
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COZDIS – A TOOL FOR INTEGRATING COASTAL AND
OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA

Bohdan Pillich, SevenCs GmbH, Hamburg, Germany

Abstract

COZDIS, or Coastal and Ocean Zones Display and Information System, is a
new type of digital information system with the capability to combine a
wide range of four-dimensional oceanographic and coastal data to create
environmental scenarios adaptable to a wide range of uses.

COZDIS uses the methodology of the Electronic Chart Display and
Information System (ECDIS) which has been developed for navigational
purposes and is also a Marine GIS. The data in COZDIS are in a vector
format, i.e. each point of data is defined by a set of coordinates. COZDIS
relies on an international standard (S-57) and the data encoded in
accordance with it can be displayed on any COZDIS-equipped PC, without
the need for any proprietary tools, resulting in a commonality throughout
coastal and oceanic regions. Thematic overlays will allow superimposition
of selected time variables on the underlying, also temporally variable,
bathymetry and topography, thus permitting to examine and analyse
temporal and spatial relationships between and within the two groups.

COZDIS facilitates reuse and transformation of data. It can incorporate
models for forecasting time variables and create a four-dimensional GIS. It
can also use knowledge-based methods enabling the combination of
environmental data and process simulations. In addition, it can integrate
marine and terrestrial data including remote sensor based information.

It is also a communication tool - it can interface with environmental data
centres and provides communication channels between data providers and
users. COZDIS can also be interfaced with e-commerce to facilitate
marketing and distribution of its products.

Introduction

The coastal zone is an area of constant dynamic change and represents some
of the world’s most valuable resources, both natural and economical. Most
aspects of coastal zones are temporally variable, which makes these areas so
complex and difficult to manage. The holders and especially the users of
coastal data need a tool that can integrate, visualize, manage and present the
information in a flexible way. The seas and oceans never stay still and their
dynamics are very complex. They also control or influence local and global
climate. The users of oceanographic data need a tool for integrating
information from various databases and for manipulating and presenting the
information.

ECDIS methodology of both, data encoding and display can be easily
extended to cover coastal zone and oceanographic applications and to
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provide the required flexibility. It is a tested and proven system which relies
on the international standards and has already shown that it is capable of
handling temporal variability of the objects and of displaying them
dynamically which is not possible with traditional Geographical Information
Systems (GIS). The need for this capability has been recognised early by the
hydrographic community [Pillich, 1995], and the relevant methodology
developed gradually over the last few years.

ECDIS, COZDIS and GIS

ECDIS stands for Electronic Chart Display and Information System. It has
been developed to display the vector format Electronic Navigational Charts
(ENC) - the legal equivalent of the paper navigational charts. ECDIS is
however more than just an electronic version of a paper chart - it provides
more information, faster and more accurately than any previous navigational
system. Since the data are in a vector format, i.e. each point of data is an
object described by the relevant attributes and defined by a set of co-
ordinates relative to the origin of the co-ordinate system, all objects on a
chart or map can be interrogated for additional detailed information.

ECDIS is in reality a marine GIS, or Marine Information System (MIS). It is
grounded on an international data transfer standard S-57 [IHO, 1996a]
which supports most of the MIS requirements including an ability to accept
additional objects necessary for new subjects and handling temporal
variability of the dynamic objects. This flexibility is extended to coastal
zone and oceanographic applications. The word ECDIS applies only to type-
approved navigational usage and should not be used outside this domain.
The IHO proposed a term “Coastal and Oceanic Zones Display and
Information System (COZDIS)” for extended, non-navigational coastal zone
and oceanographic applications.

A GIS stores information in form of a collection of thematic layers that can
be linked together by geographic co-ordinates. This powerful and versatile
concept is also underlying COZDIS. As mentioned before, all data are in a
vector format where, by definition, every object has a set of geographic co-
ordinates. Each object is described by its attributes. Search and presentation
can be done according to objects and/or attributes. In the vector chart,
information about points, lines, and polygons is encoded and stored as a
collection of x, y points. The location of a point feature can be described by
a single set of x, y co-ordinates. Linear features are stored as a collection of
point co-ordinates and polygonal features as a closed loop of co-ordinates.
COZDIS can also handle the z co-ordinate of vector data, thus allowing to
represent a three-dimensional world. In addition, COZDIS, like other
modern GIS, is capable of displaying raster maps.  A raster map is simply a
scanned map, a collection of pixels and not of objects, and does not provide
the functionalities of a vector chart, e.g. it cannot handle the z dimension.

COZDIS, like GIS, integrates spatial data with other information. However,
generally, a GIS is not capable of handling the temporal variability of the
objects, the data have to be static. The main advantage of COZDIS over the
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conventional GIS is the capability to display temporal variability of its
objects. Most of the data in COZDIS is time variable. In reality all objects
which make up the electronic charts or maps, including coastlines and
bathymetry, change with time at varying speed and frequency and with
varying level of regularity and predictability.

GIS software provides the functions and tools needed to store, analyze, and
display geographic information with the key components being:

• Tools for the input and manipulation of geographic
information

• A database management system
• Tools that support geographic query, analysis, and

visualization
• A graphical user interface for easy access to tools

COZDIS can also provide these functionalities. An additional advantage that
COZDIS has over the GIS is the fact that it is based on the international
standards thus ensuring a full interoperability. These standards prevent users
from becoming locked into a vendor-specific system.

Coastal Zone and Oceanographic applications of COZDIS technology

The coastal zone is a most complex environment – a dynamic conjunction of
atmosphere, ocean, freshwater and terrestrial forms. Coasts are exposed to
extreme physical forces, which affect topography, bathymetry and all the
creatures that live there. Changes in climate influence the structure of the
coastline, both on its appearance and composition. Thus one can say that
coastal zones are not static, but under constant re-development.

The complexity of oceanographic processes belies the apparent uniformity
of water. The oceans are not only a major food source of growing
importance but also influence climate and therefore the life and livelihood of
all people. It is of vital importance to manage and use effectively the ever-
increasing amounts of oceanographic data. It is equally vital to recognise the
need for effective management and visualisation of the enormous range of
time varying objects which exist in Coastal Zone [Graff, 1999]. Observing,
analysing, modelling and presenting this constant variability is a major
challenge. COZDIS can be an ideal tool to make these tasks easier. New
developments in 3-D remote sensing altimetry, e.g. spaceborne Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) as well as airborne SAR, LADS, LIDAR or
SHOALS, now enable the user to seamlessly integrate topographic and
hydrographic data to produce highly accurate models of the land/water
relationship. The addition of thematic overlays addressing all the aspects of
the oceanography and of Coastal Zone will permit superimposition of
selected time variables on the underlying, also temporally variable,
bathymetry and/or geography, thus permitting the examination and analysis
of temporal and spatial relationships between the two. This COZDIS
methodology allows the user to integrate, visualize, manage and present the
information in a flexible way to accommodate different users needs.
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COZDIS can be installed on an individual PC for local use and application,
but its most likely installation will be on a server. It will receive data and
model outputs from the providers, integrate and interpret them using in-built
knowledge-based methods, and provide visualisation, if necessary. The
results will be available to the users over Internet (see Fig.1).

Once fully developed, COZDIS will address some of the most imporatnt
GIS issues concerning the coastal zone:

• Temporal issues
• GPS integration and real-time processing systems
• Processing and interpretation of data from multiple sources
• Marine and coastal modeling and visualization (particularly 3-

D and 4-D)
• Integration of spatial analysis with policy, legal and/or

economic issues, particularly in the coastal zone

New developments in ECDIS promise a quick progress of COZDIS. At
present, ECDIS objects and attributes for meteorological and oceanographic
data are being created. Presentation of some oceanographic variables, like
tides and currents is already possible.

The dynamic representation of water level has been already developed for
ECDIS and is available for COZDIS.

Fig. 1 Conceptual diagram of COZDIS
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Data Sources

Advances in remote sensing are now supplementing traditional data sources
for the coastal zone and oceanography, like in-situ instrumental monitors,
numerical models and computer simulations. This applies to the bathymetric
as well as topographic information. All forms of data, particularly these
already in digital form, are readily adaptable for use in COZDIS.

Remote Sensing and High Resolution Coastal Baseline Mapping
Remote Sensing offers the potential to develop high resolution Digital
Terrain Models (DTMs) of coastal areas, including the land adjacent to the
shoreline, the near-shore and the inter-tidal zone. Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) and laser ranging (LIDAR) technology have demonstrated capability
in producing DTMs with high horizontal and vertical resolution. Several
countries are now employing airborne LIDAR in mapping coastal areas,
merging land topography with shallow water bathymetry.

The inter-tidal zone is difficult and costly to chart accurately. Data depicting
rocks and shoals are extremely difficult to acquire in shallow water. In
addition there is a horizontal limit to which shallow soundings may be
safely acquired. By obtaining data at low tide, LIDAR yields continuous,
full bottom coverage of the intertidal zone, allowing a seamless merge of the
shoreline 3D data with existing multi-beam bathymetry. Potential flood
areas of coastline can be accurately determined with high resolution DTMs.

The following charting and mapping issues can be addressed by merging
Remote Sensing information into COZDIS:

• Flood mapping of coastal lowlands (tsunamis, rising sea levels and
storm surges.

• Measurement of shoreline for hydrographic field surveys and coastal
erosion.

• Precise spatial models for vertical datums.
•  Off-datum charts and maps in remote areas

Data updating
Automatic updating of data developed for ECDIS can be also used for
COZDIS applications. Some update parameter values can be predicted or
forecast, other variables may come from computer simulations, and others
still may rely on real or near-real time information. Networks of
meteorological and oceanographic instruments are presently used to provide
real-time data to the onshore servers for quality control and model input, or
for direct near real-time information transmission to the users. COZDIS
could be an ideal server platform.

Different communication methods will be used depending on application. A
remote user will be able to use ftp or e-mail capabilities to download
forecasts from a server via landlines, GSM telephony, or via satellite links.
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Data standards
There is a growing momentum towards co-ordination and single sourcing of
data. Importance of metadata, data exchange and archive standards for
marine and coastal GIS is being realised by all participants. The
International Oceanographic Commission (IOC) is working with other
organisations towards establishing a single data exchange standard for all
oceanographic and coastal data, including centralisation of data distribution
and products [IOC, 1998]. Consideration is being given to use the S-57
format as a standard in connection with XML.

The combination of S-57 and XML is a promising one. The two
methodologies complement each other with S-57 supporting the official data
from Hydrographic Offices, and XML capable of handling other sources.
They both describe contents of data  - the receiving computer can classify
and interpret them through a suitable plug-in software module. To simplify
the process, the XML tags can be attached also to the S-57 data, thus
making the XML a container for all data. Both methodologies support also
the separation of data and presentation.

Display methodologies

Since practically all objects shown by COZDIS, whether contained in the
underlying map/chart or in thematic overlays, can be considered as time
variables, we can look at the whole concept from a different point of view.
Each object can be treated as having multiple dimensions for any given data
point. Of course, the temporal variability adds an important dimension of its
own as does any data that varies with depth or height. Thus each vector
point containing any data will have at least four dimensions: x, y, z and
time, plus as many other dimensions as there are objects attached to this
point. Multi-dimensional encoding will be necessary, as the present methods
cannot effectively handle the expected amounts of time variable data -
especially the real or near-real time data. The provision of multi-
dimensionality together with dynamic representation of variables will make
COZDIS a versatile tool for the future. Most of the time variable data lend
themselves easily to dynamic representation. Technology for such
representation exists today, and it is expected that the users will be able to
utilise full COZDIS capabilities in the near future.

The methodology of displaying information on the ECDIS screen is
restricted by the S-52 standard [IHO, 1996b] which does not apply to
COZDIS. It is suggested however, that the internationally standardised
symbology for chart and meteorological data be retained since most users
are already familiar with these.

The most important aspect of both proposed data handling methodologies
(S-57 and XML) is the separation of data and presentation. In each case, the
databases contain only the geo-referenced data without display information.
The display is handled separately by the so-called presentation libraries. On
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one hand it makes any data modifications or updates faster, on the other it
offers an enormous flexibility of display. The same information can be
presented in a different way, depending on the user requirements. This way,
COZDIS can satisfy various user groups requiring access to the same data
but for different purposes with different display needs. Various presentation
libraries can be stored on the COZDIS server, or the user can download only
the data with his/her own presentation library handling the display. It will be
also possible to use other parameters than x, y, z as the data dimensions.

Data used in thematic layers can come from several sources – real-time
transmitters, numerical model forecasts, predictions, etc. – to provide a
seamless display. Users can interrogate all the objects encoded in
accordance with the S-57 standard [IHO, 1996a] to determine the source of
data and other details. A thematic layer can be sourced also from a computer
simulation. Since nowadays the task of evaluating model results is no longer
solely that of the model expert, a user-friendly access to complex models
and their results is needed. COZDIS can provide this access. Its
standardised, open platform solution can be adapted to all marine and
coastal zone requirements via its user-friendly interface which gives the user
a high quality synthesised view of his/her environment.

Most of the variables discussed here are three dimensional in their effect.
Trying to represent them on an electronic copy of a paper map restricts us to
the methods used by the paper print technology. COZDIS can free the user
from these unnecessary chains of old technology. Innovative techniques for
marine data conversion, display and modelling in COZDIS will be
developed to accommodate the users’ needs, e.g. three-dimensional display.

Conclusion

The importance of being able to rapidly generate, access and manipulate
multi-dimensional environmental data within a coastal or oceanic area
presents cannot be exaggerated. Public and private sectors are committing
significant resources and are making long-term decisions regarding the
collection, management, and use of spatial data for coastal zone and
oceanographic applications.  These actions are influenced by present
priorities and opportunities, but their ultimate success depends on whether
they will be relevant to future requirements [Lockwood, 1997]. COZDIS
provides the necessary flexibility to adapt to these future needs.

Conventional GIS suffers from a lack of standards that can lead to
interoperability problems. COZDIS relies on international standards and the
data encoded in accordance with them can be without the need for any
proprietary tools. With the interoperability provided by the international
standards and a rigorous data structure with built-in expandability of objects
and attributes for new subjects, its ability to handle temporally variable
information, and the flexibility of display, COZDIS could become the
preferred tool for Coastal Zone and oceanographic applications. The
combination of the thematic data layers and the ability to represent time
variables will make COZDIS a suitable tool to examine and analyse
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temporal and spatial relationships between the selected time variables and
underlying, also temp orally variable, topography and bathymetry.

Development of COZDIS to its full capacity will have numerous and varied
effects. Scientists, surveyors, managers, planners, engineers and the general
public will all benefit from new applications and services possible from
COZDIS which can provide the necessary environmental and geographic
information for critical planning and management decisions for coastal and
ocean resources. Managers of coastal zone areas will have a better tool to
interpret the multi-faceted time variable data sets and to predict and mitigate
the negative effects of various natural phenomena (e.g. rising sea levels,
storm surges, tsunamis, etc.). Business will gain from better planning and
reduced costs. Urban and rural planners will gain additional capability for
managing coastal infrastructure.

The scientists will have a new tool to advance understanding of interaction
of many temp orally variable parameters within the oceans, in the coastal
zone and on dry land. Data suppliers will gain from new markets for their
products through data integration from different sources. The public will
benefit from more efficient information dissemination.
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RESPONSE AND RESTORATION:
NOAA AND THE TRUSTEE STEWARDSHIP OF COASTAL RESOURCES

Teresa Ann McTigue, National Ocean Service, Office of Response and
Restoration

Oil spills, toxic material releases, and hazardous waste sites commonly occur in
coastal areas, impacting natural resources and potentially causing the long-term
degradation of ecologically sensitive habitats.   The approximately 200 large oil
spills each year in US marine waters and the over 700 hazardous waste sites
occurring in the nation’s coastal zone contaminate water and sediments,
producing both acute and chronic effects in a wide variety of organisms.  The
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, a federal natural resource
trustee, responds to these releases and conditions as a part of its mandated role
as a steward of the nation’s marine resources.  This response effort includes not
only participation in the containment of released materials and damage
assessment efforts, but work in the restoration of impacted habitats and the
design of mitigation projects to replace lost ecological function.

Work toward the restoration of coastal habitats takes place both before and after
a spill occurs or contamination is discovered.  NOAA scientists and economists
are involved with a wide array of activities that facilitate restoration efforts, from
research toward the understanding of contaminant effects and environmental
recovery to regional planning to maximize the cumulative positive effects of
restoration on a watershed scale.  When a spill occurs or contamination site is
discovered, NOAA works with its co-trustees to protect the resources from
further injury, assess the extent of the injury, determine the amount and form of
restoration required, and negotiate with the responsible party to achieve
restoration of injured resources.  NOAA scientists continue to be involved
through the evaluation of the success or failure of the restoration projects to
determine if the actions taken were effective.

The Exxon Valdez oil spill in Prince William Sound, Alaska, released 10.8 million
gallons of oil that impacted 1,300 miles of coastline, primarily along the Kenai and
Alaska Peninsulas.  It was the largest spill ever originating in US waters.  In the
more than ten years since the spill, NOAA's Office of Response and Restoration
Hazardous Materials Division (OR&R Hazmat) has continued to study the effects
of the oiling on intertidal biology, chemistry, and geomorphology within the
impacted area and evaluate the numerous cleanup measures used in Prince
William Sound.  While overt signs of spilled oil are less obvious today than in
past years, contamination still exists in soft substrates and in subsurface areas of
gravel shorelines.  Scientists with OR&R have been working to further our
understanding of ecosystem response dynamics and recovery trajectories in the
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presence of wide spread and highly damaging injuries.  NOAA’s monitoring
program is the only such long-term database on the spill’s effects and is the only
continuous record of recovery.  These studies are allowing scientists and
managers to better assess the chronic and widespread effects of this oil spill, as
well as evaluate the recovery of injured resources.

Panther Creek in east central Idaho is a tributary of the Salmon River that once
supported extensive runs of spring and summer Chinook salmon, a fish listed as
threatened under the Endangered Species Act.  The species declined in the creek
and disappeared from the watershed in 1963.  Copper and cobalt have been
mined within the Panther Creek drainage basin at Blackbird Mine since the late
1800’s.  In years past, active mining operations released toxic levels of hazardous
materials, primarily copper, into the watershed.  More recently, surface and
groundwater flowing through the now inactive tunnels still discharge
contaminants into the adjacent hydrologic system. The loss of the salmon
population within Panther Creek has been clearly linked to this long term and
continuing contamination problem by scientific studies conducted by the
trustees in this case (NOAA, the State of Idaho, and the U.S. Forest Service), and
the Environmental Protection Agency.   NOAA’s Coastal Protection and
Restoration (CPR) Program took the lead at this site in performing and reporting
results of bioassessment studies in 1993-1994 to determine the effects of copper,
arsenic, and cobalt pollution on native fish species.  NOAA CPR and Damage
Assessment Center (DAC) scientists continue to coordinate EPA Remedial
Investigations and trustee assessments to ensure that contamination sources are
removed or controlled, and protective water quality objectives are achieved
through the remedial effort.  A restoration plan was developed to restore water
quality within Panther Creek, return salmon runs to the size expected if the
Blackbird Mine discharge had not occurred, and compensate for the natural
resource losses seen from the time of the initial injury until restoration is
complete.  NOAA scientists and economists have worked with co-trustees in the
assessment of damages and, with EPA Region 10, in the development of the
cost-effective strategy for remediation and recovery/restoration of the area.   The
trustees will remain active in overseeing the implementation of the restoration
plan over a period of years, as Panther Creek is returned as functional habitat for
resident and anadromous species.

In 1991, a hurricane deposited nine longline fishing vessels on coral reef flats in
and adjacent to Pago Pago Harbor, American Samoa.  The U.S. Coast Guard’s
initial response included the removal of approximately 10,500 gallons of fuel oil
from three of the vessels.  A second pollution response action in 1999 resulted in
the Coast Guard constructing causeways and working platforms out to and
around the grounded vessels to allow them to be dismantled for removal of fuel
tanks and other sources of contaminants.  NOAA scientists were deployed to
assess damage to the reef flats by the response actions.  This assessment then
formed the basis of an Emergency Restoration Plan, developed jointly by the
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American Samoa Government, NOAA, and the U.S. Department of the Interior.
The restoration plan includes the repair of physical damages to the reef flat
substrate, removal and later reestablishment of live corals from areas to be
temporarily covered by causeways, and complete removal of the grounded
vessels and their associated debris. To minimize further environmental injury,
restoration efforts have been fully integrated into the Coast Guard’s response
actions.   Nearly 3,000 coral colonies and live coral fragments were moved to
holding areas during the vessel removal process and are due to be transplanted
back into the impacted area to augment natural recovery processes.  Also
included in the plan are surveys to determine whether the scientific utility of the
Aua transect is impaired by the necessary response action.   The Aua transect,
located approximately 200 meters from one of the vessels, is a 270 meter line from
shore to reef crest that has been surveyed periodically since 1917.  It is the
second oldest coral survey line in the world and the oldest in the Pacific Ocean.
NOAA post-response surveying of this line will determine what, if any, changes
have occurred as a result of the pollution response efforts.  Additionally, the
surveying work will contribute to the long-standing permanent record at Aua and
increase our understanding of population dynamics of the 31 species of corals in
the area.  The Pago Pago Harbor project has been innovative in both its
approaches to restoration and the rapidity with which the project has advanced.

NOAA’s restoration work takes place in many of our coastal states, across a
broad range of habitats, and has been instrumental in the creation or refinement
of techniques and approaches that can be applied to similar circumstances
elsewhere.  While there has been substantial progress made in our ability to
address and remedy impacted habitats, it is important that the cycle of drawing
and applying lessons learned continues.  Restoration efforts contribute to the
continued availability of diverse and highly productive ecosystems, critical to
the ecology and economic health of our coastal areas.

Teresa Ann McTigue
Office of Response and Restoration
National Ocean Service
1305 East-West Highway, Station 9132
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Phone: (301) 713-2989x115
Fax: (301) 713-4389
Email: Terry.McTigue@noaa.gov
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OIL SPILL SCIENCE AND POLICY: WHERE ARE WE AND WHERE
ARE WE GOING?

Donald W. Davis, PhD, Louisiana Applied and Educational Oil Spill Research
and Development Program

An Introduction to Oil and Gas in Louisiana

Louisiana’s oil and gas business began  in 1901 (less than a year after the
famous Spindletop discovery south of Beaumont, Texas) when W. Scott
Heywood drilled the state’s first producing oil well.  While this discovery was
located near the south Louisiana community of Jennings, north Louisiana’s
Caddo Lake was considered a better prospect.  Some of the industries most
successful early exploration pioneers - Mike Benedum, Joe Trees, J.M Guffy,
and M. Carl Jones - were attracted to the region.  It was around the lake’s
perimeter where some of the first primitive water-oriented exploration and
development technologies were tried and perfected. With the accomplishments
in north Louisiana, oil men ignored south Louisiana’s swamps and marshes.
The southern landscape was a challenge to work in and considered by many as
worthless - not fit for human habitation.  That perspective quickly changed.
Once seismic crews began to survey the area, they brought attention to the
hydrocarbon reserves locked in the subsurface stratigraphic traps that underlie
the near-sea-level-surface topography.  Surface and subsurface salt domes were
of particular interest.

Wetland exploration required rethinking exploration techniques.  Boats and
barges were essential.  Oil companies needed port facilities to aid and support
their marine operations, yet none existed.  It was not until the 1930s that the
necessary ancillary support facilities were sufficiently developed to make
extensive wetland exploration practical.  To approach potential exploration sites,
suction, or bucket dredges cut navigable channels through the region’s alluvial
wetlands.  With time, a labyrinth of canals guaranteed lease access.  A major
problem remained, no one had yet devised an efficient, mobile drilling platform.
Companies could move to drilling sites by boat, house and feed their crews on
barges, but they did not have a cost-effective, mobile, exploration structure.  A
stable, shallow-draft drilling platform was the solution.  Patent rights to the
design for a submersible drilling barge were obtained by the Texas Company
(Texaco).  They built the structure and immediately revolutionized the
industry’s approach to wetland exploration and development. Quickly, new
fields were added to the state’s inventory and oil entrepreneurs began to eye the
Gulf of Mexico as a potential site for new “finds.”

In 1937 the first attempt was made to drill a well in the Gulf of Mexico. Four
years later, Pure and Superior Oil companies completed a well 6000 ft offshore
from Creole, Louisiana.  The offshore industry was born.  Even with this early
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activity, it was not until 1947 that an oil consortium successfully completed a
well out-of-sight of land.  This well opened a new chapter in the petroleum
industry; completing the land, marsh/swamp, and offshore exploration history of
Louisiana’s petroleum industry. Today, more than 3600 fixed structures are
anchored to the floor of the Gulf of Mexico.

Although offshore production numbers declined in the 1980s and early 1990s,
the use of new technologies on and offshore suggest Louisiana’s offshore
hydrocarbon province is hardly dead; it is alive and well and the companies
involved are operating with a new lean attitude.  With little to no fanfare, indeed
in relative anonymity, the offshore industry was reborn.  Clearly, deepwater is
America’s new frontier; in fact, exploration and development activity is
proceeding at a frantic pace, breaking decade-old records.  The region is defying
all predictions of its demise.  Blockbuster discoveries are a reality.

A new oil and gas province is being carved within the deepwater Gulf of
Mexico, which has suddenly emerged as the nation’s most significant oil and
gas province. The industry has been reborn. In fact, currently 20% of the drilling
rigs operating in the United States are in the Gulf of Mexico.  In 2000 it is
estimated the industry will drill 994 new wells in the Gulf of Mexico - a 30%
increase over 1999.  With this renewed activity, the chance of an accidental
discharge of oil is increased and the state’s valuable estuarine/marine
environments are particularly vulnerable.

Unlike the “gushers” that characterized the industry’s early history, wild wells
are rare today, as modern preventative measures are designed to reduce this risk.
At the same time, spills do occur.  Where are we in meeting this challenge?  The
record within the exploration and production phase (called within the industry
“upstream”) is quite good.  It is “downstream” where there are problems.
Human error in the transportation of hydrocarbons continues to be a concern.
Even so, most spill events are small and measured in tens of barrels, instead of
thousands; nevertheless, they are important. Mobilizing all of the required
agencies and cleanup organizations in a seamless team to react and deal with the
spill in an  efficient manner has become an integral part of spill planning and
management through a unified command.

Since Louisiana’s shoreline is the first line of defense against these spills, it is at
risk.  The vast array of on and offshore production platforms, thousands of miles
of pipeline, extensive network of canals and navigable waters involved in the
transportation of oil, all contribute to the risk.  This exposure, in conjunction
with limited highway access to the coast’s remote and isolated areas, along with
minimal staging facilities, creates serious planning and response problems.  If a
spill occurs, the Louisiana Oil Spill Coordinator and his staff are responsible for
oil spill response.  In 1994, a total of 3471 oil spills were reported to the Oil
Spill Coordinator’s Office.
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Louisiana’s Oil Spill Coordinator’s Office (LOSCO)

In response to the Valdez incident, the Louisiana Oil Spill Prevention and
Response Act (OSPRA) was enacted as part of the First Extraordinary Session
of the 1991 Louisiana Legislature.  The Act created within the Office of the
Governor the Oil Spill Coordinator’s Office (LOSCO) that is designated as the
lead state agency for the prevention of and response to oil spills in Louisiana.
The Act’s intent is to provide a centralized, neutral body to whom all questions
regarding oil spill prevention and response are directed and from whom all
decisions on this subject matter emanate.  Consequently, when prevention fails
and oil is discharged into the environment, LOSCO activates the state’s response
procedures and makes every effort to minimize adverse impacts from the spill.
LOSCO’s primary role is to provide a state-on-scene coordinator (SOSC) and
ensure an effective, coordinated state response. This requires constant planning,
training, and practicing of response procedures.

Within the guidelines of its legislative mandate, Louisiana’s Oil Spill
Coordinator’s Office developed an aggressive approach to oil spills to help
facilitate prevention, response and cleanup strategies.  Where is LOSCO in
meeting its efforts to minimizing oil spills?  In this regard, LOSCO:

• maintains an oil spill notification database;
• requires every owner or operator to provide tank vessel and

facility response plans (LOSCO’s library currently encompasses more
than 1800 plans);

• has assumed a leadership role in the development of uniform
procedures for pre-approval of the use of dispersants (in January 2000
aircraft using Corexit 9527 successfully dispersed a 1500 barrel Gulf of
Mexico spill) along with other innovative wetland response measures;

• oversees the budget of the Louisiana Applied and Educational
Oil Spill Research and Development Program (OSRADP);

• developed an Oil Spill Response Management Training
Program designed to train government and industry personnel on how
to respond to an oil spill;

• developed an inventory of abandoned or derelict barges and
vessels in Louisiana’s coastal waters that were assigned a priority
ranking for removal;

• a Joint Operating Procedures (JOP) Program between
LOSCO, the U.S. Coast Guard, and the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency has been established to remove the abandoned vessels and
eliminate the threat of a spill;

• initiated a multi-year abandoned non-hazardous oilfield waste
pit and facility study to determine the sites that pose the highest risk to
human health through an actual or potential discharge of oil;

• LOSCO established a partnership with the Office of
Conservation in the Louisiana Department of Natural Resources to plug
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the abandoned wells and eliminate the threat of a potential discharge;
• developed a Geographic Information System (GIS) with 42

geo-rectified layers that overlay a seamless satellite image of Louisiana
at 30 meters resolution and serves as an important document for oil
spill planning and response (available on CD-ROM and on LOSCO’s
web site);

• the GIS is a part of LOSCO’s environmental baseline
inventory that supports contingency planning by providing
environmental and resource information needed for oil spill response,
incorporated into this data set are protected areas, sensitive
environments, potential oil spill locations, ocean currents, historical
hurricane tracks, remedial action facilities, spill locations and other
features required for oil spill response and planning;

• developed a sampling and analysis program within the coastal
zone that involves1180 sample sites.  For three years these sites were
visited annually; 3540 samples were collected.  Each site is analyzed
for 65 analytes (34 Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons, alkanes,
isoprenoids and hopane); for quality assurance 9 control analytes are
used.

Through this integrated approach, the Oil Spill Coordinator’s 10 member staff
developed a program that successfully uses the expertise within  the private,
government and academic sections to better protect Louisiana’s valuable
resources.  In the event of an oil spill, in conjunction with the state’s trustees,
LOSCO often seeks to develop viable wetland-oriented restoration projects,
rather than pursuing monetary compensation for natural resource injuries.  To
assist in developing effective oil spill strategies, based on the best research and
development techniques available in the state, the Oil Spill Coordinator can
utilize information derived from the state’s oil spill research and development
program.

Louisiana Applied and Educational Oil Spill Research and Development
Program (OSRADP)

Subject to annual appropriation by the Louisiana Legislature,  LOSCO, with the
approval of the Oil Spill Interagency Council, provides $536,300 in research
awards to successful university-based proposals.  Projects funded through the
OSRADP are designed to deal with a broad range of problems associated with
oil spills.  Information provided through this process contributes to the state’s oil
spill response, prevention, and training process.

Although in some areas interest in oil spill research may be waning, this is not
the case in Louisiana. In fact, the program may be getting stronger.  Since the
fall of 1993, the OSRADP has granted 68 awards in support of 42 projects;
$46,925 is the average award.   Individual projects can be reviewed on the
Internet at www.osradp.lsu.edu., which gives a complete history of the
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program’s funding.

Some of the projects funded through the OSRADP include:
• oil spill awareness through geoscience education (OSAGE);
• potential impact of used oil recycling in Louisiana's coastal fishing

communities;
• Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) and synthetic aperture radar to facilitate

coastline delineation;
• environmental effects and effectiveness of in-situ burning in wetlands;
• training selected groups in the utilization of the Louisiana oil spill

contingency plan map CD-ROM;
• oil spill risk on Louisiana’s largest waterway;
• use of ammoniated bagasse for remediation of wetland soils contaminated

with crude oil;
• composting technology for practical and safe remediation of oil spill

residuals;
• predictability of oceanic and atmospheric conditions off the Mississippi

Delta;
• phytoremediation for oil spill cleanup and habitat restoration in Louisiana’s

marshes;
• research, compilation, and digitization of undocumented and abandoned

Louisiana pipelines;
• survey of Louisiana seabird colonies to enhance oil spill research;
• effects of crude oil and spill-response-options on microbial functions and

oil disappearance in salt marsh soils;
• the interaction between oil spills, chemical responses and fresh marsh types

in determining toxicity to indigenous aquatic animals and the detail of
hydrocarbon analysis required to predict this toxicity;

• use of donor seed banks in terrestrial vegetation recovery after an oil spill;
• wave-current online information system for oil spill contingency planning;
• remediation and restoration of an oil contaminated wetland and pine forest

site;
• factors controlling wetland recovery after in-situ burning for oil

remediation;
• phytoremediation of petroleum: identification of plant traits that enhance

degradation;
• trajectory analysis planner program for the Calcasieu estuary;
• boat ramp and launch site inventory; and
• phytoremediation studies for onshore oil spills.

One year after submission of final deliverables, and after a thorough and
complete edit, all projects are distributed together on a single CD-ROM.  In
addition, to help foster the research effort, the OSRADP compiled an electronic
bibliography from a key word list that best fits the goals and objectives of the
program.  This reference tool is a “living” document that serves as a conduit to
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oil spill information.

In the future, the program will continue to focus on: (1) education, training, and
public awareness; (2) remote sensing and mapping; (3) spill response, cleanup,
and harmful ecological consequences; and (4) spills-of-opportunity.  Research
into all of these areas will be encouraged.  However, after six years of funding
highly focused research, it is critical that the science developed with OSRADP
support is incorporated into the oil industry’s planning and response strategies
with the approval and support of the various regulatory agencies.  Results from
these projects are only useful when they are implemented.  Investment in the
research initiatives can only be  justified when the various regulatory agencies
incorporate the research results/material in their  oil-spill-cleanup protocols.  On
the shelf, the research initiatives are not meeting the program’s applied mandate.
Acceptance by the regulatory community can lead to better response in the
future.  If not approved by the regulatory community, the research will have at
least been assessed.  Regardless, questions will be answered.  Rejection is not
necessarily bad, if it leads to better science.  It is imperative the best efforts are
used to limit an oil spill’s environmental impacts.  This is the goal of all parties
involved in the oil spill cleanup “business” and must be part of the regulatory
agency’s oversight and management of spill events using the best available
science to minimize the event’s environmental/habitat consequences.  Planning
and response can be enhanced by good science.

Planning and Response Strategies

On September 15, 1999, LOSCO announced that the state’s oil spill contingency
plan was available for distribution. In a clear and concise manner the plan
defines how the state will respond and direct cleanup activities in an actual or
threatened oil spill event.  This plan was developed in cooperation with the
local, state, and federal agencies responsible for oil spill response, cleanup, and
restoration activities.  It was written to complement and augment existing plans
and to address specific concerns of the state of Louisiana. The plan is the
backbone of the state’s response efforts and is reviewed and/or revised annually.
In addition, the plan helps in the assessment of damages that are critical
components in documenting an oil spill’s environmental effects.

Natural Resource Damage Assessment (NRDA)

Since the mid-1970s, Congress and the President have enacted a suite of
environmental laws to address the degradation of the Nation’s natural resources.
Explicit statutory authority to restore injured natural resources began with the
Clean Water Act and continued with enactment of the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA or
Superfund), and the National Marine Sanctuaries Act. In the Oil Pollution Act of
1990 statutes, Congress included Natural Resource Damage Assessment
(NRDA) to compensate, in some way, for the injuries and losses associated with
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an oil spill.  After a spill, a natural resource damage assessment is conducted to
determine compensatory damages.  LOSCO is the lead agency for NRDA in
Louisiana.  As the lead agency, LOSCO is responsible for coordinating NRDA
issues with all state and federal trustees (see www.state.la.us/osr/reg/register for
the NRDA rule). Historically, NRDA settlements are substantial.

The NRDA process allows state trustees, and other experts, to evaluate
ecological injuries related directly to an oil or hazardous material spill.  This
analysis is used to design a scientifically valid restoration program designed to
compensate the public for injures to the state’s valuable natural resource base.
The goal of a NRDA is to return the injured natural resources to baseline
conditions and compensate for interim losses.  In Louisiana, a 1992 blowout in
Timbalier Bay resulted in the discharge of between 600,000 gallons (14,285
barrels) of light Louisiana crude in 11 days.  Although most of the oil was
consumed by the fire, approximately 96,000 gallons (2285 barrels) were
discharged into Timbalier Bay.  Oil that escaped from the containment boons
impacted more than 122 acres of the bay’s intertidal marshes.  Because of the
spill’s size and impact, the trustees performed an ecological analysis to
determine the scale of wetlands creation necessary to compensate for injuries,
while minimizing the cost and duration of the assessment so restoration could
commence in an expeditious manner.  As a result of this analysis, the
responsible party (Greenhill Petroleum Corporation) initiated a program to place
sand on one of the state’s barrier islands; 21.7 acres of marsh habitat were
restored.  In December 1996, the trustees certified completion of the
construction phase.  A five-year program began in October 1994 to monitor the
health and viability of the created marsh and to ensure the NRDA-derived
restoration process was a success.  To help streamline this process, LOSCO has
been proactive in preplanning for NRDA by initiating the NRDA - regional
restoration plan (NRDA-RRP).  Currently, in the development stages, these pre-
approved plans will allow the trustees to quickly, efficiently and in a cost-
effective manner restore the identified resources after a spill.

Summary

Industrial historians point to the Spindletop discovery as the birth place of a new
industry and the symbol of the oil and gas business. From this beginning, new
partnerships were forged among a diverse coterie of academic, private and
public sector elements who recognized Louisiana’s valuable wetlands were
vulnerable to an oil spill.  To meet this challenge, the state enacted legislation
creating the Oil Spill Coordinator’s office, with clearly defined guidelines and
authority, as outlined in the Louisiana Oil Spill Prevention and Response Act.
The Act serves as the blueprint for oil spill planning, response, restoration,
science, and prevention.
The OSRADP’s: co-development of a CD-based GIS;  research into the viability
of in-situ burning in wetlands; phytoremediation in wetland and upland
environments; pipeline analysis and mapping; Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM)
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and synthetic aperture radar to facilitate coastline delineation; oil spill risk on
Louisiana’s largest waterways;  use of ammoniated bagasse for remediation of
crude oil contaminated wetland soils; predictability of oceanic and atmospheric
conditions off the Mississippi delta; survey of Louisiana seabird colonies to
enhance oil spill research;  wave-current online information system for oil spill
contingency planning; remediation and restoration of a contaminated wetland
and pine forest; trajectory analysis of the Calcasieu estuary; boat ramp and
launch site inventory and other projects are helping define where the OSRADP
is going in the future.

All of these efforts focus on a common goal: oil spill prevention and cleanup in
a scientifically-based efficient and practical manner using the best techniques
available, with approval from the regulatory  community to meet the integral
demands of an oil spill.  Where we have been is clear.  Where we are going is
clear.  The remaining question is: “Will the regulatory community begin to
analyze and accept Louisiana’s scientific-based efforts in spill management,
response, cleanup, and prevention?  Through a number of handshake agreements
between the various parities/agencies involved in an oil spill, it is clear the
environment will be better served by the trust inherent in these arrangements.

Dr. Donald W. Davis
Louisiana Applied and Educational Research and Development Program
258A Military Science Building,
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA 70803, USA
Phone: (225) 388-3481
Fax: (225)388-0403
Email: osradp@ibm.net
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BENEFITS OF REDUCING DEPOSITION OF ATMOSPHERIC
NITROGEN IN ESTUARINE AND COASTAL WATERS:

THE NAAQS EXPERIENCE

Eric Slaughter & Dwight Atkinson, Capital Land Company

Excess nutrient loads, especially that of nitrogen, are responsible for a variety of
adverse consequences to the health of estuarine and coastal waters. These effects
include toxic and/or noxious algal blooms such as brown and red tides, low
(hypoxic) or zero (anoxic) concentrations of dissolved oxygen in bottom waters,
the loss of submerged aquatic vegetation due to light reduction by algal growth,
and fundamental shifts in phytoplankton community structure. East and Gulf
Coasts are committing billions of dollars to reduce traditional water pollution
sources such as direct discharges from sewage treatment, urban stormwater
systems, and agricultural runoff.

The deposition of atmospheric-borne nitrogen, however, is also a major
contributor to overall estuary loadings in many areas. In addition to impacts on
estuarine and coastal waters, atmospheric nitrogen emissions, principally in the
form of nitrogen oxides (NOx), are also precursors to ground-level ozone and
secondary particle formation. Efforts to reduce NOx emissions through such
mechanisms as the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for ozone
and PM 2.5 would therefore also benefit estuaries and coastal waters.

In its 1996 and 1998 NAAQS analysis, the benefits realized by communities
surrounding a representative sampling of 12 East and Gulf Coast estuaries due to
reduced airborne nitrogen deposition resulting from NOx controls driven by
alternative ozone, PM 2.5 NAAQS, and the State Implementation Plan for
reducing emissions affecting the Northeast were examined. From this sample,
projections of the expected benefits realized for all Eastern estuaries were made.
In this paper, these estimates are summarized and the impact on national air
pollution policy is discussed.

Eric Slaughter
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HABITAT EQUIVALENCY ANALYSIS AS A TOOL FOR CALCULATING
COMPENSATION REQUIREMENTS

Nicholas Iadanza, National Marine Fisheries Service

Compensatory mitigation to offset unavoidable damage to wetlands and other
aquatic resources is the final step in the sequence of mitigation actions defined by
the Council on Environmental Quality (40 CFR 1508.20).   A Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) between the Environmental Protection Agency and the
Department of the Army Corps of Engineers (COE) concerning mitigation under the
Clean Water Act Section 404(b)(1) guidelines provide policy and procedures to be
used in the determination of the level and type of mitigation necessary for
compliance with the goal of restoring and maintaining existing aquatic resources.
 The MOA specifies that “appropriate” mitigation shall be based on the values and
functions of the aquatic resource that will be impacted.  The objective of mitigation
for unavoidable impacts is to offset environmental losses.  This is interpreted as
mitigation providing, at a minimum, one for one functional replacement (i.e., no net
loss of values), with an adequate margin of safety to reflect the expected degree of
success associated with the mitigation plan. 

Designing compensatory restoration so that it fully compensates for the loss of an
aquatic resource is a challenge.  Full compensation for losses occurs when the
values supplied by the restored or created habitat match or exceed those that would
have been supplied by the original habitat had it not been disturbed.  
Compensation for resource losses is determined using methods that range from
applying compensation ratios based on professional judgements that specify acres
of compensation required to replace acres lost, to relatively sophisticated models
that allow a more quantitative measure of the functional value of habitats and an
assessment of functional equivalency. 

There is a general consensus among natural resource agencies for recommending
compensation ratios greater than 1:1 in order to ensure full replacement, but the
ratios vary by state according to the type of habitat damaged and the type of
mitigation proposed.  Castelle et al. (1992) reviewed regulatory requirements for
compensatory mitigation ratios in 16 states and several Washington State counties
and cities and found ratios ranging from 1:1 to 6:1 depending upon wetland values,
location of the mitigation site, and type of wetland habitat.  The scientific literature
also contains a variety of recommendations.  Josselyn et al. (1990) suggest that
because of the delays in implementing compensation projects and the failure of past
compensation projects to adequately replace losses, mitigation should not be
permitted with less than one-to-one replacement.  Willard and Hiller (1990) noted
that created and restored wetlands often change in size, wetness, and ecosystem
type and recommended that they should be designed well “oversize” compared to
the wetlands for which they compensate.  Krucynski (1990) suggested a 1.5:1 ratio
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for wetland restoration, a 2:1 ratio for wetland creation, and a 3:1 ratio for wetland
enhancement, based on uncertainties regarding the success of the compensation
and the time it takes before becoming fully functional.

Recommending minimum acreage replacement greater than 1:1 appears to account
for uncertainties and ensure no net loss but it does not directly address functional
equivalency.  Issues related to consistency with past compensatory mitigation
requirements; type of compensation proposed (in kind or out of kind; on site or off
site; restoration, creation, enhancement, or preservation); construction timing of the
compensation project; uncertainties regarding the measure of habitat functions at
impacted and replacement sites; site-specific conditions; and the potential tradeoff
of habitat types complicate the process of assigning mitigation ratios.  Comparison
of functions and values at the impacted and replacement site, time to full function
at the replacement site, and uncertainty regarding success are expected to be taken
into account but the lack of a consistent, quantitative approach generally results in
recommendations based on professional judgement.

The practical interpretation of the “one for one functional replacement (i.e., no net
loss of values)” requirement in the EPA-COE MOA has been an acre for acre
replacement and a preference for “on-site, in-kind” compensatory mitigation.  The
ability to assess  habitat tradeoff opportunities where compensation might be
achieved by replacing the loss with a higher quality habitat is limited.  In some
cases, the preference for “on-site, in-kind” mitigation resulted in restoration projects
being undertaken at inferior sites that failed to meet environmental goals, while
diverting restoration funds away from more promising “off-site” projects.  As a
result, the preference for on-site mitigation has softened, and off-site mitigation,
including mitigation banking, has gained acceptance (King, 1997).  The State of
Washington recognizes the problems with strict adherence to the “on-site, in-kind”
requirement for compensatory mitigation.  While it often remains a requirement to
replace a lost wetland with the same type, the State recognizes that there may not
be adequate opportunities to create the same type of wetland and that in some
cases, a different type of resource restoration makes more ecological sense
(WADOE, 1998).   

Several methods have been proposed to assess the value of aquatic habitats and
use a more quantitative approach to determine functional equivalency.  Methods
that rely heavily on quantitative data  are usually hampered by year-to-year and
season-to-season population fluctuations, requiring costly and frequent field
surveys at many different sites over a considerable time period.  Methods such as
the Wetland Evaluation Technique consider a wide range of hydrologic and
ecosystem functions but base assessments on the likelihood that a function could
be provided at a site, not the level of its environmental significance.  The
hydrogeomorphic wetland assessment method released by the Corps of Engineers
in 1996 is regarded as a well-rounded and science-based method for comparing
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wetlands and uses a set of regional reference wetland sites for indexing wetland
functional capacity, but is limited by the fact that reference sites have not been
developed for all areas. 

Determining compensation requirements, whether based on professional judgement,
or data on the relationship of animal populations to specific habit types, involve
“scaling,” where a judgement or conclusion is made that the functional value
provided by the compensatory action equals the functional value lost due to the
injury.  Therefore, the basic components to any  “scaling” exercise are some
knowledge of the magnitude of the loss (acres of wetland filled, fish killed, aquatic
production lost, etc.), and some measure of the potential services provided by the
proposed compensation actions (expressed in units comparable to the loss).

Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA), one of the methods used by NOAA to
determine compensation in natural resource injury cases under the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, and the Oil Pollution
Act,  is based on determining equivalency between lost and restored resources and
services.  It  has application as a tool for determining compensation requirements
when habitat types different in quality and value than those lost are part of a
compensatory mitigation proposal.  Use of a simplified HEA approach for
determining compensation ratios for wetland mitigation was proposed by King et
al., (1993). Relative measures of functional capacity, which may be expressed as
living fish and wildlife resources, their habitats, or services provided, can serve as
the “currency” for comparing ecosystem values (King, 1997).  The values lost at the
impacted site are expressed in relative terms using the pre-impact capacity of the site
as the baseline.  The gains in value at the compensatory restoration site are
measured in relative terms using the pre restoration capacity of the site as a
baseline.  An HEA model is used to calculate compensatory mitigation requirements
based on the replacement of functional value (no net loss), taking into account: 1)
habitat functions provided by the original and replacement areas, 2) speed with
which the created/restored habitat reaches the sustained level of function expected’
and 3) discounting of replacement habitat related to when gains and losses accrue.

A project in Commencement Bay, Washington was selected as a pilot study to
evaluate the appropriateness of using HEA in determining the adequacy of
compensatory mitigation. The project involved a proposal to use a waterway as a
confined disposal site for contaminated sediments, with the consequent loss of
13.57A of intertidal and subtidal estuarine habitat.  The compensatory mitigation
proposed included a mix of creation, restoration, and enhancement of intertidal
habitat on an approximate 19.95A site in a nearby waterway, and enlargement and
enhancement of a tidally-influenced freshwater wetland on an approximate 6.34A
site near, but not open to, the Puyallup River.  Approximately 6.87A of upland was
proposed for excavation to create aquatic habitat at the nearby waterway site; 3.41A
of upland would be excavated at the wetland site.  The remaining compensation was
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to be accomplished by filling subtidal areas to intertidal elevations and restoring and
enhancing existing aquatic intertidal and wetland habitat.  The mix of actions, and
the fact that the proposal resulted in a net loss of aquatic surface area (13.57A filled,
10.28A excavated), raised questions regarding the adequacy of the compensation
package.  The compensatory mitigation proposal consisted primarily of “off-site,
out-of-kind” mitigation and involved a variety of restoration and enhancement
actions.  There was concern regarding the adequacy and applicability of traditional
compensatory mitigation ratios, and an HEA was proposed as an evaluation
method.

Representatives from federal and state natural resource agencies, Indian tribes, and
industry, developed  habitat type descriptions, their relative values, and
assumptions related to time to achieving full function for a variety of habitat types.
 Habitat values were a unitless number based on relative, rather than absolute
values, similar to the concept in the Habitat Suitability Indices used with the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service’s Habitat Evaluation Procedures (USFWS, 1980), with a
value of 1.0 indicating optimal conditions and a value of 0 indicating unsuitable
conditions.  Habitats were classified according to tidal elevation and substrate type
and relative values based on the value of particular habitat types to juvenile chinook
salmon, flatfish, and selected bird assemblages.  Areal substrate type and depth
interval data for the waterways and wetland area, and the current and expected post
construction condition of the compensatory mitigation sites were used to calculate
areas of specific habitat types.  Estimates of years to achieve functional value for
the compensatory mitigation habitats were assigned based on the scientific
literature and the participants’ experiences with restoration projects in the Pacific
Northwest.  A linear function was used for the years to maximum functional value
following project completion.

Three alternative compensatory mitigation alternatives were proposed: 1) Creation,
restoration, and enhancement of intertidal habitat in the nearby waterway (providing
a permanent fresh water supply to the waterway was included); 2) Alternative one
plus enlarging the Puyallup River wetland and constructing a tide gate connection
with the river; and 3) Alternative one plus enlarging the wetland and creating open
river access.   Functional acreage was the metric used to compare values and
evaluate the compensatory mitigation proposals.  Functional acres were calculated
for the proposed fill site, and pre and post construction compensation project sites
by multiplying the acres of specific habitat types making up the site by a functional
value for each habitat type.   Dividing the functional acres by the actual acres
results in a relative value per acre.  This reduces all habitat types and actions to a
common metric based on their combined value to juvenile chinook salmon, flatfish,
and birds.  The initial and final values for the mitigation site are expressed relative
to the value of the lost habitat.  Compensatory mitigation value provided by a
proposed project is the net increase in functional acres at a compensation site
(expected post compensation project habitat value minus existing pre project habitat
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value;  adjusted to account for time expected to reach full function, project
construction timing, and 3% discounting, and a 100-year time horizon for service
production of the lost habitat and mitigation habitat).  Comparing the adjusted net
increase in functional value provided by the compensatory mitigation with the
functional value lost at the impacted site allows an evaluation of the adequacy of
the proposed compensation. 

The HEA model runs analyzing specific alternatives provided results in terms of the
mitigation ratio required to compensate for the loss in terms of the number of real
acres of the particular mix of actions at the compensatory mitigation site.  A
mitigation ratio of 1.65:1 was calculated for alternative one, habitat creation,
restoration, and enhancement actions in a nearby waterway, indicating that 22.40A
of this type of compensatory mitigation would be required.  Since the action area
included 19.94A, the proposal was inadequate (a 2.46A deficit).  An evaluation of
alternative two, work in the waterway, enlargement of a freshwater wetland, and a
tide gate connection with the river, resulted in a mitigation ratio of 2.09:1, specifying
that 28.38A would be required.  The action area for alternative two involved 26.36
acres, suggesting that the proposal was inadequate (a 2.02A deficit).  Analysis of
alternative three, similar to two but with open river access for the wetland, resulted
in a mitigation ratio of 1.77:1, requiring 23.97A for compensatory mitigation. 
Alternative three consisted of action on 26.36A and was judged adequate (2.39A
surplus).

Differences in the values calculated for the alternatives and judgements regarding
their acceptability were related to the relative value of the habitats provided at the
compensatory mitigation sites, and size of the projects.  For alternative one, the
initial functional value (pre construction) at the compensatory mitigation site was
low, and the post construction functional value expected was higher than the
impacted site.  This resulted in a substantial net increase in functional value per acre
(0.6969/A) but the site was not large enough to provide adequate compensatory
mitigation.  Alternative two involved a larger area but the net increase in functional
value per acre was lower (0.5501/A) because of the tide gate connection did not
appreciably increase values in the wetland for juvenile salmon and flatfish.  The net
increase in functional value for alternative three was similar to alternative one and
was judged acceptable because it was of adequate size.
 
The HEA model provides a logical and consistent way to account for the functional
and temporal aspects that are taken into consideration when assessing
compensation requirements.  It is a quantitative process, with the validity of results
limited only by the ability of the users to identify accurate input parameters. 
Information ranging from site specific measures of habitat function to professional
judgement can be used to develop model inputs.  If data adequate to provide an
accurate characterization of the value of particular habitat types to target organisms
are available, they may be used in calculating functional values.  Values are applied
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consistently for both the impacted and compensation areas based on habitat type
and as long as users have carefully considered input values, functional equivalency
may be adequately assessed.

Assessing requirements associated with replacing one habitat type with another is
easier using HEA because the comparisons are based on functional value rather
than acreage.  However, there is a drawback to this, as illustrated in this evaluation,
where the acceptable alternative resulted in a net loss of aquatic surface area.  “No
net loss of area vs. no net loss of function” is an issue to be considered, and while
the loss of acreage is unpalatable, an argument can be made that habitat loss may
be compensated for in a manner that better serves the resource using a functional
equivalency approach, even if it results in less than a one for one acreage
replacement.  Accepting the concept of less than one for one acreage replacement
brings up the issue of the importance of being aware of the value of particular
habitat types, and scaling the size of the projects.  It is unlikely that a large area of
poor quality habitat would be considered acceptable as compensation for the loss
of a small area of high quality habitat, even if it resulted in functional equivalency.
 Conversely, a small area of high quality habitat might not be considered acceptable
for the loss of a large area of poor quality habitat.  A balance must be struck
between the amount of habitat and the quality of the habitat.  The model is a useful
tool for equating units of restored habitat to impacted habitat but judgement must
be applied on a site-specific basis to determine habitat types that are acceptable for
compensatory mitigation.
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RESTORATION THOROUGH INNOVATION:
THE GALVESTON BAY EXPERIENCE

Robert W. Rudolph, Natural Resources Coordinator, Galveston Bay National
Estuary Program

Houston’s development over the past 100 years from America’s 85th largest city with
a population of 44,633 (1900) to the nation’s fourth largest metropolitan area with a
population of 3.8 million (1990), has, not surprisingly, dramatically altered the
landscape of the area, affecting both the habitats and heritage of Galveston Bay.
 Were it not for the dedicated efforts of a number of groups and individuals, the
ability to form good working partnerships between the many users of Galveston
Bay, and the willingness to try innovative techniques in habitat restoration, the
Galveston Bay shoreline might become totally lost to development.  Instead, the
Galveston Bay area is the site of some of the most significant restoration efforts
being undertaken in the U.S.

Background

The history of Galveston Bay can be traced back to 14,000 years ago when Paleo-
Indians hunted wooly mammoths, mastodons, and large bison in the area which is
now Galveston Bay.  Of course then, the bay’s shoreline extended upwards of 100
miles further into the Gulf of Mexico than it does today.  Primarily used as a food
source for the next 13,000 years, it wasn’t until the early 1800's that the area came
into its own and Anglo-Americans began to establish permanent developments
along its shorelines.  By 1850, shipping began to dominate the economy and for the
next 60 years a bitter rivalry grew between Houston and Galveston, each vying for
dominance as a port.  Near the end of that period, two events occurred which would
ultimately radically alter man’s interaction with Galveston Bay. 

First, around 1903, an inquisitive oil scout began the bay’s petroleum industry, and
the first well was drilled about four years later on the shore of Tabbs Bay in the San
Jacinto River.  Second, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers completed dredging of the
Houston Ship Channel across the bay and up the lower reaches of the San Jacinto
River and Buffalo Bayou to Houston in 1914.  As oil production and shipping
expanded, the stage was set for vast industrial, cultural, and environmental changes.

Foremost amongst these environmental changes is the extensive habitat destruction
which occurred simultaneously with the development of the area.  Coastal wetlands
and seagrass meadows, the very habitats responsible for the great productivity of
commercially and recreationally valuable fish and shellfish in Galveston Bay, 
became particularly vulnerable as the area’s population skyrocketed.  As oil was
pumped to fuel the cogs of industry and water was pumped to meet the demands of
a booming population, much of the area along the western shores of Galveston Bay
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actually sunk or subsided, in some cases as much as 10 feet.  Add this factor to
habitat loss from storms, sea-level rise, conversion of wetlands to uplands, dredging
and filling, and isolation projects and it becomes readily apparent that the wetlands
were being attacked from all corners.  In fact, the Galveston Bay system has lost
some 30,000 acres or 20% of wetland habitat just since the 1950's, far exceeding the
national average losses for estuarine wetlands.

While Texas has oft been criticized for its lack of commitment to address
environmental problems, once on-board, Texas moves in a fashion it is well known
for-“in a big way.”  And so it is, that with regards to wetland restoration, Texas, and
in particular the Galveston Bay area, is moving forward on many fronts to address
the problem of loss of wetland habitat in a big way.  And while coastal zone
management is relatively new in Texas (the Texas coastal management plan was
approved only in 1997), the work of restoring habitats in Galveston Bay has begun
in earnest, largely as a result of the creation of the Galveston Bay Plan and the
Galveston Bay Estuary Program.  Indeed, the Galveston Bay Estuary Program is
viewed in Texas as a forerunner in elevating hands-on management of coastal
environments to the level of the ecosystem; and in doing so, has encouraged an
integration of traditionally disparate institutions.

The Galveston Bay Plan and Galveston Bay Estuary Program

Section 320 of the Water Quality Act of 1987 authorizes the use of federal funds for
a five-year planning process leading to completion of a Comprehensive
Conservation and Management Plan.   In 1988, the state of Texas, at the prompting
of a group of active citizens led by two very head-strong women from the then
recently-organized Galveston Bay Foundation, bought into this program and work
on the Galveston Bay Plan began two years later, under the auspices of the Texas
Water Commission, which later became the Texas Natural Resources Conservation
Commission.

The Galveston Bay Estuary Program (GBEP) was established to develop the
Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan (CCMP) for Galveston Bay.
 The structure of GBEP continues to reflect a strong commitment to consensus-
building. From the outset, the approach taken by the Management Conference to
develop the Galveston Bay Plan was one of consensus-building among all
Galveston Bay user groups, government agencies, and the public.  This approach
is based on a philosophy that the best governance for Galveston Bay can only be
established by strong and direct involvement of the people who live and work in the
Galveston Bay region.  No environmental program in the history of the state has
involved citizens and stakeholders more actively in environmental problem-solving.

Over a five-year period, working in a collaborative fashion, over 220 individuals
helped to create the Galveston Bay Plan to address threats to the bay resulting from
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pollution, development, and overuse.  This five-year effort consisted of three
phases:

· Identification of the specific problems facing the bay;
· A bay-wide effort to compile data and information to describe status,

trends, and probable causes related to the identified problems; and
· Creation of The Plan itself to enhance governance of the bay at the

ecosystem level.

The Plan includes 82 management initiatives that were established to address 17
specific problems ranging from habitat protection to freshwater inflow and bay
circulation to public health and nonpoint source pollution.

Habitat Protection

The number 1 priority problem identified in the Plan was habitat destruction and its
effect on fish and wildlife populations.   Destruction of coastal wetlands and
underwater seagrass meadows has been substantial, with more than 30,000 wetland
acres lost during four decades.  These are productive nursery areas for the bay’s
seafood species, which also serve valuable functions to stabilize shorelines,
moderate flooding, and remove contaminants.

The Galveston Bay Plan advocates an ecosystem approach to habitat protection
that will ensure the existence of an optimal variety and distribution of aquatic
habitats, and will sustain the physical and hydrological connections required
between adjacent habitats.  Within the Habitat Protection Action Plan, the following
all-inclusive mission statement has been established:

To provide optimal fish and wildlife habitat supporting the
Galveston Bay system by effectively regulating wetland habitat
to preclude net losses; conserving habitat through public
ownership or control; implementing habitat creation, restoration
and improvement programs; reducing the adverse impacts from
dredging and filling; and ensuring management practices that
maximize beneficial uses of dredged material.

The Habitat Protection Action Plan focuses on four key areas and includes nine
initiatives which have been identified as keys to the continued productivity and
biological diversity of the estuary.  These four key areas are:

· Subsidence Reduction
· Erosion Mitigation
· Wetlands Management and Protection
· Beneficial Uses of Dredged Materials
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The remainder of this paper will focus on some of the efforts that have been
completed and are currently underway in Galveston Bay to address these four key
areas.

Subsidence

As previously mentioned, withdrawl of groundwater for drinking and industrial
purposes has caused subsidence all around the Galveston Bay area.  As the
elevation of the land surface dropped, marshes drowned and disappeared, quickly.
The water depth increased too quickly for marsh grasses to “migrate” inland.  With
the vegetation gone, erosion increased the rate at which shorelines receded.  In  the
mid-1970's, the Harris-Galveston Coastal Subsidence District was formed to regulate
groundwater withdrawl.  As a result, surface water has replaced groundwater as the
primary source of water in the area.  Although further elevation loss has diminished
almost completely, the effects of the previous over-pumping are still prevalent, as
unvegetated shorelines continue to erode. 

While subsidence seems to be of lesser concern than it has been in the past, the
Galveston Bay Estuary Program continues to monitor subsidence.   This fiscal year,
GBEP is teaming up USGS and USFWS to explore the use of interferometric
synthetic aperture radar (INSAR) generated satellite data to provide more timely and
cost-effective data to measure land surface subsidence than traditional methods of
borehole extensometers and geodetic surveys, both expensive and time consuming.
 This method has been used with great success to measure land elevation changes
associated with earthquakes in the west, but this will be the first time its application
is tried in a coastal area.

Erosion Mitigation

Erosion Mitigation is an ongoing activity in the Galveston Bay area.  While much
of what has occurred as a result of the extensive losses of shoreline has involved
the hardening, or bulkheading of shoreline property, there are also numerous efforts
at mitigation using non-structural or alternative methods.  Routinely, at GBEP, we
are asked by homeowners what can be done to stop the erosion along their
shoreline property.  Where appropriate, we demonstrate how to plant smooth
cordgrass to help stabilize the shoreline and to “buy time” for the inevitable.

 However, in many cases the shoreline is too active for achieving success merely by
planting cordgrass.  In these cases, we must also look at minimizing the wave energy
reaching the shoreline.  In one of our innovative demonstration projects, we
constructed 1400 feet of oyster reef along an active shoreline by placing oyster shell
in a cradle of cyclone fencing held in place by submerged wooden posts.  As hoped,
oyster spat deposition did occur and oysters colonized on the oyster shell
substrate.  While the shoreline area was also planted with smooth cordgrass,
sufficient growth has yet to occur to stabilize the entire area and the oyster reef has
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not developed as rapidly as hoped due to hyper-saline conditions as a result of
reduced freshwater inflows for the past several years.   We are confident, though,
that given time, this method of mitigating erosion will prove effective in areas where
oysters can be established and are looking at other areas to try this type of
approach.

In another area where significant wave activity has contributed to erosion,
approximately 2,500 feet of protective features in the form of offshore geotube
wavebreaks and inshore marsh terraces have been placed to protect and stabilize the
bay shoreline along a 2-mile section of Galveston Island.  This project which is
currently ongoing at Galveston Island State Park is one of the largest wetland
restoration efforts to date in the State of Texas.  This project has the goal of
protecting 240 acres of coastal wetlands while restoring an additional 121 acres and
enhancing another 388 acres.  The ability to be flexible and willing to experiment with
different types of restoration is a key to the successes we are seeing in the
Galveston Bay area .  Obviously we are still looking for what provides the best bang
for the buck.

Many of the efforts related to restoring shorelines and wetlands which are ongoing
throughout Texas at this time are the result of the Coastal Erosion Planning and
Response Act, a recently enacted law that establishes a $15 million two-year effort
(initially) aimed at mitigating and preventing coastal and shoreline erosion along
Texas’ shorelines.  The Galveston Bay Estuary Program has partnered in a number
of these efforts and work is currently underway in a number of sites throughout
Galveston Bay.

Wetlands Management and Protection

Wetlands management and protection occurs on both a statewide and local level
and is an ongoing effort.  Acquisition is often considered the most desirable form
of protection for management purposes and it remains a priority for state agencies
with jurisdiction over wetlands, specifically the General Land Office and Texas Parks
and Wildlife.  In addition, acquisition of numerous coastal wetlands by non-profit
organizations has occurred over the past several years, with the Audubon Society
and The Nature Conservancy Texas being the major recipients of key wetland
properties throughout the Bay.  Among the smaller non-profits which have acquired
wetland properties, the Galveston Bay Foundation has some small parcels and a
citizen’s group known as Scenic Galveston has acquired, and is in the process of
restoring, almost 900 acres of wetlands which were crossed by the construction of
Interstate 45 (the primary road from Houston to Galveston) and a key habitat area
considered as internationally significant for migrating birds and used as winter
habitat.

With regards to management, in 1996, the Texas General Land Office published
Texas Coastal Wetlands as a handbook for local governments interested in wetland
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protection.  Following up on this effort, the Galveston Bay Estuary Program funded
a Wetland Conservation Plan for the city of Seabrook.  The plan, based on this
handbook, is being used to assist Seabrook in planning for their limited wetland
resources which are under serious pressure for development.  The project is nearing
completion and is hoped to serve as a pilot project for other Galveston Bay
communities, which have already expressed an interest.

As part of a grant from the Pew Foundation, the Galveston Bay Foundation
completed a Habitat Conservation Blueprint for Galveston Bay in December 1998
identifying 167 potential wetland sites throughout the bay for restoration.  This
blueprint is now being used by many resource agencies, groups, and individuals
throughout the Galveston Bay area to develop wetland restoration projects and take
advantage of federal and state funds available for such.

In a unique case of being truly pro-active, the state of Texas, through the Texas
Coastal Management Program, is currently undertaking an effort to pre-identify sites
along the coast for habitat restoration in the event of a major incident which would
trigger the Natural Resources Damage Assessment (NRDA) process.  Obviously,
Galveston Bay, as one of the major petrochemical complexes in the world, is at
significant risk from such a possibility.  Working through the Natural Resources
subcommittee of the GBEP, a list of approximately 25 sites have been identified and
are currently undergoing further characterization.

Wetlands protection efforts include both creation and restoration efforts.  The list
of these projects which have been completed and are ongoing in Galveston Bay is
significant, and growing.  A few are worth mentioning here. 

In 1999, a total of 14.5 acres of wetland were restored in less than 2 ½ hours by more
than 1,500 volunteers in an event known as Marsh Bash.  Now renamed, Marsh
Mania, the next event is scheduled for October, 2000 in conjunction with National
Estuaries Day.

The Pierce Marsh Project, constructed in 1999, created terraces from in-situ material
which was subsequently planted and shows good signs of being successful.  A
similar project at Jumbile Cove is scheduled for construction in spring 2000,
although the terraces will be replaced with a series of mounds.

Considerable efforts are underway to address restoration of seagrass beds in
Galveston Bay.  GBEP has funded a study by NMFS to explore various methods of
transplanting from both the remaining seagrasses in Galveston Bay and also from
other Texas bays and has been working with Texas Parks and Wildlife to update
maps to compare with historic records. 

Houston Lighting & Power, the Port of Houston Authority, and NMFS jointly
sponsored an action plan demonstration project to construct a 5-acre oyster reef in
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Galveston Bay utilizing 12,100 cubic yards of coal combustion byproduct pellets,
more often known as fly ash.  The primary objective of the project was to
demonstrate that alternatives exist which are biologically acceptable and cost
effective relative to natural shell.  The reef is considered by all means, a successful
project.   The value as fisheries habitat has increased over time evolving from a
barren artificial substrate to that characteristic of a natural oyster reef, rendering it
very suitable for creating productive marine fisheries habitat.

Beneficial Uses of Dredged Material

The key to the success of much of the Galveston Bay wetland restoration efforts lies
in the reuse or recycling of dredged materials.

In conjunction with the ongoing expansion of the Houston Ship Channel in the mid-
1990's, the Interagency Coordination Team (ICT) was established by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers to oversee the safe disposal of dredged material and other
environmental issues.  The Beneficial Uses Group, or BUG, a subcommittee of the
ICT evaluated possible beneficial uses for the dredged material.  The plans for
disposal had to be environmentally sound and economically acceptable,
incorporating, where possible, other public benefits.  One such public benefit is
creation of new marshes to benefit wildlife and the businesses that wildlife supports.

Using dredge material, a marsh was created on an eroded section of Atkinson
Island.  It was designed to test several methods of marsh restoration to find the best
and most cost-efficient one for Galveston Bay.  Information on settlement and
consolidation of dredged materials as well as other factors was gathered and
physical characteristics of nearby functioning marshes were surveyed to determine
the appropriate water depths of the created marsh.  Various planting densities were
tested to determine the most productive and cost-effective method of planting.

The success of this project is evident in the continuing improvement of many marsh
functions, such as the increased habitat use by many species.  This project
demonstrated practical, economical, and effective methods of marsh creation while
adding over 200 acres of habitat to the Galveston Bay system.

Following this initial pilot project, the use of dredged materials for wetland creation
and restoration has become the norm in Galveston Bay.  A number of projects have
been completed, a number are ongoing, and several more are proposed.  For
example, 200 acres of marsh are being restored at the San Jacinto State Park
using dredged material.  Approximately 100 acres have already been completed.
Work is also underway specifically to develop nesting islands for colonial
waterbirds using dredged material from Galveston Bay.

This approach has even been extended to freshwater wetlands. In the 1950's,
Armand Bayou was lined with freshwater marshes.  Mud Lake covered only 100
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acres at high tide, however, after 9 feet of subsidence, 100% of the freshwater
marshes were lost, and Mud Lake now covers about 300 acres at high tide.  The loss
of these marshes caused localized reductions in populations of wading birds,
waterfowl, and fish.  A multi-partner task force was formed to identify and restore
critical areas in the watershed and the result was the first attempt in the state to
dredge specifically for marsh creation, not as a byproduct of channel construction.
 A temporary earth berm and brush fence were built to increase sediment accretion
and material retention, and also to protect the site from erosion until the marsh
grasses were well established.  Almost 400 volunteers planted thousands of stems
of cordgrass and eventually this marsh has regained nearly all of the functions of
a natural marsh.

In another demonstration project, the Galveston Bay Estuary Program partnered
with Reliant Energy, EPA, the Natural Resources Conservation Service, and two
small construction contractors to restore 12 acres of wetlands along Clear Creek, a
tributary of Galveston Bay.  At its’ Webster Electrical Generating Station, Reliant
Energy was faced with a situation where its intake canal required dredging, and
adjacent to its property, approximately ½ mile away along an eroding shoreline, was
an open water embayment where subsidence had changed a once healthy marsh
into open water.

A 2,600 foot long containment levee was constructed along Clear Creek on the outer
perimeter of the placement area and smooth cordgrass was transplanted on the
outside of the levee and a brush fence was built to protect it from incoming waves,
primarily caused by recreational boaters.  Two water control structures were
installed at each end of the containment levee to facilitate dewatering of the dredged
material.  A barge-mounted, cutter-head dredge began work in December, 1997.  The
sediment was allowed to consolidate for eight weeks, allowing the area to achieve
the proper elevation where wetland plants could thrive again.  To simulate natural
environmental conditions and increase the likelihood of success, seeds collected in
the fall of 1997 were treated (held over winter in refrigerated seawater) to improve
germination.  Treated seeds were planted when weather conditions were optimum
and done by airboat in February, 1998.

This project, a recipient of a 1999 Coastal America Award, demonstrated that
beneficial uses of dredge material can be cost effective and serve as a viable
alternative to traditional upland or landfill disposal.  It demonstrated the benefits of
agency-industry partnerships in leveraging resources and expertise and
demonstrated an excellent method of rapid planting in soft sediment, eliminating the
need for labor-intensive hand planting. 

Conclusion

The resource agencies and community in Galveston Bay are committed to restoring
the wetlands and habitats lost as a result of development.  Working together, these
groups are willing to introduce new initiatives and techniques to achieve this goal.
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IS EFH ESSENTIAL TO RESTORING COASTAL ECOSYSTEMS?
(SESSION OVERVIEW)

Kristen M. Fletcher, Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant Legal Program
Sharonne E. O’Shea, Washington Attorney General’s Office

Introduction to EFH

The United States Congress opened the proverbial can of worms in 1996 when it
amended the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act
(Magnuson Act) with the Sustainable Fisheries Act (SFA) and adopted language
that some predict will change fisheries management. Through the SFA Congress
sought to increase the attention that fisheries managers and other federal coastal
zone users paid to habitat through “Essential Fish Habitat” (EFH) provisions.  What
exactly do the EFH provisions do and how do they compare to other protections?

The EFH provisions require Regional Fisheries Management Councils and the
Secretary of Commerce to identify the essential habitat for federally managed
fisheries, assess adverse impacts to it, and communicate concerns to federal
agencies planning an activity that may affect the habitat.  The EFH assessment and
consultation provisions have been compared to the  Endangered Species Act (ESA),
resulting in anxiety in the development and fishing industries whose methods and
actions have been affected by ESA provisions.  Although the EFH consultation
process parallels the ESA section 7, the similarities end there. The EFH provisions
impose no substantive obligations on the action agency to avoid adverse effects,
only to undergo certain procedural requirements.  For this reason, the EFH
provisions more closely mirror the report-driven statutes, the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
(FWCA).  These comparisons, however, fail to adequately clarify the procedures
and requirements of EFH and have left many fisheries managers wading muddy
waters.

Reacting to heavy fishing of foreign vessels off the U.S. coasts, in 1976 Congress
passed the Magnuson Act to eliminate foreign fishing within 200 nautical miles of
all U.S. coasts.  The Act successfully lowered the foreign vessel effort but did little
to address the continued domestic overfishing which followed an historic , yet
incorrect, view that marine fishery resources were so vast that fishing could not
have a major impact. The Act established eight regional Fisheries Management
Councils (Councils) which were given the authority to manage fisheries through the
creation of Fisheries Management Plans (FMPs).  The councils were responsible for
meeting the larger goal of preventing overfishing while still achieving optimum
yields from each fishery.  This was done through various techniques including
seasonal closures, quota limitations, gear restrictions, and other limited entry
techniques.
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This business of managing fisheries did not include significant habitat
considerations under the 1976 Magnuson Act.  The Magnuson Act originally called
for the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), the federal agency responsible
for assisting the Councils to manage the fisheries, to initiate and maintain “a
comprehensive fisheries research program, including research on the effects of
habitat degradation and improvements on fish populations.”  Yet, Congress stopped
short of requiring the incorporation of such research into FMPs, leaving habitat a
research issue, not a management issue.  Furthermore, Councils were never granted
the authority to halt development actions which may adversely impact a fishery as
part of the Councils’ fisheries management regime.

The separation of harvest and habitat took its toll.  By the late 1980s, a large share
of the traditional and highly prized species were overfished or at least fully
harvested and signs of excess capacity in the harvesting sector were everywhere.
 Congress took note of the declining habitat conditions and, in 1986, added two
habitat provisions to the Act that required NEPA-like review.  First, they required
assessments of habitats to be included in fishery management plans.  Specifically,
FMPs must include “readily available information regarding the significance of
habitat to the fishery and assessment as to the effects which changes to that habitat
may have upon the fishery.”  Fishery Management Councils were to use this
information to comment on proposed federal activities that may affect the habitat.
Second, the amendments mandated a new federal responsiveness to Fishery
Management Council recommendations.  When the Council believed an activity or
proposed activity might affect the habitat of a fishery within its jurisdiction, the
amendments gave the Council the right to comment.  The federal action agency was
required to respond to these comments in writing within 45 days explaining its
position: if it agreed or disagreed as to the habitat effects, its intent to conform the
activity to the recommendations, and, if not, why.

Habitat concerns also arose in the 1990 Magnuson Amendments.  The 1990
amendments provided that a Council “shall comment on and make recommendations
concerning” any state or federal action that “is likely to substantially affect the
habitat of an anadromous fishery resource under its jurisdiction.”  The 1990
amendment was in response to concerns of California salmon fishers and was
“intended to increase the Council’s participation and influence in decisions
affecting habitat critical to the survival of anadromous species.”

In 1996, Congress made another attempt to address habitat with the SFA which
mandated increased attention to fisheries habitat under a new name: Essential Fish
Habitat.  EFH quickly became a top priority for Councils which were given the tasks
of identifying the habitat that is “essential” for managed fish stocks and
encouraging the conservation and enhancement of the habitat.  Once EFH is
identified, Councils must then comment on Federal activities that may adversely
affect this habitat and Federal agencies must respond.
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Unlike its 1986 predecessor, the SFA mandated increased attention to habitat
through amendments to Fishery Management Plans (FMPs) to: (1) describe and
identify essential fish habitat; (2) minimize, where practicable, adverse effects on
essential fish habitat caused by fishing; and (3) identify other actions that should
be considered to encourage the conservation and enhancement of essential fish
habitat.  In addition, Congress intended to “promote the protection of essential fish
habitat in the review of projects conducted under Federal permits, licenses, or other
authorities that affect or have the potential to affect such habitat.  To carry out this
policy, Congress directed the Secretary of Commerce and ultimately, the NMFS, to
assist in the identification, conservation, and enhancement of essential fish habitat
through consultation with Councils and Federal agencies.  Congress called for
compliance within two years of the enactment of the SFA.

After the SFA was passed, identification of EFH was the first hurdle for NMFS and
the Councils.  The Councils took on the challenge of reviewing scientific information
and data and establishing just which habitat in each region was “essential” to
managed fish stocks.  To help in this process, the Secretary was to assist the
Councils in the "description and identification of essential fish habitat in fishery
management plans (including adverse impacts on such habitat) and in the
consideration of actions to ensure the conservation and enhancement of such
habitat."  In addition, “EFH that is judged to be particularly important to the long-
term productivity of populations of one or more managed species, or to be
particularly vulnerable to degradation, should be identified as ‘habitat areas of
particular concern’ (HAPC) to help provide additional focus for conservation
efforts.”  This responsibility included providing recommendations and information
regarding each fishery to the Councils through scientific studies and consultation
with participants of the fisheries.  In addition, the NMFS composed a Guidance
Document to synthesize information and answer frequently asked questions.

EFH is defined as those "waters and substrate necessary to fish for spawning,
breeding, feeding, or growth to maturity” which is interpreted broadly. These waters
include both federal and state waters.  State waters are generally, three miles from
the coastline and represent an interesting dichotomy of EFH because while EFH is
identified in state waters, the Councils and the NMFS have limited jurisdiction in
state waters.

In addition to designating EFH, the FMP must include potential adverse effects to
EFH, from both fishing and non-fishing related activities. These are mapped in order
to establish a visual depiction of potentially cumulative impacts these activities may
have.  The regulations broadly identify non-fishing related activities to include
dredging, fill, excavation, mining, impoundment, discharge, runoff, the introduction
of exotic species, and the conversion of aquatic habitat that may eliminate, diminish,
or disrupt the functions of EFH.  In addition, Councils should indicate the EFH most
likely to be affected by these activities and explain the expected deleterious effects.
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 Finally, the FMPs "should provide a scientific basis for concluding that the
potential or known adverse effects are a result of the identified activities."  The
guidance document illustrates the range of potential adverse effects including
carcinogenic effects, bioaccumulation of toxic materials, clogged gills, reduced
visibility or cover from predators.

Once threats are identified, Councils recommends actions to counter these threats
as well as actions to conserve, restore, and enhance EFH.  Actions may consist of
measures that minimize adverse effects from fishing activities, such as fishing gear
restrictions, time and area closures, and harvest limits.  Loss of prey species is
included as an adverse effect and, therefore, requires identification of major prey
species in the FMPs to describe the location of prey species’ habitat and the threats
to the habitat from both fishing and non-fishing activities.  Finally, Councils must
identify vulnerable EFH considering: 1) the habitat’s sensitivity to the human-
induced environmental degradation; 2) the habitat’s susceptibility to development
and induced stress; and 3) the habitat’s rarity.

Identification was only the first hurdle.  The consultation process for state agency
activities poses some potential problems.  While the Magnuson Act calls for
Councils to consult and comment on State activities that may adversely impact EFH,
it does not require State agencies to afford the Councils or NMFS notice of such
activities.  Interestingly, the statute makes it a mandatory duty for Councils to
comment on State activities that are likely to substantially affect the habitat,
including EFH, of an anadromous fishery resource under its authority.  But, without
a notice requirement for State agencies, regional councils must rely upon State
agencies to voluntarily offer notice of the activities or collect this information via the
EFH grapevine.  Councils will be hard-pressed to carry out this mandatory duty
without being afforded sufficient notice.

Moreover, many of the identified threats fall outside of the Council’s jurisdiction.
 The Councils have the authority to regulate and limit fishing activities including
gear usage, fishing effort and catch limits but not including other activities that may
adversely impact habitat such as oil and gas development or dredging. 
Effectiveness of the voluntary provisions depends not only on the efforts of the
Councils but also on the ultimate goals of the EFH provisions.  Congress intended
the EFH provisions to "promote the protection of fish habitat in the review of
projects conducted under Federal permits, licenses, or other authorities that affect
or have the potential to affect such habitat."  Thus, the amendments to the FMPs
require identification of EFH, minimization of adverse effects on such habitat caused
by fishing, and identification of other actions to encourage the conservation and
enhancement of such habitat. The amendments did not undertake to create a
tangible benefit to EFH or the fisheries dependent upon the EFH.  Rather, the NMFS
rule advances these ideals by recognizing that "management of fishing practices
and habitat protection are both necessary to ensure long-term productivity of our
Nation’s fisheries."
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EFH & Other Statutory Provisions

The EFH provisions are most often compared to those of the ESA. The conservation
goal of the ESA is loftier than that of the Magnuson Act’s EFH provisions. The
ESA strives to conserve and recover endangered and threatened species, in part by
limiting land use activities that would harm the species,  while the Magnuson Act
merely hopes to increase consultation and awareness through the EFH provisions.

The ESA supplies procedures for listing of species and subsequent designation of
critical habitat.  Critical habitat is the geographical area containing physical or
biological features essential to the conservation of a listed species, essentially, the
area necessary to prevent extinction.  The Secretary may determine that areas
outside those occupied by the species may be essential to the conservation of the
species and may determine that critical habitat includes areas which the species
could potentially occupy.  Finally, after designation as an endangered species or
after designation of critical habitat, any person may petition the Secretary to revise
a critical habitat petition.

Although designation of both EFH and critical habitat are forms of zoning mother
nature, the structure of EFH differs significantly from critical habitat.  First, the
definition of EFH is strikingly broader in its language and application.  As discussed
above, EFH is defined as waters and substrate necessary to fish for spawning,
breeding, feeding, or growth to maturity.  This definition covers all periods of a
fish’s life, including those areas that a fish may occupy at only one life stage.  In
contrast, critical habitat “shall not include the entire geographical area which can be
occupied by the threatened or endangered species.”  In addition, EFH may include
artificial structures not naturally found in the waters but critical habitat includes the
geographical area on which are found “physical or biological features” essential to
the species’ conservation, excluding artificial features.  Moreover, the Magnuson
Act gives no discretion to name some areas EFH but to exclude others.  If a
managed species relies upon an area during its life cycle, it is essential and must be
identified as such.  This contrasts with the built-in discretion under the ESA in
which economic impacts, among others, may be considered when determining what
habitat is critical.

Finally, the ESA allows parties to request that critical habitat be revised. The SFA
authorizes and actually requires certain revisions of EFH as better scientific
information becomes available. However, the beleaguered Councils possess the
discretion to determine if and when better scientific information is available and to
thereafter undertake the task of revising EFH. Vagueness and immensity may also
plague the EFH provisions.  Councils can write EFH amendments to be as expansive
as the EFH regulations allow.  For instance, the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management
Council has seven fishery management plans that cover between 350 and 400
species of marine life, including coral.  None of these species individually uses the
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entire Gulf of Mexico.  Taken as a group, however, the essential habitats for each
species, each life stage, and each FMP, encompass the entire Gulf, at least to the
200-mile limit of the Exclusive Economic Zone, implicating myriad activities and
potential sources of impacts. The ESA has been plagued by scientific uncertainty,
problems in implementation, agency flexibility, budgetary concerns, and
“exceptions.”  These problems can provide valuable lessons for the implementation
of the EFH provisions.

The National Environmental Policy Act, NEPA, was enacted in 1969 with the
inspiring goal to “create and maintain conditions under which man and nature can
exist in productive harmony, and fulfill the social, economic, and other requirements
of present and future generations of Americans and grew into a powerful tool for
environmentalists seeking to judicially challenge Federal actions that ignored
potential environmental impacts. Aside from its statements of policy objectives,
NEPA’s “action-forcing” mechanism is in section 102 which requires all Federal
agencies to include a detailed statement of the environmental impact of a major
Federal action significantly affecting the human environment.  A “major” Federal
action is one which requires substantial planning, time, resources, or expenditure
that the Federal agency proposes or permits.  Through the Environmental
Assessment (EA) and Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) reviews, agencies are
forced to consider environmental impacts before action is taken.  In addition, NEPA
mandates coordination and collaboration between Federal agencies.  Specifically,
“[p]rior to making any detailed statement, the responsible Federal official shall
consult with and obtain the comments of any Federal agency which has jurisdiction
by law or special expertise with respect to any environmental impact involved.” 
This includes the Fish and Wildlife Service for freshwater and anadromous species
and the NMFS for marine and anadromous species.

For practical purposes, this is where NEPA’s mandates end.  The Supreme Court has
declared that NEPA’s reach is procedural rather than substantive: NEPA cannot
“mandate particular results but only prescribe the necessary process.”  Once a
Federal agency has completed the “detailed statement” that NEPA requires, it may
continue its proposed activity, offering a procedural challenge that prohibits
uninformed - rather than unwise - agency actions.

NEPA’s consultation provisions and strictly procedural reach parallels the EFH
provisions. But, the Magnuson Act takes consultation one step further by requiring
a written response from Federal agencies to NMFS or Council recommendations and
comments within 30 days of their receipt.  Even with the 1986 habitat amendments,
Council comments had the potential to impact both the EA and EIS process by
providing evidence that a proposed activity may adversely affect fish habitat.  In
requiring more detailed responses to comments, the EFH provisions may improve
decision-making simply by forcing Federal agencies to explain the rationale for
continuing a project in the face of damage to EFH.  It also gives Councils the
commenting authority typically reserved for Federal agencies.
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The EFH provisions also surpass NEPA’s reach because they apply to ongoing
Federal activities.  NEPA only requires an EA or EIS for new or changing projects.
 Thus, Federal projects are not “grandfathered” under EFH and Federal agencies
must respond to comments on both proposed and ongoing activities.  The result is
that even ongoing offshore oil and gas exploration, for instance, will now have an
additional requirement of responding to habitat destruction concerns. Additionally,
EFH provisions do not distinguish between “major” and “minor” impacts,
technically requiring consultation on any project that may impact EFH.  However,
implementation of EFH may make the magnitude of the project irrelevant.  Regulators
explain that the EFH effort is to focus energies on “those actions that deserve
attention” which may only apply to “major”  Federal actions like its NEPA
counterpart.

Because of the similarity between requirements and goals, the EFH provisions are
in danger of being swallowed by NEPA procedures.  In fact, regulators assure that
the consultation called for in the SFA is not new.  These analyses and consultations
have been occurring under the guise of NEPA reviews for over twenty years.  Only
the requirement for Federal agencies to respond to comments is new.  All other
consultation is already being done and is only now known under a new name, EFH.
At this time, however, the NMFS does not assume that action agencies are
incorporating EFH analyses into their project reviews.  In fact, if an action agency
determines that a project has “no impact” on EFH, the NMFS responds by
forwarding information about EFH, hoping that the Federal agency will come to
understand EFH as a resource and reconsider possible impacts.  If a Federal agency
“feels” that it will have an impact on the resource, it conducts an “abbreviated EFH
assessment.”

In addition, like NEPA, the EFH provisions are merely procedural.  The purpose of
EFH is to “increase attention to habitat” but, like NEPA, EFH is not meant to force
particular actions.  The NMFS claims that EFH was “not meant to act as a land use
statute” or restrict state or Federal projects.  Procedurally, however, a “higher
review” exists: the NMFS not only can recommend conservation measures to an
action agency, but also can forward concerns to NMFS headquarters and the action
agency headquarters to attempt a compromise at this higher level.  If challenged,
courts will likely find EFH procedural only, without real duty to mitigate impacts on
EFH.

Finally, in contrast to laws like the ESA or NEPA, the Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act (FWCA) has little application to most of the actions undertaken by the Federal
government. The FWCA “provide[s] that wildlife conservation shall receive equal
consideration and be coordinated with other features of water-resource
development programs . . . .”  Like the NEPA and EFH provisions, the FWCA
requires consultation with state and Federal wildlife managers when a Federal
agency acts or permits a project to impound, divert, deepen or otherwise control or
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modify a waterbody.  It does have a tremendous application for activities that may
impact fisheries, however, and applies regardless of whether the water-resource
activity is “major.”   Thus, the FWCA applies to a segment of smaller Federal
projects that may otherwise go unexamined under NEPA but may negatively affect
fish.

The consultation requires the Secretary of the Interior and state wildlife agencies to
provide specific recommendations for conserving or developing wildlife resources
or mitigating damage to wildlife attributable to the project.  These may include 1)
varying the project to decrease the adverse effects on fish and wildlife, 2) mitigation
measures that compensate for unavoidable adverse impacts, or 3) studies to
ascertain the extent of adverse impacts and the best means to compensate for them.
Of these recommendations, the project plan shall include those “justifiable means
and measures” that still allow “maximum project benefits.”  Lands may also be
acquired in order to protect habitat or provide for habitat mitigation.  The cost of
planning and implementing the recommended conservation measures “constitutes
an integral part of the cost” of the project.

The FWCA has its limitations as well.  The Act is jurisdictionally limited and
addresses only those fisheries managed by the Department of Interior.  Thus
fisheries under the jurisdiction of the NMFS, located in the Commerce Department,
are not required to be considered under the FWCA.  By including a FWCA-like
consultation in the EFH provisions, the SFA addresses marine species and makes
progress towards closing this gap in fisheries protection. Then, with the enactment
of NEPA, courts came to view the FWCA and NEPA as indistinct procedural
requirements.  Compliance with the FWCA was virtually automatic if an agency
complied with NEPA in the opinion of several courts.  One commentator suggests
the failure to distinguish between the two statutes may have eroded the FWCA as
an “effective tool for judicial review of agency decisions.”  In reality, the NEPA
review should address not only NEPA concerns but also concerns expressed in the
FWCA and the EFH provisions.

A unified perspective potentially ignores unique, substantive features of the FWCA
and EFH provisions.  For example, under the FWCA, the FWS must respond to
questions posed by the action agency; action agencies are explicitly required to
prepare and implement mitigation plans with a specific class of resources as the
objective; and projects may not proceed at the cost of wildlife resources.  Thus, the
FWCA contains a greater outcome focus than the purely procedural NEPA.  In
addition, the EFH provisions call for the Secretary to provide comments on how the
action agency may conserve EFH and direct action agencies to respond to such
comments.

EFH is both a policy objective and a physical presence.  It has already increased
attention to habitat and will continue to do so through the assessment and
consultation processes.  Thus, the provision does meet one of the statutory goals
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set by Congress.  In the physical sense, it represents the waters, substrate, time
periods and localities that fish call home.  The act of identifying these physical areas
and needs, while extremely challenging, also serves to increase awareness of the
magnitude of habitat issues facing our nation’s declining fisheries. However, the
lack of legal consequence associated with fishery habitat destruction is clear.  The
Congressional ideal of increasing attention to, not protection of, EFH means that
EFH is less harmful to industry than rhetoric indicates.  Additionally, EFH may be
a less effective mechanism for positive change in fisheries management than many
might hope.

Kristen M. Fletcher
Director, Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant Legal Program
518 Law Center
University, MS 38677
Phone: (662) 915-7775
Fax: (662) 915-5267
Email: kfletch@olemiss.edu
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EFH: A NEW PIECE TO THE HABITAT CONSERVATION
STRATEGY?

Sharonne O'Shea, WA Attorney General's Office

Even though the EFH provisions are a relatively new tool to fisheries
management, statutes have supported the concept of protecting habitat for many
years. Several statutes exist that require a similar review and consultation,
namely the Endangered Species Act, National Environmental Policy Act and
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act. The comparison of the EFH provisions to
the Endangered Species Act, with its generally strict requirements for protecting
an endangered species’ critical habitat, raises fears in many that EFH will halt
coastal development and harm fishing communities. However, the EFH
provisions more closely resemble the National Environmental Policy Act and
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act. These two statutes require review and
consultation before taking an action that may impact the environment, similar to
the EFH provisions.

This presentation will show the similarities and differences between the EFH
provisions and other wildlife and conservation statutes such as the Endangered
Species Act, National Environmental Policy Act and Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act. In doing so, it will also point out the problems associated with
implementing these statutes and lessons that have been learned, along with
suggesting ways for EFH to be successfully implemented.

Sharonne O'Shea
WA Attorney General's Office
120 S. 3rd St. Suite 100
Yakima, WA 98901
Phone: (509) 575-2468
Fax: (509) 575-2095
Email: SharonneO@ATG.WA.GOV
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ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT - A PERSPECTIVE OF THE FISHING
COMMUNITY

Paul Heikkila, Oregon State University Extension Service

Nation-wide, fishing communities are waiting the full impact of the EFH
provisions added to the Magnuson Act in 1996 which took effect in most areas
in 1999. Beyond the dictates of the regulatory and statutory language, the EFH
provisions exist in order to effectively shift attention from fish harvests to the
necessary habitat components of fisheries management. However, this shift may
be difficult to accomplish as the only control the regional fishery management
councils have is to regulate fishing gear and fishing effort. Whether this shift of
attention will make a difference depends as much upon the will of federal
agencies authorizing particular projects that impact EFH as upon the role the
Councils assume.  Fishing communities are particularly cognizant of the
Council's limited authority and some fear this may manifest itself in significant
restrictions on the use of some fishing gear, including trawls. In the Northwest,
as EFH stretches into major rivers that serve as spawning and nursing grounds
for anadromous fish there is fear and hope. Fear by major segments of the land
owning community that EFH will further restrict their activities and hope by the
salmon fishing community that EFH might be another tool to help restore
depressed salmon runs. This presentation will discuss EFH in the context of the
fishing community, focusing on the special problems of the Northwest and
implementation of the EFH provisions.

Paul Heikkila
OSU Extension Service
290 North Central
Coquille OR 97423
Phone: (541) 396-3121 ext. 288
FAX: (541) 396-2690
Email: Paul.Heikkila@orst.edu
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A PRIMER ON THE ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT (EFH)
CONSULTATION PROCESS

Kim Diana Connolly, University of South Carolina Law School

Each Federal agency shall consult with the Secretary with respect to any
action authorized, funded, or undertaken, or proposed to be authorized,
funded, or undertaken, by such agency that may adversely affect any
essential fish habitat identified under this chapter.

Magnuson-Stevens Act, Section 305.1

The Sustainable Fisheries Act of 1996 (SFA), identifying the contribution of
habitat loss and degradation on fishery declines, created a new program to
protect “essential fish habitat” (EFH).2  The law defines EFH as “those waters
and substrates necessary to fish for spawning, breeding, feeding, or growth to
maturity.”3  The legislation authorizes a regulatory program to provide detailed
identification of such habitat, and obligatory consultation regarding all fishery
activities and non-fishery activities that receive federal funding, permitting, or
authorization, and that could impact EFH.4  In December 1997, the National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) promulgated an interim final rule to
implement the EFH provisions.5  This interim final rule adds two new subparts
to the Code of Federal Regulations governing fishery activities.6

The eight Regional Fishery Management Councils were charged with the task of
describing and identifying EFH for any fishery that is managed under the
Magnuson-Stevens Act7 based on guidelines established by NMFS.8  The two
primary guidelines issued by NMFS were the interim final rule,9 as well as a

                                                                
1 16 U.S.C.§ 1855(b)(2) (Supp. 1997).

2 16 U.S.C. §§ 1801-1883. The Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and
Management Act (Magnuson-Stevens Act or the Act) as amended by the Sustainable
Fisheries Act (SFA) of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-267, Title I, § 101, 110 Stat. 3560 (1996).
For general information about EFH, see the NMFS Office of Habitat Protection web site
at <http://www.nmfs.gov/habitat/>.
3 Id. § 1802(10).
4 Id. § 1855.
5 62 Fed. Reg. 66,531 (1997), codified in 50 C.F.R. Part 600.

6 50 C.F.R. Part 600.
7 16 U.S.C. § 1853(a)(7).  Note that habitat considerations were incorporated into most
Fishery Management Plans prior to the EFH provisions being adopted.
8 16 U.S.C. § 1855(b)(1)(A).

9 Magnuson-Stevens Act Provisions; Essential Fish Habitat, 62 Fed. Reg. 66,531 et. seq.
(1997).
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Technical Assistance Manual.10  The statute required the Councils to submit
Fishery Management Plan amendments to NMFS implementing EFH
requirements within two years of SFA passage,11 or by October 11, 1998.  Most
of the Councils’ proposed amendments had been approved by March 2000.12

The EFH provisions require “consultation” when an activity may “adversely
affect” identified EFH.  Adversely affect means any impact that reduces the
quality and/or quantity of EFH.13 Adverse affects may include direct (e.g.,
contamination; physical disruption), indirect (e.g., loss of prey), site-specific or
habitat-wide impacts, including individual, cumulative or synergistic
consequences of actions.14   NMFS and the action agency must use the best
available scientific information to assess the effects of the proposed action on
EFH, although other appropriate sources of information can also be
considered.15

Consultation must be performed by federal agencies not only for actions
undertaken by that agency, but also for actions authorized or funded by the
agency, when such actions may adversely affect EFH.16  An agency also must
consult on renewals, reviews or substantial revisions to actions that may
adversely affect EFH.17  Accordingly, this requirement can have a considerable
impact on the actions of private parties.

There are five types of consultation for agency actions.18  The first is existing
procedure:  to the extent that NMFS believes other consultation or

                                                                
10 NMFS, Technical Guidance to Implement the Essential Fish Habitat Requirements for
the Magnuson-Stevens Act,
<http://www.nmfs.gov/habitat/efh/TechnicalGuidancetoImplement
theEFHRequirementsfortheMagnuson-StevensAct.htm>.

11 Title I, § 108(b).

12 A summary of submission and public comment period dates can by found on NMFS’
Office of Habitat Protection Essential Fish Habitat web site at
<http://www.nmfs.gov/habitat/efh/schedules.htm>.
13 50 C.F.R. § 600.810.
14 Id.
15 Id. § 600.920(d).

16 Id. § 600.920(a).
17 Id. § 600.810.
18 Agencies subject to EFH requirements do not include state agencies, although when a
state and federal agency both are involved in authorizing or funding a project that could
adversely affect EFH, the regulations provide that “NMFS will provide the appropriate
state agencies with copies of EFH conservation recommendations developed as part of
the Federal consultation procedures in § 600.920. NMFS will also seek agreements on
sharing information and copies of recommendations with Federal or state agencies
conducting similar consultation and recommendation processes to ensure coordination of
such efforts.”  50 C.F.R. § 600.925 (c ) (2).
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environmental review procedures satisfy EFH requirements, the reviews can be
consolidated and the other procedure used to determine potential impacts to
EFH.19   Consolidation is appropriate when:  (1) the other process provides
NMFS with timely notification of actions that may adversely affect EFH
(typically 60 days, unless substantial adverse impacts are anticipated, in which
case it is 90 days);20 (2) an assessment (meeting the requirements for EFH
Assessments) has been made of the impacts of the proposed action on EFH; 21

and (3) a NMFS finding has been issued that the existing consultation or
environmental review process meets the EFH requirements.22  NMFS’
regulations identify some federal laws with existing consultation, coordination
or review provisions that potentially could be consolidated with an EFH
consultation, including the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the Fish
and Wildlife Coordination Act, the Endangered Species Act (ESA), and the
Federal Power Act.23

The second type of consultation is programmatic consultation:  EFH
requirements can be satisfied for an entire program, but only to the extent that
“all concerns about adverse effects on EFH can be addressed at a programmatic
level.”24

The third type of consultation that can satisfy EFH requirements is a streamlined
“General Concurrence,” requiring proof that specific types of agency actions
will only have minimal adverse effects.25  A General Concurrence may be
national or regional in scope.26  The criteria for development of a General
Concurrence are very similar to the criteria for nationwide permits under the
Clean Water Act Section 404(e):27  the actions must be similar in nature and
similar in their impact on EFH; and the actions must not cause greater than
minimal adverse effects on EFH when implemented individually; and the
actions must not cause greater than minimal cumulative adverse effects on
EFH.28  Although activities that qualify for a General Concurrence do not
                                                                

19 50 C.F.R. § 600.920(e).
20 Id. § 600.920(e)(1)(i).
21 Id. § 600.920(e)(1)(ii).
22 Id. § 600.920(e)(1)(iii).  The burden for initiating contact to determine whether an
existing process meets the requirements for consultation on EFH is put on the federal
agency with the existing process. Id. at § 600.920(e)(3).
23 Id. § 600.920(e)(1)(i).
24 Id. § 600.920(a)(2)(ii).

25 Id. § 600.920(f).
26 Id. § 600.920(f)(1).
27 33 U.S.C. § 1344(e).
28 50 C.F.R. § 600.920(f)(2).  Categories of Federal actions can qualify through
appropriate conditions (e.g., project size limitations, seasonal restrictions, etc.) to meet
these criteria.  Id.   § 600.920(f)(2)(iii).
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require EFH Assessments,29 if a General Concurrence is issued, qualifying
activities must be tracked to ensure that impacts are no more than minimal.30

The fourth and fifth types of consultation are an abbreviated consultation,
required for a proposed action that may adversely affect EFH,31 and an expanded
consultation, required for a proposed action that may result in substantial
adverse effects to EFH.32  Both of these consultation procedures begin with an
EFH Assessment submission to NMFS by a federal agency,33 with the following
mandatory contents:  (i) a description of the proposed action; (ii) an analysis of
the effects, including cumulative effects, of the proposed action on EFH, the
managed species, and associated species, such as major prey species, including
affected life history stages; (iii) the federal agency’s views regarding the effects
of the action on EFH; and (iv) proposed mitigation, if applicable.34  If
appropriate, the assessment should also include:  (i) the results of an on-site
inspection to evaluate the habitat and the site-specific effects of the project; (ii)
the views of recognized experts on the habitat or species that may be affected;
(iii) a review of pertinent literature and related information and (iv) an analysis
of alternatives to the proposed action (such analysis should include alternatives
that could avoid or minimize adverse effects on EFH, particularly when an
action is non-water dependent).35

The abbreviated procedures are for projects that don’t quite meet the criteria for
a General Concurrence, and but do not have the potential to cause substantial
adverse effects on EFH.36  EFH Assessments under the abbreviated procedures
must be submitted at least 60 days prior to a final decision on the action, and
NMFS has 30 days to respond in writing.37

The expanded procedures are for projects that may result in substantial adverse
effects.38  Designed to allow the “maximum opportunity for NMFS and the
Federal agency to work together in the review” of potential effects on EFH,39 the
                                                                

29 Id. § 600.920(f)(3).
30 Id. § 600.920(f)(2)(ii).
31 Id. § 600.920(h).
32 Id. § 600.920(i).

33 Id. § 600.920(g)(1).
34 Id. § 600.920(g)(2).
35 Id. § 600.920(g)(3).
36 Id. § 600.920(h).  For example, the abbreviated consultation procedures are appropriate
when the adverse effect(s) of an action or proposed action could be alleviated through
minor modifications.
37 Id. § 600.920(h)(5).
38 Id  § 600.920(i).

39 Id.
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Programmatic
Consultation:  In the
case of an entire program,
is sufficient information
available to develop EFH
conservation recommend-
ations and address all
reasonably foreseeable
adverse effects to EFH?

Existing Procedures:
are there other
procedures into which
the consultation can be
folded (e.g. NEPA,
ESA)?

Test:  can existing
consultation/coordination/
environmental review
procedures meet (or be
modified to meet)
requirements regarding EFH
consultations?

Is the action
project-
specific?

Is the action
non-project-

specific?

General
Concurrence:
in the case of
specific types of
federal actions,
1) Are the actions

similar in
nature and
impact on
EFH?

2) Will the actions
cause greater
than minimal
adverse effects
on EFH when
implemented
individually?

3) Will the act-
ions cause
greater than
minimal
cumulative
adverse effects
on EFH?

Abbreviated
Consultation:  could a
proposed action
adversely affect EFH?
If yes, action agency
must:
• Notify NMFS.
• Submit an EFH

Assessment
(description of
proposed action,
analysis of likely
effects on EFH,
agency views,
mitigation proposal)
60 days prior to final
decision on action.
NMFS must respond
within 30 days.

• If agency does not
follow NMFS’ recom-
mendation, must
pro-vide reasons,
including scientific
justifications.

Expanded Consultation:
could a proposed action
substantially adversely affect
EFH?  If yes, action agency
must:
• Notify NMFS.
• Submit an EFH Assessment

(description of proposed
action, analysis of likely
effects on EFH, agency
views, mitigation proposal)
90 days prior to final
decision. Site visit and
Council involvement
possible.  NMFS must
respond within 60 days,
unless request more time
(action agency has option
not to agree).

• If agency does not follow
NMFS’ recommendation,
must provide reasons,
including scientific
justifications.

I. What Level of Consultation is Required When an
Agency Action May Affect Essential Fish Habitat (EFH)?

II. 50 C.F.R. § 600.920
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expanded procedure allows for site visits and coordination with the appropriate
Regional Fishery Management Council.40 Assessments under the expanded
procedures must be submitted at least 90 days prior to a final decision on the
action, and NMFS has 60 days to respond in writing, unless an extension is
agreed to by the action agency.41

Once NMFS has submitted an EFH conservation recommendation to the federal
action agency, that agency must provide a written response at least 10 days prior
to final approval of the action, if a decision by the Federal agency is required in
fewer than 30 days.42 The federal action agency’s response must include a
description of measures proposed by the agency for avoiding, mitigating, or
offsetting the impact of the activity on EFH, and in the case of a response that is
inconsistent with NMFS conservation recommendations, must explain the
agency’s reasons for not following the recommendations.43

Kim Diana Connolly, Assistant Professor
University of South Carolina School of Law
Main & Greene Streets
Columbia, South Carolina 29208
Phone:  (803) 777-6880
Fax:  (803) 777-3401
Email:  connolly@law.law.sc.edu

                                                                
40 Id. § 600.920(i)(3).

41 Id. § 600.920(i)(4).
42 Id. § 600.920(j).
43 Id.  This response must include the scientific justification for any disagreements with
NMFS over the anticipated effects of the proposed action and the measures needed to
avoid, minimize, mitigate, or offset such effects.
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TOURISM VS. COMMERCIAL FISHING: CHANGING USE OF KEY
WEST AND STOCK ISLAND

Joseph Schittone
Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science

Introduction

A way of life which has existed for at least 200 years is becoming extinct in the
southernmost (lower) Florida Keys. In recent years, commercial fishing has
disappeared from the island of Key West, Florida. This case study explores
conflicts between tourism and fishing, along with other factors playing a role in
the demise of commercial fishing on the Key, such as the logistics of the fishing
industry. A brief description of the history and current status of both the fishing
and tourism sectors is presented. We will then critically examine the results of
Key West's decision to place almost total reliance on tourism as the principal
revenue generator for the area. Finally, the case study briefly mentions other
geographic areas where similar tensions between the two industries exist.

The problems of the commercial fishing industry in Key West which this paper
analyzes involve a conflict between coastal user groups. Commercial fishermen
are one such group, with shoreline development interests being the other. The
particular conflict involved is a spatial one, with both user groups competing for
space at one of the lower Keys’ most limited resources, i.e., deep-water harbors.
The story the case study relates fits neatly into a categorization scheme
postulated for conflicts among coastal users in that it is one which involves,
"...competition among users for similar onshore space or facilities in ports and
harbors..." (Cicin-Sain and Knecht 1998).

Geographical Background of Key West, Stock Island and Monroe County

The Florida Keys are comprised of a chain of small islands (keys) which extend
from the southeastern edge of the Florida mainland, stretching away in a
southwesterly direction. The terminus of the chain is the small (approximately
10 square mile) island of Key West. Immediately adjacent to Key West, and
separated from it only by a narrow channel, is the key known as Stock Island.
Both islands are in Monroe County, the Florida County which is composed of
the Keys and a small portion of the mainland.

An Overview of the History of Fishing in Key West

Even before the time of the United States’ acquisition of Florida in 1819, and
almost until the present, Key West has been an important fishery port. In fact, by
the late 18th Century, there was already a well–established fishery trade route
between Key West and Havana, Cuba, with the Key supplying a great amount
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(in terms of number of species and in terms of tonnage) to Havana (Nichols
1989).

Around 1850 commercial sponging began in Key West. The island retained a
US monopoly in the trade until approximately the turn of the century. The
industry was, however, poised for a precipitous decline. In the mid 1890s, Greek
sponge divers began moving into Tarpon Springs, on the west coast of Florida.
The shallow sponge beds near Key West could no longer compete with the more
abundant Gulf sponging areas. By the early 1920s, the sponge industry at Key
West diminished to such a level that it has been described as "gone" (Garnett
1953).

During the 19th Century and for much of the 20th Century, "turtling" was an
important revenue source, as well as an important local food source. Many
animals were brought in to Key West alive, for local consumption and for
commercial export. Fishers kept the turtles alive and fed them in turtle "crawls",
or pens open to the sea, and slaughtered the animals as required. A turtle
cannery operated in Key West from 1895, and remained in business until the
trade in turtle products came to an end in 1971. That was when Florida state law
set a minimum size limit. By that time none of the animals brought into Key
West met the new size requirement, and the turtle industry ceased to exist (Lott,
Dye and Sullivan 1996; Borel 1991; McElroy 1949).

In 1949 fishermen made the famous "Shrimp Strike" in the waters off the Dry
Tortugas (islands 100 kilometers to the west of Key West) where a vast
population of Pink Shrimp existed. The extent of this previously unknown
population was extremely large, and for years shrimping proved to be the most
valuable fishery in the Keys (Nichols 1989; Artman 1969). Shrimping is still an
important fishery to the region, although it represented just 14% by value of
total landings in the Keys in 1994. In that year, stone crab landings made up
13% of landed value. Lobster is now the most important fishery to the Keys. It
contributed nearly 50% of value of all landings in Monroe County in 1994
(CEMR 1995). Grouper, snapper, mackerel and mullet and other such "finfish"
accounted for over 35% of total Monroe County landings by weight in 1994, yet
because of their lower value to weight ratio as compared to shrimp, lobster and
stone crab, they contributed only half that percentage by value (CEMR 1995).
The majority of Monroe County's fisheries catch (all types) is landed at Stock
Island (Phillips and Larson 1990).

In 1990 there were 3,550 commercial vessels, 3,294 saltwater products licenses,
and 83 wholesale seafood dealers registered in the county. The total wholesale
value of the various products landed in Monroe County totaled $64 million.
Assuming 85 percent of these products leave the county via wholesale markets,
the economic impact generated included: economic activity ($90.4 million),
earnings ($32.2 million), and employment (2,230 full-time employees) (Adams
1992). By 1995, the number of saltwater products licenses had dropped
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approximately 25% to 2,430. Perhaps even more ominously, the number of full–
time fishers employed in commercial fishing dropped almost 36% to 1,438
(Adams 1992; Milon et al. 1997).

History of Tourism and Development in Key West

In the early part of this century the economic situation took an ominous turn for
Key West. One writer described this economic downturn in these words:
“By the early twenties, Key West had started on what might have its final
decline. The sponge-fishing industry was gone; the cigar industry had been
transplanted to other cities, and ... a high tariff brought ruin to the pineapple
canning business here. The shipping business had dwindled.” (DeWitt 1935).

With all of these factors contributing to the collapse of the Key's economic base,
by 1930, the population had fallen to 12,831, nearly half its 1913 level (Garnett
1953; McElroy 1949; DeWitt 1935). During the early 1930s, Key West was one
of the poorest cities in the United States. By 1934 the city was in a desperate
condition with its principal industries dead. It was unable to pay the salaries of
its officers and employees. Garbage mounted in the streets and created the
danger of an epidemic. Anemia caused by malnutrition spread among the
populace. In that year, 80% of its residents were on relief, and there was talk in
Washington of abandoning the island altogether, and resettling its then
population of 11,600 people elsewhere (Borel 1991; Langley and Langley 1982;
Gilford 1934).

The economic plight of Key West in 1934 was so bleak that the City embarked
on a desperate course indeed. In July 1934, city, county and state officials placed
the City's administration in the hands of the Works Progress Administration
(WPA) of the federal government. This "surrender of Key West" made headlines
all over the country (DeWitt 1935).The federal administrator realized that
revitalization of the Key's traditional industries would require nothing short of a
miracle. He soon hit upon what he believed to be the answer to the City's
problems  —tourism. Thus, he conceived a great "experiment", namely,
exploring whether large numbers of tourists could be attracted during the winter
of 1934-35. Fortunately the gamble proved to be an unqualified success. The
experiment attracted nation-wide attention, and during the winter of 1934-35
almost 40,000 tourists visited the Key. Wholly as a result of the tourist trade, the
number of people on relief rolls dropped approximately 75% ( McElroy 1949).

As fate would have it, however, nature dealt Key West another nearly knockout
blow only a few months later. On September 2, 1935, the worst hurricane ever
to hit the area struck the Florida Keys. Although it largely bypassed Key West,
the storm proved disastrous to the middle and upper Keys. Besides killing over
500 people, the hurricane devastated the "Overseas Railroad", which had linked
the Keys with the mainland in 1912. This time there was no indecision on the
part of Key West officials about what to do. They were determined to restore
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tourism, which had been the Key's salvation only the season before, as soon as
humanly possible. Their intent was to hurry the building of the "Overseas
Highway", which had been under construction paralleling the railroad before the
hurricane. In 1938 the completed highway, with bridges spanning all over-water
crossings, finally opened. This marked the first time that Key West was easily
accessible by automotive traffic (Marzyck 1991; McElroy 1949).

It proved exceedingly difficult to duplicate the remarkable success of the winter
of the 1934 tourism season. Whether attributable to the bad publicity generated
by the hurricane, or simply lack of the kind of publicity previously engendered
by the "surrender" of the City, the opening of the highway did not result in a
horde of tourists descending upon Key West as had been anticipated. The
situation once again began to seem bleak when the cavalry (in the form of the U.
S. Military) rode in to the rescue (Lott, Dye and Sullivan 1996).

As war in Europe loomed, the Naval Air Station in Key West (which had been
shut down after WWI) reopened in late 1939. Further military expansion quickly
followed, with island population zooming to an estimated 45,000 by 1945. After
the war, the population decline was almost equally precipitous, with the 1950
figure being 26,437 individuals (Hambright 1991; Windhorn and Langley 1974).
Despite the ending of the war and the consequent scaling down of the Naval
base throughout the 1950s, Key West's economy remained centered on the
military, which continued to be the island's largest revenue generator. Tourism
ranked a distant fourth among the island's economic activities (Wells 1991).
This state of affairs reversed itself completely over the next 20 years. According
to one perspective, the turnaround can be viewed as having occurred because of
the relative decline of the military sector, which phased out and closed the Key
West Naval Station in 1974. Once again Key West experienced business failures
and high unemployment. Not surprisingly, local government and business
interests concluded, as had officials in the 1930s, that the only alternative was to
encourage and develop tourism.

Commercial Fishing versus Tourism

To understand why commercial fishermen are no longer located at Key West, it
is first necessary to understand something of the history of the waterfront of that
area. The commercial fishing industry in Key West had always been centered
around Key West Bight, a small harbor located on the northern shore of the
island adjacent to the old historic commercial and warehouse district. Located in
the area were various facilities, such as "ice houses" and "fish houses", which
fishermen rely upon to preserve and market their catch, respectively (Little pers.
comm.).

In 1981, the company that owned the entire Key West Bight waterfront leased
all its interests to the agribusiness conglomerate, ConAgra, which had decided to
try to gain a foothold in the seafood business (Little 1990). That year also
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happened to be the one in which fisheries landings in Monroe County peaked
(Phillips and Larson As landings dwindled, ConAgra lost interest in the
industry, and by the late 1980s, ceased its fishing and packing operations (Little
1997). Meanwhile, in the mid 1980s the A&B fish house, a long-time Bight
institution, went out of business. Singleton Seafood, the last packing house in
Key West, relocated to Stock Island in 1988 (Little 1988). All throughout the
period of the mid to late 1980s, fishers were abandoning the Bight and moving
to Stock Island. In essence, they were following the relocation of the necessary
infrastructure (Bacle pers. comm.).

Thus, almost all the fishermen and the enterprises necessary to sustain their
business were gone from the Key West Bight waterfront by the late 1980s. The
decision to permanently suspend operations of the last remaining ice plant in
Key West in 1991 marked the final blow to the Key West commercial fishing
industry (Little 1991; Gregory pers. comm.). Under these circumstances,
ConAgra, which had an option to renew its 10-year lease on the property,
decided it was not interested in renewing and the lease expired according to its
terms in 1991 (Little 1997). Shortly thereafter, the City of Key West purchased
the entirety of the Bight waterfront.

This recent history suggests various factors which combined to "push" the
commercial fishermen out of Key West. On a superficial level, it is relatively
easy to comprehend why the fishermen moved. When the infrastructure upon
which they depend shifted to Stock Island as related above, they had little choice
but to follow suit or to no longer remain in the fishing business, an option which
a number chose (Gladding pers. comm.). The underlying question, however, is:
“What caused the movement of commercial fisheries' related businesses away
from the Key West Bight waterfront?” Fishermen, fish house owners,
government officials, and long-time Key West residents all suggest that tourism
played an important role in this shift. Although the relationship between tourism
and commercial fishing is not initially self-evident, a little knowledge of the
logistics of the commercial fishing business helps to reveal the conflict.

Almost all of the types of fishing (with one exception) performed in Monroe
County require the use of a large traps or nets of one kind or another. For
instance, lobstering requires bulky wooden traps, as does crabbing. Florida Keys
shrimpers use otter trawls, which are large and bulky. The one exception
mentioned is hand-lining for finfish, which does not require the use of large
capture devices. However, during the late 1980s even finfishers utilized bulky
equipment such as fish traps and gill nets before state law banned them in the
early 1990’s.

The problem with the large-scale type of equipment mentioned above is that it
consumes a lot of space when not in use. One fish house owner estimated that,
for instance, a lobsterman can earn a living only by utilizing approximately
1,500 traps (Bacle pers. comm.). The area required for these traps and nets gives
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rise to the problem of how a fisherman should store the equipment when he is
not out fishing. Traditionally, he stores his traps and nets at the upland storage
space of the fish house with which he is associated (Gladding pers. comm.). The
conflict arises when this space devoted to storing fishing equipment can be put
to more productive (i.e., more profitable) use.

During the late 1970s, after the closure of the Naval Base, the Key West
business community and local officials made a concerted effort to attract tourists
and the dollars they would bring. Of course, to be successful in attracting
tourism, a vacation destination must have the necessary infrastructure and
services to accommodate visitor needs and desires such as restaurants, hotels,
bars, and souvenir shops. The stage for conflict was thus set. On the one hand,
fish house and fishery-related business owners possessed offers from
restauranteurs, shop owners and other entrepreneurs, who were willing to pay
high rents to secure a much-valued place at the waterfront. On the other hand
were fishermen who could not afford such exorbitant prices to store the
implements of their trade. This state of affairs was exacerbated by the declining
catches of the 1980s, rendering the fishermen even less able to cope with
increasing gear storage costs. Given this situation, fishing infrastructure lost out
in the competition for space. For example, where once a shrimp "heading house"
stood, there now stands an oyster raw bar (Bacle pers. comm.).

A similar story might be told regarding Key West Bight dock slips. As tourists
were attracted to Key West, an industry eager to cater to their waterborne
recreational desires sprung up. These included charter fishing fleets, scuba
diving operations, snorkeling and glass bottom boats, sailboat charters,
sightseeing vessels, and other enterprises requiring a boat in order to do
business. In addition, as the population of the area rose, and the means of the
typical newcomers increased, a greater demand was experienced for recreational
boat docking space (Lipuma and Meltzoff 1997). The outcome of this increasing
pressure for dock facilities was increasing dockage and slip fees.

To comprehend the effect this increase had on the commercial fishing industry,
one must first understand how boat captains are charged for dock space. In
essence there are two distinct methods. The first concerns what might be termed
"captive" fishermen who sell all of their catch to a particular fish house with
which they are associated and at which they dock their boats. The price paid by
the fish house and received by the fishermen is somewhat less than the going
wholesale market rate. In exchange, the fish house does not charge the boat
captain any slip fees. Another method of payment exists in the case of so-called
"independent" fishing captains. These fishermen are not obligated to sell their
fish to any one fish house, but instead sell them at whatever house is then paying
the best price. The way these fishers secure dock space is to simply pay for it at
the prevailing market rate.
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As the decade of the 1980s progressed and the number of recreational and
commercial (but non-fishing) vessels jumped dramatically, the shore-side
owners quickly came to realize that more profit could be realized from leasing
dock space to such vessels rather than to commercial fishing boats, regardless of
the method by which the commercial boat's actual or "opportunity" cost for the
space was calculated. Thus, when the demand for recreational dockage
increased, and owners realized and chose to capture the full economic potential
of such a valuable commodity, the fishermen once again lost out in the
competition for space to those with superior economic muscle.

Is a Return of Commercial Fishing to Key West Bight Possible?

The City of Key West has owned all the waterfront property at Key West Bight
for the last seven years. This section will explore whether that public ownership
has resulted in any significant differences in the character of the waterfront, and,
particularly, whether it has had any positive implications for the commercial
fishing industry. Judging from outward appearances, it seems that not much has
changed on the waterfront during the period of the City's ownership. The
southern shoreline is lined with a newly constructed pedestrian boardwalk.
Landward of it are restaurants, bars, T-shirt and souvenir shops, space for which
is leased by the City to various entrepreneurs. A major new restaurant-bar
complex has recently been completed. The facility occupies much of the Bight's
western shore.

Recreational boats, with a smattering of commercial vessels utilized by diving
operations and sightseeing and sailing charters largely occupy the Bight itself.
In short, it seems that the City no less than the prior private owners, has acted an
economically prudent and rational landowner, seeking to maximize revenues
from the leasing of the area, an objective that can best be accomplished by
catering to the tourist trade. The only activity even distantly related to
commercial fishing which remains is a wooden boatbuilder's workshop, located
on a pier extending over the Bight. However, as might be expected, the
craftsman’s work now consists principally of constructing and repairing "high-
end" pleasure craft. Nonetheless, these traditional skills draw the presence of
curious tourists who wander by.

This scene conjures up an image of a possible scenario with relevance to
commercial fishing. Might tourists be interested in and attracted to a real
"working waterfront"; i.e., one complete with all the sights, sounds, and smells
of  commercial fishing vessels engaged in actual day-to-day activities, such as
berthing, unloading catch, and icing fish and shrimp? The city planner for the
City of Key West, Ty Symrowski, initially receptive to this idea, mentioned that
he is aware that the concept has worked well in other locales such as San
Francisco (Fisherman's Wharf), New York (Fulton Fish Market), as well as in
cities such as Baltimore and Boston. However, upon further reflection, he
concluded that the idea could no longer be viable in Key West because all the
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infrastructure necessary for fishing (ice houses, fish houses, space to store traps
and nets) had already fled the island, never to return.

Perhaps surprisingly, commercial fishermen themselves are not sure that the
working waterfront concept is a good idea. When the idea surfaced during a
discussion with a group of fishermen, about half thought the concept had some
potential, while the other half flatly rejected the idea. Those dismissing the
concept out of hand did so with comments to the effect that they would rather go
out of business than become some sort of dockside Disney World attraction for
the entertainment of tourists. They stated that they could not work well with
tourists gaping at them and the inevitable naïve questions that tourists would ask
like “What kind of fish is that?” (Gibson pers comm)

Even those fishermen at first receptive to and interested in the working
waterfront idea wonder openly how they would directly benefit. Even if the
concept were to be implemented and succeeded in attracting more visitors to the
piers along the waterfront, how would the fishermen "capture" revenue from the
increased traffic? One fisher asked, "What am I supposed to do, charge tourists
to stand there and watch me unload my boat, or try and sell souvenir T-shirts to
them?" Additionally, fishermen agreed that without dockage fee forgiveness or
at least a "break" on the fees by the City, they could not land enough fish to
cover the current going rate for such costs.

The Demise of Commercial Fishing as a Viable Industry in the Lower Keys

 Given the wide range of problems detailed above, fishermen are less than
optimistic about the outlook of their means of livelihood. An abject fatalism
appears to be pervasive among those connected with the business. All persons
directly involved in the industry, from deck hands to boat captains to fish house
owners, believe that the days of commercial fishing are numbered. Indeed, the
executive director of the Monroe County Commercial Fishermen, a commercial
fishing and advocacy trade association, referred to the business as "a dying
industry" (Sanchez pers. comm.). Estimations of the lifespan for commercial
fishing in the lower Keys ran from 5-20 years.

Simply put, commercial fishermen can not compete with recreational fishermen,
charter fishermen, and other non-fishing commercial users of harbor facilities. A
basic but astute observation made by a hand line fisherman capsulizes one
unmistakable underlying economic truth. Referring to the difference between
commercial fishermen and charter or dive or sightseeing operations, he noted
that the latter "already have their money when they leave the dock" (Gladding
pers. comm.). Fishermen, on the other hand, may well have to expend similar
amounts of money for fuel, mortgage payments, maintenance, etc., but are not
assured of any return when they venture out.
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The scenario that occurred at Key West Bight is now starting to be repeated at
Stock Island. This gives rise to the question of whether fishers have anyplace
else to go when and if they are outcompeted for space there. One possibility that
formerly existed was to berth the boats along the canals that traverse some of the
less densely populated lower keys such as Big Pine, Summerland, Boca Chica,
and Cudjoe Keys. In recent years, however, as those keys have become
populated with retirees and with professionals who are building second homes,
local zoning changes initiated by the newcomers have prohibited the storage of
traps, nets and other fishing equipment along the shores of the canals. The
presence of such eyesores and smelly gear near a new luxury home or
condominium development is hardly conducive to maintaining property values.
In short, these areas have been "gentrified" and fishermen are no longer
welcome (Lipuma and Meltzoff 1997).

Nor are fishermen well equipped to defend themselves against what they view as
usurpation by the newcomers of the canal waterfront where the fishers have
traditionally lived and stored gear and equipment, sometimes for decades. In the
lower keys, approximately 25% of the fishermen are of Cuban/Hispanic
ethnicity, and the majority of them speak no, or very limited, English. Even the
English-speaking fishers usually fare badly at public zoning hearings concerning
these issues. Because they typically come from less educated socio-economic
classes, and are intimidated by governmental process, fishermen are reluctant to
express themselves at public hearings where the newcomers are most often
represented by articulate (and expensive) lawyers conversant with zoning and
land-use issues (Lipuma and Meltzoff 1997).

It seems then that fishermen truly have nowhere else to go. Having been pushed
from Key West and now in the process of being pushed from Stock Island with
no prospects of landing elsewhere, many fishers will simply hang up their hats.
Certainly no new fishers will be attracted to the field for the reasons observed
here as well as increasingly restrictive fishing regulations, such as the limited
entry quota system. Fishermen are a notoriously recalcitrant lot. However, the
Stock Island fishers seem to have accepted the inevitable. They appear to be
correct, and are indeed a dying breed. The capitulation of Monroe County to
tourism and development interests seems to be complete. The question remains
whether this was a wise decision.

Tourism: Full Speed Ahead?

Given the vagaries of the Key West economy, it is understandable that the City
has come to rely more and more on tourism. The development of tourism has
lent a measure of stability, and in the last 20 years it has become the major
industry throughout the Keys. In fact, one recent publication by Monroe County
has even referred to tourism in the following terms: “It is now an integral
component of the local economy, and is necessary for Monroe County to remain
a viable community... It cannot be overemphasized that the tourist industry is
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now the true backbone of the economy in Monroe County... After all these
years, Monroe County has finally found her only reasonable, stable and possible
economic resource.” (Swift 1991).

Given this state of affairs it is unrealistic to contemplate that either Key West or
the County will ever again envision tourism as anything but the region's
principal income generator. Perhaps the area has come to rely too heavily on this
one industry, almost to the exclusion of all others. For example, in a recent year
(1995-96) the total economic output of Monroe County attributable to tourism
was $1.33 billion, which represented  60.53% of all economic activity in the
county. In that same year the tourism sector accounted for $506.01 million in
income within the county (45.03% of the total), and 21,848 jobs, or 46.49% of
the county’s total employment (English et al. 1996).

In the year ending May 1996, Key West was visited by 1,418,100 tourists
(Leeworthy 1996). Recently, several popular magazines have published articles
bemoaning the island's "invasion" by tourists (Rogers 1994); its destruction of
old buildings (Alhadeff 1994); and decrying its overly commercial attitude that
many visitors find disappointing (Miller 1994). In fact, a recent Newsweek
article stated that "[t]he prize for the most spoiled vacation spot in America,
though, probably goes to Key West" (Adler 1998). Also, for some years now,
Key West has been the most expensive place in Florida to live (Starvo 1983).
Thus, it seems that Monroe County's push to develop tourism may well be on
the way to falling victim to its own success.

Examples from Other Areas of Conflict Between Tourism and
Commercial Fishing

The above-related conflicts between commercial fishing and tourism are hardly
unique to the area of Key West, or for that matter to the United States. Indeed,
tensions between the two industries have prompted articles about conflicts in
locations as diverse as Bermuda (Butler et al. 1993), Belize (King 1997), and
islands off the coast in China's Liaoning Province (Anqi 1996). Butler et al.
relate a particularly striking example of the incompatibility of commercial
fishing and tourism in an area heavily reliant on the tourist industry, especially
where that industry is dependant on the health of the local reef ecosystem. Most
environmentalists, dive and snorkel operators, glass-bottom boat captains and
hotels that cater to reef tourism regard fishing for reef (as opposed to pelagic)
species as inimical to a reef's sustainability. Because these recreational interests
generally have more of an impact on the local economy than commercial fishing
and thus more political "clout", fishers are sometimes displaced by
governmental regulation, in addition to the above-described economic
considerations. The article also points out that one group that might initially be
thought of as a natural ally of fishermen, namely charter operators, often support
restrictive regulation of their fellow fishers, where the regulation based on gear
methods that do not affect charter captains.
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Even in instances where the tension between commercial fishing and tourism
does not result in more regulation, and there is no direct conflict between fishing
operators and the tourism industry (such as for waterfront space) increased
tourism can still sometimes have a deleterious effect on fishing. One way this
can occur is through increased pressure on the fishery resource itself. For
example, King (1997) notes that due to increased demand brought about by
burgeoning tourism, the size of lobsters supplied by Belizean fishermen has
dwindled in recent years, such that most are now harvested in a "pre-
reproductive capacity" status.

Thus, in the rest of the world as in Key West, the results of the confluence of the
above described factors indicate that commercial fishing usually does not fare
well wherever that industry comes into conflict with tourism interests. This
bodes ill for the continued viability of fishing as a lifestyle in those areas of the
world where tourism is increasing, or where it might be expected to develop in
the future through private or governmental promotion.
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MAINE’S COASTAL LEGACY: IDEAS FOR PROTECTING MAINE’S
CULTURAL AND ECOLOGICAL HERITAGE

Stephanie Watson, Maine Coastal Program/Maine State Planning Office

Abstract

Maine’s coast is rapidly being bought, developed and privatized.  Are there
mechanisms we can use to protect our cultural and ecological heritage along the
coast?  The Maine coast, as is the case in many other states, is rapidly changing
from marine trade-based, year-round communities to tourist-focused service
centers with heavy seasonal and depleted year-round populations. Former
marine trade businesses and longtime coastal residents are finding it increasingly
unaffordable to operate and live along the waterfront. Coastal habitats are being
lost to the cumulative impacts of coastal development.   Maine now has the
opportunity to take a coastal heritage initiative and protect the linked health of
Maine’s economy, environment and quality of life.  The purposes of this paper
are to: a) identify the challenges for protecting the cultural and ecological
heritage of the Maine coast; b) explore a combination of planning, financial,
educational, partnership and regulatory mechanisms to protect this heritage; and
c) suggest the applicability of the ideas presented to other states.

Introduction

Until recently, Maine has not experienced the population and market pressures
to require focused measures on protecting public waterfronts, water-dependent
uses, and coastal habitats. Maine has had, in statute, preferential regulations for
functionally water-dependent uses and protection of the ecology of the shoreland
zone (250 feet landward from the normal mean high water line) (Mandatory
Shoreland Zoning Act, 38 MRSA, S. 435-449) as well as protection for coastal
wetlands, intertidal and subtidal habitats, and sand dunes (Natural Resources
Protection Act, 38 MRSA S. 480-A to 480-Z). Through the Comprehensive
Land Use and Regulation Act, Maine municipalities have also been required to
inventory and protect their marine resource industries and marine resources.
Maine has historically observed the Public Trust Doctrine in which intertidal
areas are open to the public for individual fishing, waterfowl hunting and
navigation .  It is now becoming apparent that these laws are not sufficient to
protect the cultural and ecological  character of coastal Maine.  The following
Working Waterfront (November, 1999) newspaper quote is an example of the
cultural change occurring throughout the Maine coast:

“Boatbuilder Ralph Stanley traveled to Washington D. C….to receive this
country’s highest honor in the folk and traditional arts from the National
Endowment for the Arts, a National Heritage Fellowship for boatbuilding.  Back
home in Southwest Harbor, however, Stanley, 70 and faced with a significant
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increase in his property assessment [a doubling of his taxes], found himself in
the ironic situation of being honored...yet having to consider giving up his
waterfront boatyard and moving away from the village in which his family has
lived since the 1760s.”

The Maine coast is changing from marine trade- based, year round communities
to tourism and related service communities with seasonal residents. It is
becoming, more and more, a loose network of “summer communities” in which
old neighborhood homes sit all winter without families living in them.  The jobs
once prominent in waterfront communities were more than just “jobs” for a
fisherman or wharf owner, they were “ways of life” for community members.
The Maine coast is also losing valuable coastal habitats to the cumulative
impacts of development. Certainly, it is understandable that not all elements of a
community will remain the same.  Changes with the forces of population
pressure and the economy are inevitable and can be very positive if channeled
appropriately.  The fundamental questions that must be addressed with the
booming economic pressures are:  Should we sell the Maine coast to the highest
bidders? How can we keep Maine “Maine”? I suggest that a combination of
mechanisms in a formal coastal heritage program can protect our cultural and
ecological resources.  In the next few paragraphs, I will a) identify the
challenges for protecting the cultural and ecological heritage of the Maine coast;
b) explore a combination of planning, financial, educational, partnership and
regulatory mechanisms to protect this heritage; and c) suggest the applicability
of the ideas presented to other states.

A) Challenges for Protecting the Cultural and Ecological Heritage of the
Maine Coast

To protect Maine’s cultural and ecological heritage, we need to meet the
following challenges:

Challenge #1:  The desirability of Maine’s coast is elevating property values and
property tax assessments.

Challenge #2 (Related to #1):  Property tax assessment methods are determining
the character of coastal communities even when comprehensive planning and
zoning efforts are made to protect it.

Challenge #3: The decline of some waterfront industries, such as groundfishing,
and the simultaneous  economic boom of tourism and the sale of seasonal,
private vacation homes makes it difficult to keep working waterfronts viable.

Challenge #4:  The lack of financial resources available to coastal communities
for protecting the waterfront and/or repairing deteriorating waterfront
infrastructure is a challenge for communities.  Coastal towns and property
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owners are finding it easier to sell the waterfront properties to private parties
who will either raze the infrastructure or repair it for private use.

Challenge #5:  It is difficult to get state of the art trained personnel to maintain
the marine trade businesses in Maine due to insufficient training institutes in
Maine and the elevating cost of living (e.g., lack of affordable housing) in
coastal communities.

Challenge #6:  The lack of a unified voice along (or a state-supported program
to protect) the Maine coast for functionally water-dependent and longtime
residents inhibits efforts to protect our coastal heritage.

Challenge #7:  The lack of a cumulative impacts consideration by the state when
evaluating permits in coastal areas for development dilutes Maine’s Natural
Resource Protection Act’s intent of protecting coastal habitats.

B) Mechanisms to Protect Maine’s Coastal Heritage

The following paragraphs include planning, financial, educational, partnerships,
and regulatory mechanisms to protect Maine’s coastal heritage from the
challenges listed above. Due to the length of this paper, the mechanisms
presented will not be fully evaluated. Also due to the length of the paper, only a
few mechanisms per category will be presented.  Some of the mechanisms
overlap several categories.  For example, some of the financial tools could also
be regulatory tools, etc.  A combination of mechanisms from all the categories
formalized in a coastal heritage program is likely the best approach to protecting
Maine’s cultural and ecological resources.

Planning

Zoning/Districting: Coastal Maine towns can implement specific functionally
water-dependent use zones or Commercial Fishing/MaritimeUse Districts
through their shoreland zoning and other local ordinances. Specific types of
functionally water-dependent uses can be designated to give the community
more control of the types of development or uses permissible in the waterfront
areas.  The Maine State Planning Office and Maine Department of
Environmental Protection can help communities craft the zoning ordinances.  In
concert with the specific zoning concepts the Maine State Planning Office can
assist communities with implementing Transferable Development Rights
(TDRs) or Tax Incremental Financing Programs (TIFs).

Waterfront Redevelopment Planning Programs: The Maine State Government,
through the Maine State Planning Office and/or Maine Departments of
Transportation, Environmental Protection, Conservation, and Marine Resources
can initiate waterfront redevelopment /preservation planning programs through
funding and technical assistance.  The programs can start with a few pilot
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demonstration projects along the Maine coast and can focus on: 1)  organization-
visioning-planning; and 2) plan implementation. The programs can be expanded
and adapted to other coastal communities.

Water-dependent Use Maps: The Maine State Planning Office has a series of
water-dependent use maps available for community reference.  These maps can
be made more accessible to communities in an ArcExplorer (free software from
Environmental Systems Research Institute, ESRI) format on CD or in paper
form for use in planning.  “How to use the maps for waterfront planning and
redevelopment” guidance can also be provided by the Maine State Planning
Office. The maps can be used as part of the visioning component of the
waterfront redevelopment planning programs mentioned above.  Communities
either participating in a waterfront redevelopment planning program or that
simply use the maps in crafting land use and zoning ordinances can receive
preference for state grant funds for waterfront, growth management,
transportation and community development projects.

Service Center Planning Incentives: The Maine State Planning Office currently
provides technical and financial incentives to communities that are regional
“service centers” in an effort to maintain them as viable residential as well as
service-center communities. [A “service center” is defined by the Maine State
Planning Office as a community in which many services (such as shopping
centers, health care, etc.) are provided but is at risk due to declining residential
populations. The Maine State Planning Office’s goal is to make these service
center communities more attractive as residential areas and thus help discourage
sprawling residential and commercial growth patterns.] The planning incentives
through the Service Center Program can be tailored to and focused on a
subgroup of service centers that are also waterfront communities.  The proposed
bill on the “Service Center Relief Fund” to the Maine Legislature can provide
additional incentives to service center-waterfront communities.  This bill will
provide for a general revenue sharing aid for service center communities based
upon the comparative non-educational tax burden of each municipality.

Harbor Planning: The Maine State Planning Office has offered harbor planning
technical assistance and conferences to coastal communities.  This service has
traditionally focused on waterside issues such as developing mooring plans and
can be expanded to address some of the land side harbor issues such as ways to
develop and maintain public waterfront infrastructure.

Financial

Bluebelt Tax Incentives: The Maine State Legislature can authorize com-
munities to use  “bluebelt” ad valorem tax relief mechanisms to encourage the
use or construction of water-dependent facilities in waterfront areas. This
concept is analogous to the “greenbelting” mechanisms used to grant tax relief
to farmers to preserve agricultural land. The tax relief could help offset the
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conversion of the waterfront to value-enhanced activities such as condominiums
and restaurants and could be implemented in a variety of forms. For
municipalities that choose the bluebelt options, the state should provide them
with compensation, such as preferences for grants from different funding
agencies related to growth management, transportation, and community
development.

1. Use-value assessments: establishes the value of land in a particular use
rather than the highest and best use (sometimes referred to as “just value”).
The Maine State Legislature is currently debating  LD 2422, a bill for a
constitutional amendment to allow commercial fishing-related properties to
be assessed at current use rather than fair market value. This is a  narrower
approach than that mentioned here which can incorporate all functionally
water-dependent uses.

2. Preferential tax assessments can be given in combination with deferred
taxation or restrictive agreements.  In the former case, taxes must be repaid
(sometimes with interest) if the water-dependent property owner converts
the property to a non-water dependent use .  In the latter case, restrictive
agreements require the landowner to enter a contract for a specific time
period, agreeing that the property will be maintained in water dependent use
in exchange for use-value instead of a “highest and best use” assessment;

3. Purchase of Development Rights in which the town or state government
pays the difference between the market value and the water dependent use
value of property.  The owner can retain ownership of the property, sell
their development rights, and use the money from the sale as they wish.
The State of Massachusetts uses a similar concept specifically for
boatyards,  through  the 1986 Boatyard Preservation Act.  The act includes
using Purchase of Development Rights (PDRs) as a method to preserve
water-dependent activities.  Boatyards are still assessed on the property’s
highest and best use with the PDR mechanism to help offset the taxes on the
water-dependent properties.

4. Contingent Valuation Assessments  in which the value of the land is
assessed to include the values of  quality of life and other values not
normally captured in the value of property assessments.  Contingent
valuation is a well-accepted set of methodologies in the field Natural
Resource Economics and provides a method for assessing intangible values
such as “quality  of life”.

Other Tax Mechanisms: The Maine State Legislature can also pass legislation to
enable municipalities to establish a fund for town protection of waterfronts and
important coastal habitats.  The act can include options for funding mechanisms
to be chosen by the municipality such as a deeds excise tax or a tax on real
property. In addition to legislatively authorizing the establishment of such
community funds, the State can conduct town meetings in which visualization
tools and build out analyses are used to encourage communities to think about
their coastal cultural and ecological resources.  For municipalities that establish
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these funds, the state should provide them with compensation, such as
preferences for grants from different funding agencies related to growth
management, transportation, and community development.

Historic Preservation Grants: The Maine Historic Preservation Commission
awards survey and planning grants to projects that seek to identify, evaluate, and
protect Maine’s historic and archaeological resources -- for research and growth
management planning.  These grants can be used to develop historic and cultural
landscape inventories in a town, which could include important waterfront and
coastal habitat areas.  The inventories can follow the U.S. Department of the
Interior guidelines and include:  historical research, preparing period plans (as
built), inventorying and documenting existing conditions, preparing existing
conditions plans, and site analysis. [Preservation Brief 36:  Protecting Cultural
Landscapes:  Planning, Treatment, and Management of Historic Landscapes.
By. C.A. Birnbaun.  U.S. Government Printing Office:  1999. 452-989 (10394)]
. Waterfront property owners may also be able to take advantage of the Federal
Tax Reform Act (1986) which  included a Historic Preservation Tax Incentive to
allow owners of depreciable properties listed in the national Historic Register a
20% income tax credit on the cost of rehabilitation according to federal
guidelines. In 1999, the Maine Legislature approved a 20% state tax credit to
supplement the federal tax incentive.  These historic preservation resources can
be targeted to historic waterfront areas.

Collective Ownership/Inter-Local Agreements/ Development of Cooperatives:
A great way to reduce the burden of maintaining public and private waterfront
infrastructure is to design collective ownerships.  Private property owners can
pool resources and share the operations and maintenance costs of their
waterfront businesses.  Neighboring towns can develop interlocal agreements so
that residents of both towns can use public waterfront infrastructure and thus
share in the maintenance and operations costs.  Another useful model is the
development of local cooperatives, which has been done successfully by many
Maine lobstermen.  Instead of relying on the infrastructure and resources of a
one private infrastructure owner, lobstermen have pooled their resources and
supported a local lobster cooperative (with infrastructure) at which they unload
and distribute their collective products.  In this way , through “vertical
integration” of product supply to distribution, they have greater control of their
role in the market.  Cooperative managers are often hired directly from the
community.

Community Land Trusts: Nonprofit community land trusts can be established to
recycle public subsidies in community property.  The land trusts can make
waterfront properties more affordable to residents who want to stay  in their
coastal communities and linked with their heritage.  This type of land trust is
distinct from those that purchase land or acquire easements to conserve or
protect land.  In community land trusts, the trust purchases land or a developed
property and holds it in perpetuity while leasing it to clients. This arrangement
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permanently reduces the purchase price of a house by 20-30% and often makes
ownership a real option for modest income families.  Community land trusts can
further reduce the price through financial aid subsidies and soft second
mortgages. Homebuyers/builders sign a 99-year land lease, which is transferable
to descendants.  If they sell the house, they receive only what they originally
paid for the house plus the value of improvements.  By removing speculation
and profit motives, community land trusts ensure that some homes in the area
will always be affordable to those with modest incomes.  In Maine, Coastal
Enterprises, Inc. has helped finance Community Land Trusts (CLT) (e.g.,
Isleboro).  In addition to the establishment of a community land trust, it is also
important to have technical assistance available to the land trust.  The Maine
Homestead Land Trust Alliance offers technical assistance for start up of
community land trusts.  Their 1999 budget of $65,000 came through
Community Economics in Springfield, MA which assists CLTs nationally.  It is
also important to establish community land trusts in combination with checks on
property taxes.

Additional State Funding for Waterfronts and Affordable Housing: Through
bond issues, several Maine State Agencies such as the Department of
Transportation and the Department of Conservation can request public bond
issues for waterfront redevelopment or preservation.  The State of Maine can
also use available information about affordable housing shortages or conduct a
new survey and direct funds to coastal communities that have documented
shortages of affordable housing near their waterfronts.

Educational

Right of Way Public Access Grants: The Maine State Planning Office can
continue offering Right of Way public access grants to coastal communities.
The program has provided grants since 1994. Communities groups can apply to
document public rights of way, further protect public rights of way, or develop a
plan for protecting public access to the coast in their town(s).  The public access
protection efforts can include components to educate the citizens about the
values of the waterfront, public access, and their coastal environment.

Economic Valuation of the Coastal Cultural and Ecological Resources: An
economic valuation study can be conducted for coastal communities to
document the cultural and ecological values along their waterfronts, including
the collective value of the water-dependent marine trades to Maine’s economy.
The study can include contingent valuation techniques to include the
“intangibles” such as the value of a scenic view or the value of enjoying a
historic building as part of the community.  This valuation can then be used as
an educational tool for communities to protect their waterfronts.

Increase Training/Educational Opportunities for Marine Trades: The State of
Maine can commit funding to provide better state-of-the-art training and
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educational opportunities to Maine residents to support the state’s marine trades
industries (e.g., boatbuilding, facilities operators).  Industry advocates, such as
the Maine Marine Trades Association, can be a valuable resource in properly
directing this effort.

Develop Heritage Trails Along the Waterfronts: Maine communities can apply
for assistance from the National Park Service, Rivers and Trails Office for the
planning and establishment of a heritage trail along their waterfronts.  The
heritage trails can include interpretive signs with information about the cultural
and ecological heritage in the waterfront communities.

Develop a Unified Voice for the Maine’s Coastal Cultural Heritage: A coalition
could be developed to provide a unified voice for Maine’s water dependent use
businesses and Maine’s coastal cultural heritage.  The coalition can conduct an
educational campaign including information from the economic valuation
mentioned above, and cultural and ecological inventories. The coalition could
also work together to lobby the state on issues affecting Maine’s coastal cultural
heritage.

Regulatory

The Maine Legislature can pass a bill to establish a waterfronts task force.  The
task force can conduct a review of Maine’s waterfronts and make
recommendations for additional protection and improvements.  The Maine
legislature can also pass the bills related to municipal investments (for uses
including historic preservation improvements and purchase of development
rights), information-grants-and technical assistance to municipalities for
Geographic Information Systems usage (to assist in visioning and the
development of build out analyses),  and the Service Center Relief Fund
mentioned earlier.  The Maine Legislature can pass a bill to require the Maine
Department of Environmental Protection to develop a rule considering
cumulative impacts on coastal habitats during its review of development permits
instead of the current practice of single application determinations.

Partnerships

A municipality can place conditions on a private entity wishing to purchase a
waterfront property.  Conditions can include:  impact fees to be used to purchase
other properties that can provide similar public access to the coast or protection
of coastal habitats, public right of way easements on the purchased property, or
maintenance agreements on an adjacent public open space or infrastructure. The
state can also work in partnership with private non-profit financing corporations
such as Coastal Enterprises, Inc. to give preferential capital investments to water
dependent uses ventures and property purchases which will protect coastal
habitats.  The state agency/agencies and the nonprofit financing corporations can
work up a collective set of goals through a Memorandum of Agreement, make
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investments as agreed, and contribute to the protection of Maine’s coastal
heritage.

C) Applicability of Ideas to Other States

If we act quickly, Maine has the luxury of the opportunity to be proactive in
protecting its cultural and ecological heritage along the coast.  It is certainly less
developed than many other U.S coastal states.  However, the concentration of
development and percentage of private ownership along the Maine coast is high
and Maine’s coast is privately owned down to Mean Low Water.  Compared to
the U.S. West Coast States, Maine has a lesser percentage of coastal lands that
are public -- developed or not.  In addition, Maine’s working waterfronts, public
access ways, and coastal habitats are disappearing as they are in many other
coastal states.  The comprehensive use of a mix of planning, financial,
educational, regulatory and partnership mechanisms to protect coastal waterfront
areas seems the most feasible for Maine and also applicable to other U.S. states.
Several U.S. States have already initiated waterfront programs or cultural
protection programs.  For example, New York is in the seventh year of a
Waterfront Revitalization Program. Florida has a Waterfronts Florida
partnership which incorporates organizational development, visioning and plan
development, and plan implementation.  Oregon also has a waterfronts program
within their state Coastal Program.  Both Oregon and Massachusetts have
programs to help coastal communities inventory their cultural and ecological
landscape resources and vision for their futures. Maine’s approach to protecting
our cultural and ecological heritage along the coast will need to be
comprehensive and formalized, such as through a Legislative Task Force or a
Coastal Heritage Program; It can complement and build upon other states’
efforts.  In sum, the market doesn’t have to be the only determining influence on
our coasts.

Stephanie Watson
Maine Coastal Program/Maine State Planning Office
State House Station #38
Augusta, ME  04333
Phone:. (207) 287-1482
Fax  (207) 287-8059
Email:  Stephanie.Watson@state.me.us
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NEW METHODS OF ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING IN COASTAL
ENVIRONMENTS

Thorne E. Abbott, CoastalZone.com
Graeme Inglis, Supervisor, James Cook University

Abstract

Time lapse video photography was used as a tool for monitoring visitor and
vessel patterns of use at remote sites in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park,
Australia.  Video monitoring described patterns of use including; vessel size and
type, the time, duration, and preferential use of moorings, and the number and
timing of snorkeling and SCUBA diving activities.  Video monitoring produced
more succinct information than current methods of establishing use.  However,
there is an interaction between the resolution of videotape used for recordings
and the length of the recorded sample on observer accuracy and consistency. 
Video monitoring can assist coastal managers in designing regulatory and
management strategies that ensure conservation while fostering the sustainable
use and economic development of natural resources.

Introduction

With advances in technology, video monitoring has become widely used in a
variety of situations.  One advantage is that the photographs can be taken from a
position that may be difficult, impractical, or even impossible for observers to do
over an extended period of time (Wratten 1994).  Conventional techniques are
often biased, and the presence of an observer might significantly alter the
subjects behavior or activity (Carthew and Slater, 1991).  Hatch (et al.) comments
that:  “within the biological sciences the use of video technology is most
prevalent in the field of microbiology but relatively few applications have been
reported in the aquatic sciences” (1994).  Although, Dorwick found that video
monitoring is widely used in microbiology and the behavioral, medical, and social
sciences (1991).  The ability to capture a continuous record of events over a
given time permits behavioral scientists to capture the subtleties of human
expression, emotion, or response behavior.  Similarly, medical scientists and
microbiologists can capture details regarding procedures or response to stimuli. 
Rather than viewing a singular record of behavior before and after it occurs,
viewing continuous pictures can provide an understanding of the mechanisms
driving the activity. 

Video monitoring has been used for environmental purposes to ascertaining
numerical measures of activities (Dorwick 1991).  For example, estimates of the
number of fish using escapments (Hatch, et al. 1994), number of times cows
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returned to feeding blocks (McCoy and Rice 1994), and feeding excursions by
nocturnal animals (Carthew and Slater 1991), have all been described using video
monitoring techniques.  For these studies, counts of the subjects were made
between different instantaneous photographs to provide measures of change. 
This methodology is frequently referred to as time lapse video monitoring
(Dorwick 1991).  Hatch (et al.) states that time lapse video  “...provides excellent
image quality, offers adequate reliability, and can function unattended for
extended periods of time " (1994).  Additionally, they state that:  "besides being
more economical (than traditional methods of observations) video monitoring
creates a permanent record of events which may be re-examined and subjected to
a variety of analysis" (ibid.).  Videotapes can be viewed in different modes such
as fast forward, reverse, slow motion, and pause or freeze frame.  They can also
be repeatedly analyzed and scored for different variables and different time
intervals with different observers to establish reliability (Edwards, et al. 1993). 
This capability enhances accuracy and consistency in observers' estimates
(Dorwick 1991)

Few studies address the methods employed when using time lapse video for
environmental monitoring purposes.  They frequently do not discuss the
significance of the length of the recorded sample, the resolution (or format) of
videotape used, and the interaction of these two factors, if any exists, on the
type and quality of data captured by video monitoring.  In a 1989 study for the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (GBRMPA), Carleton determined that
technology had advanced to a level that video would provide a practical and
viable means of data collection in the marine sciences.  Videotaped samples of
coral reefs have since been incorporated into the GBRMPA coral reef database
and video is now a commonly used technique for monitoring changes in coral
assemblages.

The Great Barrier Reef is a collection of reefs, coral cays, and islands stretching
over 2000 kilometers along the eastern shore of Queensland, Australia.  It is
home to the largest marine park in the world and is one of the richest in biological
diversity.  The park supports a wide range of activities and industries for a
diverse group of users.  This includes recreational users, commercial fishermen,
tourist operators, tourism visitors, indigenous peoples, and scientific activities. 
The GBRMPA is responsible for managing these competing interests while
maintaining the ecological integrity and sustained use of the Reef (Valentine
1985).  Located in the Central Section of the marine park is the Whitsunday
Island Chain.  The beauty and diversity of the island chain has made it a popular
destination for private recreation and tourists (Colfelt 1985).  Manta Ray Bay,
Hook Island is located at the northern end of the chain.  Manta Ray Bay is a
concave shaped bay approximately 300 meters in width.  The bay has a crescent-
shaped beach backed by a steep hillside and is ringed by cliffs rising 30 meters
high.  The bay provides a protected anchorage from prevailing southeasterly
winds and has a well-developed fringing reef that regularly has good visibility
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conditions within the water (ibid.).  Consequently, the bay has become a favored
site for snorkeling and SCUBA diving activities (ibid.).  In 1992, the bay was
declared a Special Management Area (SMA).  The SMA designation allowed
park managers to prohibit certain activities in order to foster conservation and
protection of the area's resources.  The GBRMPA stated that:  “as a result of
heavy use of the area considerable coral damage from anchoring and from diver
fins has occurred and the quality of the reef is declining” (1992).  The GBRMPA
prohibited anchoring in the bay, overnight mooring, mooring for longer than two
hours, and the use of moorings by vessels longer than 10 meters.  However, the
bay’s use by commercial and recreational users is thought to be increasing
despite its SMA designation.

Currently, the GBRMPA uses an Environmental Management Charge (EMC) to
establish visitor and vessel use at specific sites.  The EMC is levied only on
commercial operators and equates to $1.00 per person per day (GBRMPA 1993). 
However, the EMC does not describe mooring patterns, use by private vessels,
or the duration, intensity, and type of visitor activities.  Thus, documentation
regarding the spatial and temporal patterns of use at remote sites is scarce
(Berkelmans 1994).  In consideration of the high amenity values associated with
the bay, GBRMPA desired to establish patterns of visitor and vessel use before
developing specific plans for the site (ibid.).  Hence, methods that augment the
EMC could be useful in addressing sustainable use issues at remote sites within
the Great Barrier Reef.

Research Plan

A Hi-8 video camera was used to monitor the activities in the bay over a 28-day
period in 1995.  The camera made recordings on high-resolution Hi-8 format
videotapes that were 90 minutes in length.  The camera had a 32-mm diameter
lens that supported an 80-mm X 0.70 magnification wide angle lens, a circular
polarizer, and had a zoom facility.  A programmable microprocessor turned the
video camera on and off according to an MS-DOS computer program initiated
from a laptop computer.  The program allowed the researcher to choose the
number of samples recorded per hour, the length of the recorded sample, and the
time of day to begin and end sampling.  The camera and microprocessor were
powered by two 6 volt, 6.5 ampere gel cell batteries which were recharged using a
solar panel and a battery re-charger.  The video camera, microprocessor, and
solar re-charger were housed in a waterproof, secured camera housing.  The
camera housing was mounted on a tripod head and telescoping device that
allowed proper adjustment for the field of view.  A monitor housing with a
security mounted prospecs lens held the components and the solar panel.  A
collection of boulders on the bay's western edge provided a site good views of
all three moorings, reasonable views of snorkelers and SCUBA divers relative to
their size, and was unobtrusive to users of the bay.  Detailed field notes of
observations made while at the site provided a second source of data.  The notes
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were used to verify and calibrate the data captured by the video monitor; to
evaluate the accuracy, consistency, and reliability of video taped samples; and to
evaluate the most appropriate sampling strategies for video monitoring. 
Additionally, trends and patterns of use observed at the site were compared to
trends in the video-captured data to determine the effectiveness of the
technique.

Methods

The Hi-8 format videotapes used by the camera could record up to 90 minutes of
footage each.  Daylight hours were from approximately 7:00 AM - 7:00 PM, and
park personnel could only visit the island once per week (Berkelmans 1995). 
Consequently, a single 90-minute videotape had to be sufficient to hold 12 hours
of daily monitoring for an entire week, or one minute of videotape could be
recorded per hour of monitoring.  During the initial site visit, discussions with
commercial operators indicated that their excursions usually lasted for less than
one hour.  Video footage taken at the time suggested that determination of
snorkeler behavior in less than 5 seconds was problematic (e.g., determining
whether the object was a rock, wave, or snorkelers’ fin).  Consequently, a
sampling strategy of 20 seconds every 20 minutes was chosen as the preferred
sampling strategy.  The strategy ensured daily coverage of activities,
accommodated the need to change the tapes weekly, was frequent enough to
capture operators in the bay, and long enough in duration to distinguish
between snorkelers and other activities in the bay.

The Hi-8 format videotapes were edited onto a high-resolution, S-VHS format
master videotape.  Video footage from the Hi-8 tapes that did not include vessels
or visitors was considered to be “blank” and subsequently deleted through the
editing process.  Each recorded segment (20 seconds in length) was assigned a
sample number and noted for the day, date, and time of the recording.  This
information was recorded onto a descriptive header preceding each sample.  The
researcher carefully reviewed each sample on the master tape to determine the
pattern of use by vessels and the number and timing of “in-water” visitor
activities.  Vessels were noted for their length, type, mooring preference, and the
time and duration of excursions.  Commercial vessels were readily identifiable
given information supplied by GBRMPA and field notes taken while located at
the site.  Although vessel names were not apparent in video taped samples, some
vessel characteristics such as color, height, length, and design were identifiable. 
Vessels that did not fit the description of a known commercial vessel were
assumed to be private vessels.  Visitor activity was determined by estimating the
number of snorkelers, swimmers, and SCUBA divers apparent in each videotaped
sample.  The estimates were used as the “expected” number of visitors in later
statistical and comparative analyses and were enhanced through the use of field
notes taken at the site.  Although frequently visible, no attempt was made to
estimate the number of visitors that did not participate in “in-water” activities. 
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Additionally, no attempt was made to chronologically correlate an individual
visitor’s preference of activity between video taped samples.  Development and
analysis of the video taped footage required 5 hours for each hour of actual
footage.

Recording Resolution

A sub-sampling strategy was developed to determine the significance of the
length of the recorded sample, the resolution of video tape used, and the
interaction of these two factors, if any exists, on the type and quality of data
captured by video monitoring.  For practicality, the comparative strategy relied
on counts and numeric measures of  “in-water” visitor activity.  Video tape
recordings containing “in-water” visitor activities were sub-sampled at random
and edited into 1, 5, 10, and or 20 second recorded lengths.  A random number
generator was used to allocate the samples to one, or more, of the four sample
length categories creating 132 sub-samples (Zar 1984).  The 132 sub-samples
comprise an unbalanced orthogonal un-replicated data set (ibid.).  The sub-
samples were then re-recorded onto videotapes having different levels of
resolution or clarity, as determined by the format of tape used for the recordings.

The first tape was recorded on a high resolution, S-VHS format videotape.  Four
observers reviewed the videotape and estimated the number of SCUBA divers,
snorkelers, and swimmers in the bay.  The second tape was recorded on a low
resolution standard VHS format videotape.  Three observers reviewed the
second videotape and estimated the same “in-water” visitor information.  These
numerical observations were compared to each other and to the number of
visitors that the observers were “expected” to see in the waters of the bay.  On
average, the observers took 3 hours to analyze 1 hour of videotaped sub-
samples.  The observers viewed the randomly allocated sub-samples in the same
order, however the tapes were divided into segments to reduce bias associated
with boredom, weariness, eyestrain, and fatigue. (Dorwick 1991).  All tapes (Hi-8,
S-VHS, VHS-standard) were viewed on S-VHS equipment and a high-resolution
monitor using a jog and shutter device.  The jog and shutter provides observers
with greater mobility to view individual frames and series of video footage,
increasing the accuracy and consistency of the data obtained.

Results

The video monitor was operational on 12 of the 28 monitoring days or 43% of the
time.  The monitor sampled according to the prescribed sampling interval on 3 of
the 12 days or during 25% of the operating period.  In contravention to its
instructions, the microprocessor recording 20 minutes of footage every 20
seconds, rather than 20 seconds of footage every 20 minutes.  Consequently, the
monitor sampled in a continuous mode 9 of the 12 days or during 75% of the
operating period.  The video monitor failed to operate on 16 of the 28 monitoring
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days or 57% of the time.  The gel cells did not provide adequate power to the
electronic components on 7 of the monitoring days (25%).  The battery for the
laptop computer failed on 2 days and the hard drive failed on a third day (18%). 
The microprocessor failed to turn on as instructed on 5 days (11%) possible as a
result of the inadequate performance of the gel cells, laptop computer, or MS-
DOS program.  Lastly, the camera reached the end of the videotape prematurely
due to sampling in a continuous mode (1 day or 4%).

Sampling incorporated 62 hours 45 minutes of the monitoring period and
produced 58 minutes of applicable video footage.  Visitor and vessel activities
were observed during 25 hours 45 minutes of the sampling period or 41% of the
time.  Comparatively, no activity was observed during 37 hours 5 minutes of the
sampling period or 59% of the sampling period.  Observations of visitor or vessel
activity produced a total of 172 samples, 20 seconds in recorded length each.

Of the 172 samples, 52 contained observations of visitors participating in "in-
water" activities such as snorkeling, swimming, or SCUBA diving.  The accuracy
of the seven observers' visitor estimates (see Methods) ranged from 21% to 86%
of the number of visitors they were expected to see.  Two observers estimated
70% or more of the expected number of visitors when viewing samples of 5
seconds or longer recorded on high resolution format tape.  One observer
estimated 70% or more of the expected number of visitors when viewing samples
of 10 seconds or longer recorded on low resolution format tape.  When viewing
high-resolution videotapes, observer accuracy increased markedly when viewing
recordings of 5 seconds in length verse 1 second.  When viewing low-resolution
videotapes, observer accuracy increased as sample length increased. 
Additionally, the mean level of error in each sample length category was lower
for observers viewing high-resolution tape than for observers viewing low-
resolution tape.  Chi-square Goodness of Fit tests indicate that 4 of the 7
observers had significant critical values regardless of the length of the recorded
sample or the resolution (format) of tape used.  Conversely, 2 of the 7 observers
had non-significant critical values when viewing samples of 5 seconds or longer
recorded on high-resolution format videotape.  One observer had non-significant
critical values when viewing samples 10 seconds or longer recorded on low-
resolution format videotape.

Visitors were observed participating in snorkeling, swimming, or SCUBA diving
activities from 10:15 until 5:00 PM with large groups observed in the afternoon
(Figures 1, 2).  Snorkeling activity was observed primarily in the afternoon and
SCUBA diving activities were observed primarily in the morning and at mid-day. 
Three times as many snorkelers (226) were observed than SCUBA divers (80). 
However, these observations are reflective of the number and distribution of
visitors per sample, not the actual number of visitors each day.
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Vessels made a total of 33 excursions to the bay and one commercial operator
had six excursions (Figure 3).  Of 24 vessels that were observed in the bay, twice
as many were private (12) than commercial (6), excluding dinghy’s (6).  However,
commercial vessels were viewed twice as often (20:45) as private vessels (10:40)
during the sampling period.  Commercial vessels were observed throughout the
day, whereas private vessels arrived primarily between 10:30 AM and 5:00 PM
(Figure 3).  On 9 of 33 occasions, or about 25% of the time, vessels arriving
between 2:00 PM and 3:00 PM chose not to moor and either queued or drifted,
but did so for less than 20 minutes. 
Of the three moorings in the bay, one mooring (mooring “C”) was used last, least,
and generally for less than 90 minutes (Figure 4).  Vessels violated regulations
25% of the time by mooring for longer than two hours.  However, the average
duration of mooring was less than two hours.  Vessels that utilized moorings
ranged from 3 meters to 15 meters in length and had a mean length of 10 meters. 
Of the 24 vessels observed in the bay, one commercial vessel and one private
vessel moored overnight twice for a combined total of four occasions.

Video monitoring recorded 15 commercial excursions to the bay during which 82
visitors participated in snorkeling, swimming, or SCUBA diving activities
(Figures 1, 2, 3).  In contrast, the Environmental Management Charge (EMC)
recorded 12 commercial excursions, carrying a total of 122 visitors to the bay
(Berkelmans 1995).  Video monitoring captured 20% more commercial excursions
than the EMC, but only 67% of the visitors indicated by the EMC.  However,
estimates from videotaped samples only considered those individuals
participating in “in-water” visitor activities and not all visitors to the bay.

Conclusion

Time lapse video monitoring described visitor and vessel patterns of use at
Manta Ray Bay.  Vessel patterns including the timing, duration, and preferential
use of moorings, average vessel size, and intensity of use by commercial and
private vessels were described by video monitoring.  Video monitoring also
described the timing, duration, and intensity of swimming, snorkeling and
SCUBA diving activities.  The technique can supplement existing forms of data
collection, such as the EMC, in more accurately describing patterns of use at
remote sites within the GBR.  Although the initial costs of the monitoring system
were high ($5700 AUS; $4100 US), the operational costs were fairly small when
compared to observers physically located at the site.  The monitoring tool can
also help in determining whether regulatory and mooring management strategies
are having their intended effect.

The combination of percentage accuracy, mean error, and Chi-square Goodness
of Fit tests, suggest that there is an interaction between image resolution (format
of tape used for recordings) and the length of the recorded sample on the
accuracy and precision of observer estimates.  The results suggest that
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videotaped samples should be recorded on a high-resolution format of
videotape, and that the samples should be at least 5 seconds in recorded length. 
The results also suggest that the best sampling strategy for Manta Ray Bay is to
record 5 seconds of video footage every 15 minutes from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM. 
Given such a strategy, one month of time lapse video monitoring could be
recorded onto a singular, 90 minute, Hi-8 format videotape.

Since this study's completion, the video monitor has been used extensively at
Hinchenbrook Island.  The site is listed as a World Heritage Area because of its
unique outstanding natural features.  The video monitor is being used to assess
vessel patterns and their interaction with Dugongs, an endangered species, in
the Hinchenbrook Channel.  Based on this study's findings, a standard 12-volt
automotive battery replaced the gel cells to provide a more reliable, longer lasting
power source and a user-friendly interface was designed for programming the
microprocessor.  The video monitor has captured 2400 samples without incident
and may be used for other applications in the marine park. The study at Manta
Ray Bay has illustrated that video monitoring can be an effective tool for
decision making.  Time lapse video monitoring can assist coastal zone managers
in developing policies and programs that ensure the continued protection, long-
term development, and sustained use of coastal and reef resources.
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PUBLIC ACCESS AND WILDLIFE COMPATIBILITY

Caitlin Sweeney, San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development
Commission

Joe LaClair, San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission

Introduction

Increased human demand for outdoor water-oriented experiences, expanding
shoreline development, and shrinking wildlife habitat areas have clearly elevated
the potential for interaction between public and wildlife use of many shoreline
areas.

Does public access adversely affect wildlife and, if so, how? What kinds of
access under what circumstances affect what kinds of species? Can public
access be provided near habitats of sensitive species in ways that avoid or
minimize habitat degradation and impacts on the species? If so, how should the
access be sited, designed, constructed and managed? These are all questions
resource managers and coastal regulatory agencies need answered to better
fulfill their obligations. Moreover, as more local governments (cities and
counties) and special districts (park, recreation, open space districts) require
public access as part of their shoreline projects and planning permit authority,
better information is needed to guide public policy decisions regarding the
interaction of public access and wildlife.

Background

The San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC) is
charged with both protecting the Bay and its wildlife resources, and providing
for maximum feasible public access to and along the Bay. Federal and state
resource agencies and nonprofit environmental groups, such as local chapters of
the National Audubon Society, the Sierra Club and Save San Francisco Bay
Association have sometimes objected to the public access provisions of projects
approved by BCDC, contending that public access is incompatible with wildlife.
Moreover, federal and state resource agencies, such as the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service and the California Department of Fish and Game, also
periodically object to the public access provisions required by BCDC as a
condition of obtaining a BCDC permit. Often the groups conflict in their
independent view of whether public access is appropriate at a particular site and
the appropriate scale and intensity of the access.

Over the last 30 or so years, BCDC’s policies on public access have evolved
from the fundamental goal of public access creation and expansion, to more
complex policies that recognize the necessity of balancing development of
public access with parallel goals of wildlife and habitat protection and
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enhancement. BCDC’s permitting process has reflected the increasing attempt to
balance public access opportunities with wildlife needs. However, in the many
years since BCDC’s policies were created, available information on the effects
of public access on wildlife has increased and concern over this issue has grown.
BCDC is now endeavoring to further revise its policies to better address the
complex issue of public access and wildlife compatibility.

The San Francisco Bay Public Access and Wildlife Compatibility Project

BCDC received funding from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, Office of Ocean and Coastal Resources Management, to address
this fundamental coastal management issue. BCDC has initiated, in partnership
with the Association of Bay Area Government’s Bay Trail Project (Bay Trail
Project), the San Francisco Bay Public Access and Wildlife Compatibility
Policy Development Project. This two-year study will generate improved
information on public access impacts on wildlife and ways to address these
impacts to facilitate better informed policy decisions.

The Bay Trail Project, with BCDC assistance, has taken the lead in facilitating
original field research to measure public access impacts on avian species that
inhabit San Francisco Bay. BCDC, with Bay Trail Project assistance, is
concentrating on improving its knowledge of design and management strategies
to avoid or reduce impacts by undertaking a comprehensive assembly and
analysis of available information, collecting further observational and anecdotal
information through a survey of land managers, and establishing an advisory
committee to generate policy recommendations.

Information Assembly and Analysis

An exhaustive literature search conducted by BCDC on recreational impacts on
wildlife resulted in relatively few relevant field studies. All the identified
published studies did find some degree of negative impact to wildlife from
human recreational activities. However, considerable complexities were
revealed regarding direct and indirect impacts to wildlife from different types of
recreational behavior in various habitats. These complexities prevent major
generalizations on the effects of recreation on wildlife.

Historically, there have been problems with the research and data collected on
the recreational impacts on wildlife. Identifying human impacts on wildlife is
difficult for many reasons including: 1) baseline data for comparison are often
missing; 2) there are both spatial and temporal discontinuities between impacts
and effects; 3) it is difficult to distinguish between natural variability and
human-induced variability (or difficult to isolate individual factors); and 4) the
potential ability of wildlife to acclimate to human disturbance is poorly
understood.
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The overwhelming consensus from nearly every article or book reviewed on the
impacts of recreation on wildlife is that more, well-designed studies need to be
conducted before any major generalizations can be made. Studies such as the
field research currently being facilitated by the Bay Trail Project will help
increase the current state of knowledge.

The literature search BCDC staff conducted resulted in no scientific field studies
on the effects of specific trail design or public-use management strategies on
levels of impacts on wildlife. Very little is known on the capacity of
infrastructure and management to alter recreational impacts on wildlife. There is
a tremendous need for more evaluation of design and management strategies
that avoid or minimize levels of impact on wildlife.

Despite the lack of concrete scientific analysis of the success of specific design
and management strategies to avoid or reduce impact of public access on
wildlife, a significant number of creative and interesting strategies have been
identified. BCDC developed a comprehensive Design and Management
Strategies Matrix, providing an extensive synthesis of specific design and
management strategies that may be used to avoid or minimize impact of public
access on wildlife.

Design and management strategies to avoid or minimize impact of public access
to wildlife can take many forms and can be employed on varying spatial and
temporal scales (i.e., the initial planning and design of a trail, the construction
on-site, and the management of users over time). There are many ways to
categorize such design and management techniques such as: indirect versus
direct management strategies (i.e., educational signage versus use limitations);
or techniques employed during the planning and design of the trail or open
space, versus techniques employed on site after construction (i.e., spatial,
temporal, behavioral, etc.).

Management techniques that address potential public access impacts to wildlife
were categorized into one of three variables that characterize the user/wildlife
interaction. These three management categories are: 1) siting and design; 2) use
management; and 3) wildlife management. Each of the three elements (the trail
itself, the trail users, and the wildlife in the public access area) can be managed
independently or, more likely in combination, to control impact. Obviously,
manipulation of one variable will affect the others, and the distinction between
the three variables may not always be precise. However, categorizing
management techniques into these three variables provides a useful means of
organization for discussion and planning purposes.

Each strategy has recognized benefits and challenges, and each may or may not
be appropriate in a specific situation. However, there is a clear benefit in
documenting these design and management strategies. Managers throughout the
nation benefit from the sharing of individual experiences in addressing the
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impact of public access on wildlife. The collection and analysis of potential
design and management strategies offers a useful tool for decision makers.

Distribution of National Survey

BCDC is currently building on the information in the Design and Management
Strategy Matrix by conducting a nationwide survey of land managers. The goals
of the survey are to gather further observational information on recreational
impacts on wildlife, and to document on-site experiences with specific design
and management strategies and how those strategies have or have not been an
effective tool in avoiding or reducing impact on wildlife from human activities.
The survey was developed and mailed to over 350 managers of local, state and
federal reserves, parks, refuges, open spaces, recreation areas, and wildlife
management areas. The selected group of people from around the nation manage
sites that contain sensitive habitat areas and allow public access. Data from the
survey are currently forthcoming.

Formation of a Policy Advisory Committee

BCDC formed a Policy Advisory Committee (PAC) to function as a forum for
public input and debate and to help facilitate a consensus among regional public
agencies and non-profit organizations on the development of revisions to
existing public access policies. The PAC is comprised of fourteen individuals
representing a wide range of professional fields, geographic areas and public
interests to assist BCDC in developing achievable, effective consensus-based
policies that may be implemented throughout the region. The represented
disciplines include biologists (consultant, academic and agency), resource
managers, regional park district employees, environmental planners, landscape
architects, and non-governmental agency activists (including both recreation and
wildlife protection advocates). The PAC assisted with the development of the
survey, and is in the process of formulating policy recommendations to BCDC.

Preliminary Conclusions

There is a clear need for more, well-designed, scientific studies of recreational
impacts on wildlife, both on a local scale in the San Francisco Bay Area, and on
a national scale in similar habitats with similar recreational uses. Specifically,
there is a paucity of knowledge on the differential impacts of diverse types of
recreational activities on various wildlife species. In addition, there is much to
learn on the relationship of recreational frequency and spatial scale to wildlife
impacts. An increased understanding of spatial and temporal discontinuities
between impacts and effects is also needed. Also, the potential ability for certain
species to become habituated to some degree of human interaction is a poorly
understood though important factor.
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To better evaluate impacts of recreational use on wildlife, more research is
needed to develop appropriate assessment indicators (monitoring target species,
or measurements of behavioral response, for example). Baseline data are needed
both for comparison purposes and to help isolate disturbance factors (i.e.,
recreation caused disturbance versus other factors such as poor water quality or
natural variability).

Furthermore, though better science is obviously needed in order to make better
informed decisions about management of public access, science alone will not
dictate the existence or design of public access. Rather, science is part of a larger
framework that also includes public values and benefits, laws and regulations,
and overall management objectives of specific areas. Within this larger public
policy framework, some sites may be managed to preclude or severely limit
public access, while other sites may be allowed a variety of uses and actively
managed to find a balance between resource preservation and recreation and
transportation. It is within this larger management framework that managers are
striving to find the optimal balance between use and protection, and where
specific design and management strategies can be employed to avoid or
minimize potential impact.

In the meantime, as more information is generated from various sources,
development of policies to address public access impacts on wildlife necessitates
the incorporation of available scientific information, public values, existing
institutional frameworks, a monitoring effort to provide on-going feedback on
policy effectiveness, and the flexibility to review and revise the policies as more
information becomes available.

Caitlin Sweeney
San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission
30 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 2011
San Francisco, CA 94102
Phone: (415) 557-8794
Fax: (415) 557-3767
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REVITALIZATION OF THE RECREATIONAL USE OF THE  BEACH
IN TIJUANA, BAJA CALIFORNIA

Leonardo Ortiz-Lozano, MAIA-COLEF
Xóchitl Eguiarte, MAIA COLEF

Aida Bullen, MAIA COLEF
Gabriela Sampedro, MAIA-COLEF

Cuitlahuac Hernández, MAIA COLEF
Ma de los Angeles Álvares, MAIA COLEF

José Valencia, MAIA COLEF
Ingrid Hernández, MAIA COLEF

Introduction

In Tijuana a high percentage of the population has no access to recreation
activities given the scarce offer of public recreational facilities and the low
quality of the facilities that exist (Cuamea, et al, 1985). The extension of parks
in the city is of about 0.6 square meters (Méndez, 1993), notwithstanding the
official statistics of 0.26 square meter per inhabitant reported in the Plan
Municpal de Desarrollo 1996-98. These figures are far from the international
recommendations of the UN which establish 8 to 10 square meters per
inhabitant.

The beaches in Tijuana
have represented a natural
attraction for the residents
of the region, given their
accessibility to the
population that requires
recreational spaces. These
beaches have been
transformed in to one of the
most important recreational
sites of the city, specially
during the summer, when
thousands of people
procure entertainment.

The purpose of this research project is to promote the recreational use of this
area considering the social demands that are generated by the users as well as
the need for infrastructure and public safety. Taking into account the
aforementioned areas of interest, we will be able to recommend a physical
rehabilitation plan to improve the function of the recreational space through an
integrated diagnostic of the area that will permit an integration of the three levels
of government that have jurisdiction over this territory.
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Study area

Located in the county of Tijuana, in the State of Baja California (Figure 1), the
area of study is south of the United Sates border. It is located in the
neighborhood of Playas de Tijuana. To the east is the Paseo Playas avenue, to
the south is the scenic highway Tijuana-Ensenada, and to the west the Pacific
Ocean.

We identify three units of analysis within the area of study: "Monumental",
"Coral Beach" and "Costa de Oro" (Figure 2). The criteria used include the
geomorphological character, the natural shape of the beach and the existing
recreational infrastructure.
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The beaches and its patrons

According to a survey (n=126), 88% of the visitants reside in Tijuana. Of these
64% live in the residential neighborhood of Playas de Tijuana. The people who
visit these beaches do so three times a week, which is significant. It is during the
summer that the greatest influx of visitors occurs.

The visitors perform different activities in the beach. Approximately 24% of
those surveyed  exercise or walk on the beach, 22% of the visitors refer using
the beach to relax, and 22% swim. The number of visitors vary during the day,
with the afternoons and the mornings the preferred hours. 20% visit the beach at
night and 47% of these report staying an average of 2 to 4 hours.

The economic impact of visitors to this area is low, given that 48% of the
visitors do not spend; 12% spend only an average of 2 to 5 dollars; 10% spend 5
to 10 dollars; 12% spend 10 to 20 dollars; 10% spend 20 to 40 dollars and only
the 4% spend more than 40 dollars.

Perceptions

Through the implementation of the survey, we found some interesting
perceptions regarding the beach. First, people refer "liking" the beach and
consider that it is not polluted. This perception is reinforced by the lack of
recommendations to improve the image of the beach. Nevertheless, a great
percentage of those interviewed were willing to participate in a improvement
project.

In terms of the hygienic perceptions of the beach, people consider that the beach
could be improved by increasing the number of trashcans.  However, the
quantity of trash on the beach does not interfere with their capacity to enjoy the
scenery. The ocean, the sand, the breeze and the tranquil environment are some
of the reasons why people seek the beach to meditate and relax. In addition, the
beach is considered to be an environment that promotes the reunion of family
and friends.

Finally, we can conclude that this area is considered as a place for social
interaction, and not a place of commercial exchange. The users consider their
access to the beach as an opportunity to leave momentarily the urban and
commercial environment.  Thus the beach is close to the urban center but its
characteristics are drastically different.

Area I “Monumental” Diagnostic

This area contains the greatest number of accesses to the area of study. 59% of
the visitors reach the beach through the stage in the main walkway and 47%
utilize the stairs in this section. Of the 20 access routes along the beach, only
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50% reach the Paseo Pacífico avenue from the beach boardwalk, the other 50%
extend from the boardwalk to the sand. There are also a series of trails and roads
in precarious conditions that allow people and vehicles to reach the beach.

The beachfront is characterized by having a high percentage of open space (65%
of the total area). There can be found some buildings of which 45% can be
considered in good shape and 65% are very deteriorated. A great number of
these are on sale or for rent. Restaurants or other venues occupy 40% percent of
the buildings, while the remaining 60% are residential use.

In addition to the lack of vegetation, the visitors, residents and the slope
characteristics of the area contribute to its erosion (95% of the surface can be
considered eroded). This implies a great instability of the land and an increasing
risk to the physical infrastructure.

61% of the beach goers refer to the Monumental area of the beach is their
“favorite” site. The recommendeded activities for this site given the intensity of
use are: walking, running, playing, contemplation, fishing, swimming,
eating/drinking and allowing pets with certain restrictions.

As a result of the great number of visitors, this zone has the greatest number of
services in comparison to the other two areas of study. During the summer up to
45 salespersons offer their products on the beach to the visitors. Their goods
range from food to flotation devices, balls and photographs.

Diagnostic of zone 2 “Coral Beach”

This zone has two entries to the beach. One is located on the north side, by
Parque Azteca Norte avenue, and it is merely a dirt road that passes next to a
apartment complex. To the south is Parque Baja California Avenue, which also
has a dirt road that reaches the beach.

Given the poor accessibility of this zone, one can notice that the natural
environment is better conserved than the other areas of study.  In particular,
there is greater land surface covered by vegetation (50%) which stabilizes the
land. However in 50% of the area there are ditches that result from eolic and
water erosion. It is important to mention that although in this area there is no
urban water discharge, there is a ravine that flows throughout the neighborhood
and reaches the beach.

According to the survey, the activities that take place in this area include:
walking, running, contemplation and fishing. Finally, given the lack of access to
beach, there are a small numbers of visitors, a lack of services and very few
roving vendors.
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Diagnostic of zone 3 “Costa de Oro”

A set of stairs in a state of disrepair is one way to reach the beach in this zone.
Other ways to access the sand requires walking down very steep slopes (mostly
of 90 degrees) of idle land. These slopes, like those in the other areas of study
are quite eroded.

There are few edifications in the beach front (10% of land coverage), and the
existing ones are abandoned or in state of disrepair.

In a section of this area one can find the remains of an old concrete access to the
beach that is now fractured and broken down. There are no services in this area,
not even light posts.

The activities performed in this area are walking, running, contemplation,
playing, pet walking, eating/drinking and swimming. Notwithstanding the
difficulty in reaching the beach there are local vendors right on the beach that
sell food and drinks primarily.

Recommendations

The table below relates the recreational activities to the areas in which they are
performed in all three zones of Playas de Tijuana.

Table 1. Intensity of use by zone (3 high, 2 medium, 1low).
Activity Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

Swimming 3 1 2
Walking/running 3 3 3
Eating/drinking 3 1 2
Contemplation 3 3 2
Playing 3 1 2
Pets 3 1 3
Fishing 2 3 1

From the zone analysis, recommendations were developed for every activity.
The limitations and recommendations are delineated next.

Walking/running. Those visitors that use the beach for running or walking
generally do so during morning or afternoons, naturally avoiding the presence of
large crowds during the day. This behavior is favorable to the orderly use of the
beach. Thus the only recommendation for this activity is the use of shoes or
other protective equipment to prevent foot injuries, given the presence of sharp
objects in the beach. Therefore, maintaining the present scheduling scheme this
activity can occur in all three areas.
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Playing. This activity is highly incompatible with the rest of the activities of the
visitors. It can occur on the beach, utilizing marked areas for play in zone 1
Monumental. Playing with balls, bats stick etc.  should be avoided when near
groups of people. Playing baseball will be prohibited, given the limited space of
the beach and the high probability of injury of bystanders. The game is
permitted in zones 1 and 3.

Fishing. This activity depends upon many characteristics, like illumination and
tide, for which is mostly performed during the morning and evening hours. The
areas recommended for this activity are the 50 meters south of the Mexico-
United States border in zone 1 (Monumental) and the rocky area of zone 2
(Coral Beach). It is imperative that fishing should not be done near swimmers.

Swimming. It is important that swimmers be aware and respect the instructions
of lifeguards. Constant supervision of small children by adults is recommended.
It is advised that swimmers use the proper swimwear, swimming with denim or
similar fabric can be difficult and is not recommended. Zone 1 “Monumental”
and Zone 3 “Costa de Oro” are the areas designated for this recreational activity.

Eating/drinking. A great number of visitors bring food along with them. The use
of glass and containers is prohibited on the beach. The trash must be placed in
trash cans. Hot coals should be extinguished with ocean water and placed in
trash cans. The recommended sites for these activities are zone 1 and 3.

Vehicles. The use of motorcycles is prohibited on the beach. The use of bicycles
on the boardwalk is prohibited as well any other non-official vehicles.

Conclusions

It may seem that the above recommendations are trivial in nature. However, it is
important to take into account that the demand placed upon the beach of Tijuana
is intense. Furthermore, the socio-economic characteristics of the visitors and
the lack of coherent governmental management of the area leads to social and
environmental vulnerability. Through the implementation of these simple
recommendations, it could be possible to generate a common space for the three
levels of government related with this beach.

Finally, the social dynamics of the city of Tijuana, in particular its large
immigrant population requires the creation of recreational facilities necessary to
fulfill the needs of the population. The role of government involvement and
leadership is required to avoid and mitigate social tensions arising from the
definition of administrative jurisdictions.
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PROTECTING CANADA'S AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT
GREEN BOAT PROGRAM

Marc Pakenham
Community Advisor, Fisheries and Oceans Canada

Recreational boaters are environmentalists, whether they know it or not.
Activities on the water are often driven by aesthetics and the enjoyment of
nature. As the boating public becomes more informed about their impact on the
aquatic environment, the more likely it becomes that they will modify their
behavior in a positive way, making good decisions for the right reasons.

The Department of Fisheries and Oceans - Coast Guard has "protecting the
aquatic environment" as one of its primary missions. The Green Boat Program is
a new, multi-faceted initiative to educate recreational boaters and small fishing
vessel operators about reducing their impact on the aquatic environment. The
Green Boat Program is a composite of public education initiatives, Green Boat
kits, Green Boat checks and regulations all based on partnership principles.

At the very centre of the Canadian Coast Guard's approach is the belief that
protecting the aquatic environment is a shared responsibility. The fulfillment of
the partnership process occurs when each boater becomes a steward of the
environment; feeling a personal responsibility and taking individual action to
improve the aquatic environment.

Faced with reduced resources and increased demands, the Canadian Coast
Guard - Green Boat Program uses existing resources well, and coordinates
effective working partnerships with the boating community. A recipe for success
and cleaner environment?  It's looking better all the time.

Marc Pakenham
Community Advisor
Fisheries and Oceans Canada
25 Huron St.
Victoria B.C. CANADA V8V 4V9
telephone: 250-480-2794
fax: 250-480-2793
email: pakenhamm@pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca
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STUDIES ON THE DISTRIBUTION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
LITTER LEFT IN SUMMER SWIMMING AREAS: A CASE STUDY IN

THE KATANO SUMMER SWIMMING AREA IN JAPAN
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Institute of Technology, Japan

Abstract

There are about 1,400 summer swimming areas in Japan.  Every year, over 23
million people bath in these swimming areas.  It is the most popular form of
non-consumptive summer recreational activity in the coastal zone.  However,
litter left by recreational visitors cause serious environmental damage, both
visual and physical.  It forces the local community to clean up beaches
repeatedly.  It is also a visual pollution for visitors.  This study aims to
describe the distribution characteristics of the litter on the beach in order to
limit the pollution and alleviate the clean up cost.  Observations were carried
out in the Katano swimming area in Ishikawa, Japan, in the summer of 1989.
The results show that the distribution pattern is characterized by differences in
the type of litter.  The litter was distributed unevenly along the beach.  The
cigarette butts, for example, are likely to follow a normal distribution with
µ=11.7m, s.d.=5.0m (χ2=3.998, p>0.05, d.f.=2, from Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test).  Conclusions obtained from this study include suggestions regarding
effective measures to decrease the amount of litter and more efficient litter
recovery methods.

Introduction

Sea bathing is the most popular form of coastal recreation in the summer
season in Japan.  Over 23 million people visit coastal zones for the purpose of
sea bathing with family and friends from July to August (Leisure Development
Center, 1998).  However, after utilization by sea bathers, beaches are covered
with large quantities of litter.  This littering degrades the scenic beauty of
beaches, and has adverse effects on the users

In Japan, 47% of the nation’s population lives in municipalities by the
coastline and the population density of these regions is 1.5 times higher than
the national average (Someya, 1995).  The coastal zone is the most familiar
natural setting for many Japanese people.  Therefore, the frequency of visits of
the coastal zones for coastal recreation such as sea bathing can be high.  For
example, sea bathing, surfing, recreational fishing, scuba diving, yachts and
pleasure boating, attract a lot of Japanese.  Among these activities,
recreational fishing and sea bathing are the most popular.  According to the
Prime Minister's Office, 88.8% of all users who visited the coastal zone in
1995 came for sea bathing (Prime Minister’s Office, 1995).  There are
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approximately 1,400 summer sea bathing coasts in Japan, hosting from 300 to
3 million visitors per day for the most popular locations (Kumagaya, 1988).
The origin of sea bathing goes back to about 100 years ago, when hot-spring
cure came to fashion. Sea bathing became increasingly popular in the late
1950's, and since, has become a nationwide popular summer recreation.

Along with the prevalence of sea bathing, the amount of litter left in summer
swimming areas has been increasing mainly due to the lack of interest for
visual esthetic and because of inadequate public sprit.  At the same time, the
evermore-popular private automobile brings visitors to the summer swimming
areas who, in turn, bring more materials and foods for their enjoyment.  All
these factors combine to increased littering on the beaches.

Litter on the beach is a public nuisance.  Firstly, it decreases the esthetic
beauty of the beach.  Secondly, it may be a cause of injury for sea bathers who
often walk barefoot on the beach.  Thirdly, it may contribute to sea pollution
and animal endangerment as marine creatures, such as sea turtles, may prey on
and drag it into the open sea.  Fourthly, it puts additional strain on the local
people, who are forced to pay the cost of cleaning the beaches by participating
in clean-up activities.  Therefore, effective measures to decrease or recover the
litter left on the beach are needed.

The litter problem has been getting a lot of attention recently in Japan, as the
amount of litter present on beaches is considerable.  In response to this
problem, clean-up activities are carried out on the coasts throughout Japan
every year.  Although there have been several reports regarding beach
littering, there have been few research studies on litter found in summer
swimming areas.  This study examines the situation in summer swimming
areas by obtaining information on the litter distribution patterns.  This
information is believed to be useful for devising efficient beach cleaning
procedures.

Method

This study was carried out at Katano beach in Kaga City, located in the
southern part of the  Ishikawa Prefecture in Japan.  This particular beach is
visited by more than 30 thousand visitors during the summer every year.  The
area of survey was set near the beach entrance (there is only one entrance to
the beach) because the population density is typically higher there.  The exact
survey area was a 100m by 30m rectangle.  The area was divided into 3,000
1m square quadrates in order to investigate the exact location of the litter
(Figure 1.).

The survey was carried out from July 29th to August 11th, 1998 but was put on
hold on the 3rd and 7th of August because of rough weather.  The exact location
and the amount of litter were recorded every evening after the number of
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remaining visitors dropped to fewer than 10.  The types of litter were
classified as shown in Table 1.  In the survey, stranded litter and natural
materials left on the beach were excluded.  After the survey, the litter that was
counted was removed in order not to affect the survey of the following day.
The number of visitors per hour was also monitored during the survey.

Results

The amount of litter found on the beach each day is shown in Figure 2.
Littering was more of a problem on weekends.  It decreased on the 4th of
August when the weather conditions were rough.  There is no correlation
between the amount of litter and the number of visitors per day except for

Coastline↓

Sea

Beach

Figure 1. The study area at Katano beach

Types of litters
Paper, cloth
Plastics
Metal
Glassware
Fireworks
Cigarette butts
Nylon and others

Table 1. Litter classification
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metal products (r=0.80).  The total number of littered pieces recorded during
the survey was 738.  Cigarette butts and fireworks counted for 42% and 18%,
respectively, of the total amount.

In order to show the pattern of dispersion, Variance Mean Ratio (VMR) was
employed.  If VMR>1, it is a uniform distribution, if VMR<1, it is an
aggregated distribution, and if VMR=1, it is a random distribution.  The VMR
value was small and stayed close to 1.0 except for paper and cloth (4.22 on
August 10) and metals (5.43 on August 11).  This result indicates that the
distribution of litter is not uniform but random or aggregated. Especially,
paper, cloth, and metal follow an aggregate distribution.

In order to describe the pattern of litter distribution, the number of pieces of
litter from the coastline was determined. Figure 3 shows this data during the
study period.  The number of pieces of litter was high and constant from 0m to
16m from the water line.  It decreased steadily thereafter as the distance from
the coastline increased.  This result suggests that visitors were distributed in
the first 16m from sea line.

It is also important to consider the distribution of litter by items because each
type of litter may have a unique distribution pattern based on the kind of
activity it is linked to.  Cigarette butts, plastic, and nylon litter were analyzed.
The abundance of cigarette butts is demonstrated in Figure 4.  They were
mainly distributed from 7m to 19m from the sea line.  Their distribution is
most likely normal with µ=11.7m, s.d.=5.0m (χ2=3.998, p>0.05, d.f.=2, from
Kolmogorov -Smirnov test).  Plastic and nylon litter was mostly found at
about 10m from the coastline.  The fireworks were found in higher numbers at
16m and near 24m.
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It is possible to express the relationship between distance from the coastline
and the number of pieces of litter as follows.

Y = -6.8638Ln(x) + 23.781 (r=0.86)
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Figure 3. The relationship between the number of litters and the
distance from the coastline
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Where Y =number of nylon pieces, x=distance from the coastline

Y= -6.6494Ln(x) + 22.581 (r=0.82)
Where Y =number of nylon pieces, x=distance from the coastline

Abundant distributions of these items were found around the coastline.  It is
because the visitors used food containers, pet bottles and plastic toys (e.g.
buoys) during their bathing and resting on the beach close to the water line.
On the contrary, cigarette butts were not found close to the sea.  It is
speculated that the main reason for this phenomenon is that the smokers prefer
to stay away from the foreshore in order not to wet their cigarettes.  Moreover,
smoking visitors are likely to stay away from the foreshore because they prefer
to sun bath rather than swim.  The same can be observed with fireworks.
Relatively few fireworks were counted on the foreshore.  They were mainly
found at 16m and 24m from the coastline.  The visitors using fireworks at
night stay away from the coastline because their activity is not directly linked
with the presence of the sea.

Discussion

This article discusses the distribution pattern of beach litter in a summer
swimming area.  The results show that the concentration of litter was higher in
the first 16m from the water line where visitors typically go for swimming.
Unique distribution patterns for the different kinds of litter found on the beach
were identified.  For example, cigarette butts were mostly found from 7m to
19m from the water line and their distribution followed a normal distribution
with µ=11.7m and s.d.=5.0m.  Differences in distribution patterns are believed
to be due to differences in visitors’ behavior.  The litter is an indication of the
visitors’ behavior on the beach.  For example, smoking visitors prefer to stay
away from the wet foreshore.

The results can be used for improving beach quality through more effective
beach cleaning procedures.   For example, by collecting cigarette butts found 7
to 17m (12m ± 5m) from the coastline, 70% of the cigarette butts can be
efficiently recovered with minimum effort.   This method can decrease the
cost of recovery and cleaning, otherwise labor intensive and time consuming.
At the same time, announcements that encourage people not to smoke or not to
throwaway cigarette butts, targeted towards the visitors staying away from the
water line, can be useful.  These limited announcements are not noisy and will
not damage the perception of other visitors.

According to an investigation on international beach clean up, the cigarette
butt is classified as the top item, consisting of 18% of the total litter collected
between 1988 and 1997 (Japan Environmental Action Network, 1999).  The
proportion of cigarette butts in this study was 42% which is approximately two
times more than the proportion of cigarette butts found on the beaches during
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beach cleaning activities.  It is considered that visitors smoking on the beach
affect the increase in the number.  Thus the reduction of disposed cigarette
butts caused by visitors are crucial solution to decrease beach litter in the
swimming area.
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